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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established I
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

The new president of the Rock- l
land Chamber of Commerce, Carl H.
Sonntag, made his debut as the
presiding officer of that organization
at Thursday night's banquet, and ■
handled the meeting in a manner
which was highly inspirational to the
j other members. Long experience
with big business, executive ability
of an unusual calibre, and a fine

,
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GEMTRAL
19-21

TO DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS
This is to notify delinquent tax payers of Real
Estate of the City of Rockland, that we are now pre
paring to serve Tax Liens under Section 28, Chapter
I 4, Revised Statutes of the Laws of Maine, on all
1931 unpaid taxes.
As this means extra expense to all Real Estate tax
payers, I hope all who can, will make arrangements
to pay takes at once and avoid unnecessary expense.
C. M. RICHARDSON.
Mayor.
16S25

AUTOMOBILE

Registrations
Delivery of plates on Mail Orders for registrations
received after Feb. 17, 1932, cannot be guaranteed
by March 1. Extreme congested conditions in the
office make it impossible.
Those applying in person should not delay until the
last days of February unless they are willing to wait
in line for hours.

EDGAR C. SMITH,
Secretary of State
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TAKING STRAW VOTE

Literary Digest Asks Twenty
Million People If They Do
or Don’t Want Prohibitior

LATE NEWS
FROM

IS A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE
WE DON’T BELIEVE THERE IS ANY OTHER
EXPERIENCE IN LIFE LIKE THAT OF PLAN
NING FOR AND ATTAINING A HOME.
Our institution specializes in loans for home buying and build
ing. We help people to home ownership hy a practical plan that
means a small initial investment—a very reasonable and conveni
ent repayment schedule, and fine protection against both loss for
the borrower and this institution.
Any family that will invest savings here and get a modest sum
ahead, is in line for a home loan on terms that require but little
more than rent. We are helping others. Let us help you.
L

L
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Tested and Proved
I

The operating policy of the Rockland
National Bank has been tested and proven
sound by more than 80 years of constant
banking service.
Since the day when this bank began
serving the people of Knox County, in
1851, its primary purpose has been to pro
vide the highest possible degree of safety
for the funds entrusted to its care. That
it has succeeded in its purpose is evidenced
by its sound condition today and the fact
that it has come through every period of
economic readjustment during the past
three-quarters of a century.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

Bank
SAFETY

SERVICE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

80 YEARS OF CONSTANT BANKING SERVICE

CHAIRMAN OF HOARDING DRIVE

WASHINGTON

of our members if they might spend
a week in this office and receive
some of the numerous inquiries
which come by mail and over the
telephone wire, such as “please put
me in touch with a reliable real estate dealer in Rockland as I desire
to make Rockland my home;”
“where can I obtain a shipment of
lobsters weekly from Rockland to

Ex-Gov. William T. Cobb has an this important campaign. It is not
nounced his acceptance of an invita expected that this drive will last more
than 30 days, but it will require In
tion to become State chairman of the
tensive organization work to make it
pending drive to bring money out of
successful."
hoarding. The invitation came from
“I accept the appointment, and will
Col. Frank Knox, national director do all in my power to help,” ex-Govwith whom Governor Cobb was inti emor Cobb replied. “I await your
mately acquainted when Col. Knox advice and recommendations as to
was a Manchester (N. H.) newspaper the proposed method of organization
man.
and procedure.”
As soon as he is made acquainted
“I appreciate that this is a serious
draft on your patriotic reserves," j with the duties of the committee Govwired Col. Knox, "but the crisis is so | ernor Cobb plans to appoint sub
grave that I feel sure you will accept, committees, making selections calcuthis assignment in the same spirit of lated to forward the Important work
patriotic service that has actuated all of the drive in the most efficient manwho have accepted similar duties in 1 ner possible.

Twenty million voters throughout
the entire United States are now bei ing polled for their opinions on pro
Washington, D. C.—Unexpectedly
hibition by The Literary Digest.
Rockland’s allotment of ballots has quick success has come to the two
I already been mailed from the poll's bills, aimed to eliminate the week
: headquarters and should be distribut end or "nowhere” cruises and the
ed by the local postoflfice within a foreign shipping competition In the
Japanese airplanes and big guns tive section, backed up by heavy fir
few days, according to advice re West Indies winter passenger trade,
supported
by
Senator
White.
Their
have
wrecked large section of ing from the other forces. A blind
leased Wednesday.
duplicates, introduced on the House
ing snowstorm struck Woosung in
Shanghai In heaviest bombardment
The first tabulated returns of the side by Representative Davis of Ten
afternoon and Chinese took advant
nation-wide balloting will be pub- nessee. chairman of merchant marine
since beginning of hostilities two age of it to shift their troops. Six
! lished late in February, it is stated.
and fisheries committee that Sena
weeks ago. Chinese defenders, how Japanese line ships and transports
Distribution of the post-card bal tor White, before he came to the
lots which are used in this "straw” Senate, presided over, have been re
ever, claimed their counter attack arrived with reinforcements and
, referendum have been mailed widely ported favorably by the committee
had
stopped the foes.
seven more are expected tomorrow.
throughout the United States, al and await passage by the House.
Rumors of peactfr negotiations Booming guns shook the city. Chinese
ready, an announcement states.
If these two bills come into the
under way by American, French and! were awaiting four squadrons of reEach ballot is said to be strictly Senate supported by House approval,
■ secret and requires no signature and their Senate passage will be made
British ministers were also shot to. inforcements from Canton,
i entails no obligation on the part of easier. The duplicate House measures
pieces when J. S. Johnson, American,1 At Tokyo the spokesman for the
, the voter. Return postage on each
who arrived in Shanghai yesterday,; foreign office said Japan would
j vote is paid by the magazine. Dif will probably be substituted for the
said he knew of no such in progress, remain in the League of Nations until
ferent from other prohibition polls White Senate bills in order to ex
conducted by The Literary Digest, pedite action.
One hundred American residents driven out. It is reported that Russia
Congress this session is in a frame
the ballot has only two questions;
of Shanghai united to protest the vio-1 and Japan have effected an agreeof
mind
protective
of
American
in

1. Do you favor the continuance
lence of Japanese methods.
ment whereby Japanese are conceded
of the Eighteenth (Prohibition) terests and this rather nationalistic
temper, reinforced by the effects of
Japanese planes at 8 o’clock this control of Manchuria and large parts
Amendment?
2. Do you favor a repeal of the the depression on American ship
morning resumed attack on the na- of Mongolia.
Eighteenth (Prohibition) Amend lines, is calculated to aid the White
bills.
ment?
During tde House committee hearThere, has been a consistent demand voiced from all sections of the inKs Hus wpek- Representative Gifcountry, magazine officials state, to ford pointed out a way in which
! have The Literary Digest conduct an- foreign lines could evade the purpose
Nearly 200 World War Buddies Meet Here For That
other prohibition poll in advance of of the White hill which seeks to
the coming national party conven- eliminate the winter West Indies
Purpose—Louis Cates First Commander
j tions this year.
i competition. A foreign line could use
“The Literary Digest polls have j two ships, he explained, one to go to
’ been uncanny in their accuracy of the West Indies and the other re
prediction, I think we can say mod- turn. This practice would not vio- Carl II. Sonntag. Plant Manager of the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
One of the most colorful and success Amerlcan Legion Auxiliary in making
| estly,” states Dr. Woods, under late the prohibition against one ship
ful meetings ever held in the Ameri the suDper a success.
pany, Who Now Heads the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Emblems of past commanders were
______ __
_
taking passengers from one United ______________
| whose personal supervision
the poll
can Legion hall took place Thursday presented to Earle McIntosh and
i is being taken. “Every ‘straw’ ref- : States port to another. It was held, j
Louis Cates, State vice commander.
■ erendum that we have ever conduct- however, that the plan suggested by I stage presence abundantly equip Kansas City;” and, “from whom can night.
One hundred and ninety members
Sam Povich, commander of the Ro
ed which was later substantiated j Mr. Gifford, who comes from the | him to be the head of any business i I buy a sailboat?
by an official vote of the national Cape Cod district of Massachusetts,
organization.
As evidenced by the increased were present, including representa land Smith Post, extended an Invita
electorate has been proven over 95 i would not prove practicable for i In addition to hearing reports number of calls on all subjects I be- tives from nine different posts, narae- tion to all Posts present to meet at
.un.ll were
WVAV quite
AiUAW to
UW thesatisfaction
VAAt
. v AO A AAA. b AUA, I) HOC
HIUIC sold
OUAU
,
„
A
A*
W A OCCftt rTh,.m 1 * ^C nCXt COUllCil meeting tO bC held
per cent correct.
adoption bv foreign lines. It would I 1which
lieve VAAAO
this CilVJf
city AO
Is UCUUUUUg
becoming more
| of the listeners, the Chamber of j on the Chamber of- ■Commrrqr-ss the ‘y’ UamanscotLa.- Wiscasset
'|n Bath in the near future.
We accurately predicted the win- probably cost too much,
aston,
Camden,
Union,
Vinalhaven,
j Commerce gained much new en- source of authoritative information
j ners of the last three Presidential \
• • » •
| campaigns in advance of the aotual
average size of private Hghtenment as to automobile prob- every year, and this is a feeling that Boothbay Harbor, Bath and RockMERIT BADGE CLUB
j elections.
j fa^es "m"Maine V 3.93',' 60.6% of le,™ wit£ A’ E4 ®arna‘^’ "?anager we would foster, as your Chamber of land.
i ....
-------- 1— the ..start—. I j ^ese private families own their own i of the Maine Automobile Associa- Commerce is here to serve.
The purpose of this meeting was for
‘ Many will remember
the establishment of a District Coun Walter Kimball Is Named
Lenore W. Benner,
ling surprise in our 1928 Presidential homes, and 39.2% of- them
•have tion a guest speaker. It was alto
cil comprising these different Pasts.
Secretary.
poll .when our balloting- showed that , radios. The data is from the Bureau | gether a most successful gathering
the Honorary President—
By having such an organization the
i President Hoover would carry the of census, Department of Commerce 1 properly launched with the excel
Posts
of
a
district
are
brought
under
lent
turkey
dinner
menu
provided
by
Treasurer Donald C. Leach re
Some Other Matters
Democratic strongholds of Florida, | April t i930 there were 197,826
Virginia, North Carolina and Texas, private families in Maine and in ad- Hotel Rockland. About 70 were ported this year’s receipts as $3975.11, one head and governed by individuals
who
represent
the
different
Posts:
the disbursements $2880.84, leaving
The second semi-monthly meeting
“The 20,000.000 names to which ; jition 553 quasi-family groups— in- present.
Commander, first vice commander, of the Merit Badge Club of Honor
The retiring president M. E. Wot- a balance of $1094.27.
■ r*16 stiaw votes are being sent are , sititUtions, hotels, small boarding
j adjutant, and finance officer.
from the most accurate large mal1' houses, etc.— with a population of 1 ton turned the meeting over to exState Manager Barnard sought to } When a Council meeting is conven- was held Wednesday night at the
ing list available. It includes every 19 565 The term ••familv” the President Basil H. Stinson, who in
State, city and countryside, class Bureau ints out is limite(}yto what troduced the new executive head of convey the impression that he was a i ing there are also three representa- home of Scoutmaster Walter Kimand occupation, in the country. The
private famUi
ex. the Chamber. Mr. Sonntag, in whose timid soul, but this was not borne I tives of each Post who have been balL
----- I
smaU number Qf ,nstUu_ reception there was genuine warmth out by the manner in which he de- delegated by the members of their
] nef
list of names has woobeen „compiled
Members present were President
livered an address that conveyed j Post to represent them and have a Linwood Aylward, Vice President
I from the same sources that proved tions, hotels, boarding houses, etc, I a"d enthusiasm,
successful in previous Literary Digest which have been counted as families ..J°“ ^ave done rather an unusual lots of valuable information in a voice In what proceedings take place
the Council meeting. All Legion- Howard Chase, Treasurer Russell
polls.
not only in prior censuses, but even th'ng’ SJt,d Mr’ Sonntag’ ln f?01l’g forceful and interesting manner. at
aires are urged to attend these meet Morgan, Secretary Percy Young.
“By the use of a. special processed in the preliminary census for 1930.
T^rtL^vniw Mr. Barnard said in part;
ings not only for the information that Scoutmasters Walter Kimball and
« * * •
select a president. I admire your
I card stock for the ballots, all spurithey may obtain, but for the benefit Harold Whltehill of Rockland, and
| ous votes can be detected immedinerve but darn your judgment. The
There is a. similarity in the or that they would derive from being in Edgar Libby of Thomaston.
mintod either hv WnnriP nr h^mar longer I stay here the more I learn
i ately.
; of your friendships, business alii- ganizations you and I represent. contact with their fellow men. It
Many important matters were
“In keeping with its time-honored r?lanr alniinn 'h',i™
Both are not only interested in
j policy. The Literary Digest guaran- riage or adoption, who live together ances, etc., and the more I come to thinking and talking about unselfish promotes good fellowship and gives voted on. The admission fee was
as
one
household,
usually
sharing
men
a
change
to
get
acquaint

fixed at 25 cents; dues 10 cents a
| tees that this referendum of the naadmire the spirit which I find here. civic activities, but wc are doing
| tion on this much mooted issue of the the same table.”
"Many persons think that a something about those things which ed with fellows in their district month. The Scoutmasters have
Of
the
whole
number
of
families.
whom
they
otherwise
would
never
agreed to adjust the matters of
day will be thoroughly unbiased and
119.898, or 60.6%. owmed their homes; Chamber of Commerce must do is more important. Both the Rock meet.
ceremonies, examinations, entrance
non-partisan in every respect."
something startling or revolutionary. land Chamber of Commerce and the
74,358, or 37.6%, were tenants; and
The benefits derived from a Coun.
q snn
i ow
i but the real work is done by com- Maine Automobile Association arc ! ty Council are many. As an illustra- blanks, etc. Three members were
chosen as possible voting quorum, to
FORD CONFIRMS RUMORS
___ __________________ »__________ I mittees of your own people who aplmaderf <Th^J?erCent^ °LhOmeS ply their knowledge to the require- interested in Maine’s tourist indus- r tion. official business from the Na- Increase with membership. Officers
try. We cannot be satisfied with tional Headquarters or State is were elected for a term of one year
To Produce
an 8 Cylinder Car, Also I oenta»ge
°^n®d for 1930, Vhit^iQm
nipnts- The affairs of Y°ur Chamhlew Four and New Ei^ht
while 1910 the home ber are in good hands when so man- being interested in It. we must pro- ; handled much more efficiently and starting from Feb. 1. Any Scout
mote it at every opportunity. We; results are much more satisfactory
______
| owners were 61.8% of the total
! aged. We have no executive secre- must assist in making conditions as when passed down to a district coun- having 20 merit badges and passing
Henry Ford has confirmed rumors families.
1 tary. but the affairs of the office are pleasant for the visitor as possible, cil than if it is sent to the Posts tn- the entrance requirements may join.
The 197,826 families ln Maine were j handled by a combination of corThe aim Is to get one merit badge,
I that he is planning to bring out an
living in 172,988 dwellings. These ■ responding and recording secretary not only to make him realize his visit divldually, due to the co-operation at least, at every Court of Honor
i improved four and a new eight cylin- comprised 155,406 one-family dwell
has been worthwhile and therefore, I that Is significant at a council meet- Honorary members consisting of
j der car in the near future. He also ings. 13529 two family dwellings, and i of rather marked ability.”
make him a “repeat" customer but j ing.
Scoutmasters and assistants were
Miss Lenore Benner then present we must make him an advertiser as
1 said the chasses of the new models 3,653 dwellings occupied by three or
It was surely gratifying to the chosen, one honorary member for
ed her report, which follows:
members
of
the
Winslow-Holbrook
well.
.
.
.
! will be so constructed as to permit more families.
each club. The officers are honor
Let me say a few words on one Post to see their comrade Louis Cates ary president, Walter Kimball; first
Of the whole number of families 1
| installation of either four or eight
The
Secretary
’
s
Report
placed
at
the
helm
of
this
newly
particular eyesore which exists in the
! cylinder engines.
in Maine, 77,618 or 39.2%, had a
honorary vice president. Osborn Gil
During the fiscal year of the State. I speak of obsolete senseless, formed Council in the capacity of bert; second honorary vice president.
Ford confirmed rumors that the radio set. Forty-one and eight-tenths
commander.
As
has
been
shown
by
i new car will be of longer wheel base, percent of the urban families had Chamber of Commerce just post, 24 and undesirable warning signs that
Earl Bickmore; honorary secretary,
I lower hung chasses and heavier. He radio sets, and 35.7% of the rural meetings of the directors were held, exist along our beautiful highways his previous record and by the good Harold Whitehill; honorary treasur
with approximately 30 meetings of today. They were intended to regu work that he is now doing in the er. Edgar Libby.
• added that production will start some families.
sub-committees, two open forum late traffic twenty years ago. They different departments for the good of
| time this month, the first public
The next meeting will be held Feb.
and a combined meeting of do not appeal to the visitor as up-to- the Legion there could have been no 24, at the home of Vice President
showing to be early in March.
RAISING THE MONEY meetings
the Chamber of Commerce and the date, neither do they build any good worthier or more deserving official. Chase.
He did not indicate what price
Service Clubs, with Gov. Gardiner as will for they command rather than Those elected for the other offices
changes if any will be involved. His
confirmation of the numerous rumors To Send Friendship Delegate speaker. The proceeds of this meet- request; they antagonize rather than were:
1st vice commander, Roscoe G. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
definitely relieved the air of uncer
T<-> YX/asLiirirYtA-An I Rok If in^ were turned over 10 the Relief effect co-operation; they are the Perkir.s
Bath Post: adjutant, Enoch
l O vv asningion in Denair puntj f0r thc unemployed.
“Thou Shalt Not" type of sign and
tainty that has existed in trade
If I had to live my life again I would
circles. Many leading automobile ex
Twenty-two were admitted to should be relegated to the woodpiles. Clark. Thomaston Post; finance offi have
of White-Nelson Bill
made a rule to read some poetry
ecutives have held that there could be
membership.
If you have any in this vicinity you cer, Leon A. Dodge, Damariscotta and listen to some music at least once
Post.
a
week.
The loss of these tastes Is a low
no definite upturn in the automobile
Activities of the Chamber for the can render a valuable assistance to
Feb. 3. 50 fishermen assembled at
The name adopted was Knox, Lin of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
industry until Ford’s plans were dis Charles H. Stenger’s store In Friend year included:
our campaign to rid Maine of them
coln. Sagadahoc Council.
closed.
Rockland Dollar Days.
by seeing that they are removed.
ship at a meeting called by Mr. CTie.
THE TWO VILLAGES
George W. McLain of Bath Post
The new line of Ford cars, it is un who at that time discussed the advis
Tourist Information Bureau, which
And what about our competition in
Over the river, on the hill.
derstood will consist of 10 models, all ability of all persons interested in the was operated during the summer this tourist business? Every foreign with Banjo and Kale Barstow of
Lleth a village white and still;
All around It the forest-trees
of which will continue in the low salvation of the lobster industry in months. During the year 12.000 country that is bidding for the tour Damariscotta Post furnished lively
Shiver and whisper ln the breeze;
music as an accompaniment to the
price field.
the State of Maine, to get behind the pieces of mail containing literature ist dollar Is advertising in America songs.
Over It sailing shadows go
State
Commander
Smith
Of soaring hawk and screaming crow.
and
maps
of
Rockland
and
vicinity
for
American
business.
Americans
bill shortly to be introduced to con
Dunnack gave a very interesting talk
And mountain grasses, low and sweet.
ROLLINS * STRONG
gress by Senator White. The situa were mailed to more than 3.000 indi have the reputation of being the on the advantages of a County
Grow ln the middle of every street.
Electrical Contractors
tion was forcibly presented by the viduals, as well as supplying the biggest class of travelers and the
Over the river, under the hill,
31 Suffolk Street.
Rockland sDeaker and left the impression that publicity bureaus and Chambers of freest spenders of any on earth. Council.
Another village lleth still;
A very impressive ceremony took
There I see ln the cloudy night
the future of the lobster fishermen is Commerce throughout the country Mexico is fast completing good roads place when the degree team of
Phones 824-M and 1009-W
Twinkling stars of household light.
upon the passing of this with the same.
and soon Americans will visit that Damariscotta exemplified what takes
All kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair dependent
Fires that gleam from the smithy’s
prohibiting the importation of
door.
Through the efforts of our Mer country in as large numbers as they place when a new member is taken
Work on Electrical Appliances, etc. bill,
Mists that curl on the river-shore;
short lobsters Into the United States chants’ Committee Rockland was do Canada today. In a few years it into the Legion. The ideals portrayed
And
ln the roads no grasses grow.
Appliances Called For and Delivered. from
Canada.
will be possible for you and me to were of the highest nature depicting
decorated with Christmas lights.
For the wheels that hasten to and fro.
14-tf
A meeting was again called for
Families who received Thanksgiv drive the entire distance to Alaska. Justice, Freedom, Democracy and
In that village on the hill
Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 10, and ing and Christmas baskets were Cuba receives enormous sums from loyalty to one’s country. It is a
Never Is sound of smithy or mill;
again many fishermen attended. The listed in order to avoid duplication of American tourists.
The houses are thatched with grass
ritual
that
any
Legionaire
Should
be
Florida’s Best Climate
nrimarv reason for this meeting was effort.
and flowers;
Every State with any attraction, proud of.
Never a clock to toll the hours;
to
elect
a
delegate
to
represent
that
More Sunshine
A Community Chest drive was be it ever so small is seeking the
Before
the
meeting
was
held
a
The marble dOCts are always shut.
section when the White Nelson bill is carried on through this office, also American tourist. Now, what can very elaborate supper was prepared
Less Rain
You cannot enter In hall or hut;
introduced. However because of in the work through the year of looking the citizens of Maine do about it? under the guidance of George H.
All the villagers lie asleep;
Wmderftd Plaet for
sufficient
funds,
no
delegate
was
pro

Never a grain to sow or reap;
Recuperation
after collections, disbursements, etc. What do those of California do about Jackson. Those who rendered assist
Never ln dreams to moan or sigh;
posed: but It is hoped that bv the
Rockland’s Relief Fund for the it. Did you ever talk with a Cali
Gardiner French. William
Silent and Idle and low they lie.
time of the next meeting, which has unemployed was raised through this fornian who did not attempt to con ance were
Vance Norton Milton Griffin,
been called for Wednesday afternoon. office, with all Its detail work of em vince you that California is the last Cold.
In that village under the hill.
Lawrence Leach. William Widdecomb,
When the night Is starry and still.
Feb. 17, enough money will have been ploying the men, collecting in the
word in everything on God’s green “Chic" McMahon. Carl Davis, Walter
Many a weary soul ln prayer
Superb firhing from pier
collected to appoint a delegate.
Looks to the other village there.
r boat. Surf beach, no under,
All persons interested are asked to weekly funds and disbursing the j earth. The sun Is brighter in Cali- Connor. Ervin Curtis, Charles Mor
And weeping and sighing, longs to go
tow. 18-hole golf. graAA greena.
same.
| fornia; the grass is greener in Cali- ton and Edwin Newhall. Words can
Up to that home from this below;
keep
this
date
in
mind.
Club house on the beach. Swimming
In addition to these important fornia; the water is greener for not express the appreciation that the
Longs to sleep ln the forest wild.
>1. 1OO rooms, 100 batbs. Orchestra.
members
of
the
Winslow-Holbrook
Whither
have vanished wife and child.
K-class patronage. Reatonable rates.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You ran buy activities, the Chamber of Com bluer if you are particular about
And
heareth. praying, this answer fall:
Post
have
for
the
part
played
by
Mrs.
copies
of
The
Courler-Oazette
with
the
merce
has
acted
as
a
clearing-house
colors)
In
California;
in
fact,
the
GEORGE KREAMER
‘ Patience! that village shall hold ye
home news. «t Central Newe Co. R8 Con for many others.
Ella Hvland. Mrs. E. H. Bradstreet
all!”
- wer: Wyandotte llotci, Belloort. L.1.
gress Rt.; or Ross News-stand. 381ft Con
(Continued on Page Four)
and Mrs. Charles Morton of the
—Rose Terry Cooke.
It would be astounding to some
gress St.
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Chamber of Commerce Starts a New Year—Manager Former Governor Cobb Accepts the Appointment For
Maine—Named By Col. Frank Knox
Barnard Explains Automobile Problems

•••
••• '
•••
The virtue lies in the struggle, ••• I
— not the prize.—R. M. Milnes.
•••

Eeturn Limit February 24
Ask Your Nearest itefnt

THREE CENTS A COPT

WON HIGH HONORS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Rockland. Me.. Feb. 13. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. 11, 1932, there was printed a total of
6176 copies.
W H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Ask, and it shall be given you;
seek, and ye shall find.—Matthew 7:7.
MRS. Ql'IMBY OBJECTS

To Statement Of Ex-Senator Gould
Regarding Liquor In This State

HISTORY OFTEN REPEATS
On the 23d of August. 1864. President Lincoln wrote the following
over his signature and after sealing it delivered it to Secretary Wells
with instructions not to open it until after the election:
"This morning as for some days past it seems ex
ceedingly probable that this administration will not be
reelected. Then it will be my duty to cooperate with the
President-elect so as to save the Union between the elec
tion and the inauguration, as he will have secured his
flection on such grounds that he cannot possibly save it
afterwards.”

At the meeting of the Speech Read
ers Club Wednesday afternoon Miss
Annie Frye conducted the lesson.
Mrs J. C. Hill was appointed as
chairman of the lip reading tourna
ment to be held in May. Thursday
afternoon the club held an open
meeting at which Miss Eliza Steele. 1 CapL William P. Cook. Former Com i
Red Cross nurse, gave a talk on and
mander of Edwin Libby Post, Who
demonstrated the audiometer, which
Remembers Lincoln
is being used in the city schools for
hearing tests at present. There were
18 present several of whom availed tional Soldiers' Home in Togus who
themselves of the opportunity for
hearing tests. Mrs. Freeman F. remembered the martyred Lincoln.
Brown, in her introduction of Miss The article had local interest because
Steele and the audiometer, stressed our good friend, Capt. William P.
the importance of hearing tests to Cook was one of the trio. Concern
prevent deafness among children, ing him the Augusta paper said:
“I have voted for every Republican
stating statistics show there are three
million hard of hearing children president, beginning with Abraham
now In this country, in whom much Lincoln, and shall continue to so
of this deafness could probably have vote to the end of my days," says 93
been prevented or cured had it been year old William P Cook, another
checked up in season. There are now Civil War veteran and member of this
four audiometers in Maine, the one home. Born at West Barnstable.
brought before the Rockland club be Mass., Captain Cook ihe followed the
ing the pioneer of the group, pur sea for many years), is the son of the '
chased in 1927 by the Portland Speech late Parron W. Cook and Elizabeth
Readers Club
Mis. Brown paid , Kenny Cook. When the captain was
tribute to Miss Steele for the pains- t but a year old the family moved to
taking care she is giving in these tests *1 Thomaston. Maine, on the farm now
and also expressing appreciation for known as the Decrow place, on the
her kindness in coming before the | old Thomaston road.
club. Among the guests were Dr.
Captain Cook served his country
Ethel Crie and Miss Katherine Winn, , during two enlistments. He first enpublic health nurse, of Thomaston, tered the service November 2, 1861, at
who are interested In establishing Eastport, as a member of K. Cornaudiometer tests in the Thomaston pany. 1st Regiment, Maine Heavy Arschools.
tillery, being discharged at Peters
burg, Va., January 12, 1865. The old
Nine persons braved the weather Army lure flowed strong in his veins
and walking Wednesday afternoon to and within less than a month was a
meet in the Baptist chapel for the member of Company A. 1st Battalion.
regular monthly session of the Mis Maine Infantry. He suffered wounds
sionary Society of the church with in the head, shoulder and leg. having
Mrs. H. W. Prohock as leader. She participated in the battles of Spottlikened the Christians of today as sylvania Court House, Winchester
following in the footsteps of those and Chancellorsville. He left the
who have gone before—spreading the service with the rank of first ser
gospel news—and carrying on the geant.
Of his seafaring career Captain
missionary work which they have
laid down. Mrs. Reach read a letter Cook says: “In 1856 I shipped with
from the Hopi Indian School in Ari old Captain Saunders Curling in the
zona, telling of their happy Christ ship 'America,' out of Thomaston lor
mas. and thanking the Society for New York and Calcutta on a three
the box which was sent them. The year voyage. Continued going to sea
program centered around the Baptist until I enlisted in the Army, and upMission stations in Burma. From on returning to Maine after the cesthe map, Mrs. Frohock portrayed the satlon of hostilities, I again took up
conditions and stations in that counseafaring trade in winters and
try, contrasting them with the time worked at rigging summers. I worked
when Mr. and Mrs. A. Judson started with Boss Rigger Pendleton on the
in their work in 1813. Mrs. Cassens' ^t three-master built in Rockland,
paper gave three motives for mis- at the foot of C°ttage street the
sionary work, showing that they are ‘Maggie Marston.
the same today as existed more than I
married Eunice Bowden, daugh100 years ago. “A Vital Christian <*r of Captain Bowden of the bark
Experience," "The Great Needy Youn8 Turk: left off seBfanng, beWorld" and "The Great Commission, «a» shipbuilding and learned the
of Our Lord." Mrs. Frohock told of *rade ?! ship car’^„n.t!r under Bo
the woman's work in Burma, stress- Rufus Thomas m 1874.
ing the medical work, and giving ex- , CaPtaln Cook was shipwrecked but
periences of Dr, Kingsley; also one I
off the Jersey coast, “just to save it," |
very prominent native woman doc
said.
tor. Mrs Frohock said that the gos heAlthough
a hospital patient at To- j
pel is receiving a most responsive gus. Captain Cook is not a bad pahearing in Burma
today.
____________ tient, but is up and about the ward
I every day, taking a keen delight in j
Mrs. E C. Moran Jr. has been not’- j reading the newspapers and writing
fied that “Sohloquv on Sixth Birih- ;etters, which he accomplishes withda.v one of the Trilogy- of Mother out the ai(j of eyeglasses, being
Poems recently written by her. has obliged t0 wear them only for distant
beer
accepted by....“Fantasy,
” a maga vision. He came to this Home in 1920.
>
n
zine s’miiar in scope to Harriet Mon
Captain Cook has two sons living,
roe’s “Poetry.” and will probably ap William P. Cook. Jr., of 76 Perkins
pear in the March issue. The Tri- street, Melrose. Mass. and Leroy A. '
loev was oresented before the Methe- Cook of Cambridge. The former is \
ber • Club at its recent “Creative manager of J. H. Tolies & Co., lumber
Night.” and won high commendation 7 Water street, Boston. The latter is
for the h-autv and simplicity of the ,n ch
of t’
'
Ra
non-*’-’”-" “Soliloquv
Sohloquv on Sixth Birth- vard College.
__
J
pop
dn-’.
'tany,” and "Onlv a Dav Aao."
Mrs. f 'o' an organized the Scribblers'
Club and is its president.

find refreshments.

REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS

Taking exception to the statement
The Republican managers shared the President's apprehension.
recently made by former Senator
They were specially doubtful of both Pennsylvania and New York.
Gould before the Senate Manu
Secretary Chase was all but openly hostile to the President until well
facturer's sub-committee regarding
toward the end of the campaign when he finally came around and
liquor consumption in Maine, Mrs.
Althea G. Quimby, State President of
made some effective speeches. There was serious disaffection also
the W. C. T. U. told the Gardiner
among other prominent Republicans, and a general feeling that Lin
members of the organization that as
coln
could not be reeltcted. The feeling against the Republican party
she went over the state she saw no
itself was so strong that the convention which nominated Mr Lincoln
signs of such increase in drunkenness
did not dare to use the name "Republican" but called itself the
as would prevail were hard liquors
being freely used. "Neither." she said,
"Union" convention.
“do I find a change of sentiment in
Throughout the campaign Mr. Lincoln was vilified outrageously
Maine regarding prohibition, but
by the Democratic press and orators. He was called corrupt. Incom
rather a very vocal sentiment for the
petent and ignorant, and some of the more vehement of his critics
retention of our prohibitory law and
its continued increased enforcement.”
even accused him of personal dishonesty.
The fact is prohibition has reduced •
But when the election was held all the States which participated
the flood of beer to a Uny trickle.
i
(25)
cast their votes for Mr. Lincoln except Delaware, New Jersey and
"The W. C. T. U. answered the
Kentucky, and he received 212 of the 233 electoral votes.
membership boast of the Women's
This interesting little scrap of United States history is recalled and
Organization for National Prohibi
tion Reform when it displayed to,
transcribed for the benefit of those whom it may concern.
President Hoover on Dec. 7 the signa
tures of more than a miliion young
men and women. The signers were of
LINCOLN
the high school and college age. The
RECALLS LINCOLN
Twin Star With Washington
so called membership of the Women's
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Organization for National Prohibition
poverty anti depths obscure
Reform is also an enrollment with a Capt. William P. Cook, Civil From
He climbed, steadfast and true:
figure somewhere near 340.000 less
dauntless, he who strove each
War Veteran, Also Voted Brave,day.
than a third of the number of pro
His
very
best to do.
hibition supporters gathered by the
For Him
young people. Membership in the W.
A man of faith, in soul made strong.
By teachings of the Book.
C. T. U.. a bona fide organization is
In yesterday's Kennebec Journal Though
oft-times crushed bv fears and
not a mere enrollment, it is actual
foes.
was
an
illustrated
article
concerning
membership. If the W. C. T. U. uti
Ne'er lost the upward look.
lized the same methods of counting three Civil War veterans at the NaI Mankind he loved, nor could he bear
as this other organization, the white
Oppression's bonds and creed:
ribboners could justly claim a great
Freedom and Truth he championed
many million. The W. C. T. U. has
By voice and mighty deed.
added a thousand actual members a
The price he paid was martyrdom.
week for four years past and in 1931
That North and South might be
established 787 new local unions."
Forever kept in bonds of peace
In love and unity
Regarding
resubmission.
Mrs.
Quimby said "the real question in
With Washington, twin-star is he.
volved is the liquor traffic. It is a
That shines from out our skies;
To guide our country evermore.
vastly different thing to submit to
To
nobler destinies.
the people a constructive measure for
Henry Felton Huse.
bettering conditions than to submit
North Haven. Me.
a subversive idea fraught with select
ive anarchy. We are opposed to resub
"ON MY SET”
mission of the Eighteenth Amend
ment. We are opposed to the proposi
Jeannotte Vreeland, Americantion of the wets to destroy prohibi
born soprano, who has appeared
tion state by state as they have been
with the great symphony orches
and are trying to do, backed by an
tras throughout the United
organized and financed movement.”

The Senior Y.P C.U of the Univer6alist Church bolds its services Sun
day at 6 30 n. m at present. At the
service toTtrow Dr. Charles Popplestone will be the leader, and at
the close there will be a social hour

Every-Other-Day
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VICKS COUGH DROP
... All you’vee hoped for in a
Cough Drop —■medicated
medicated with
ingredients of

1/ICKS
▼ VapoRub

, rr, *vz »v .iv; i,, »v,; r iw

!
G. C. Peaslee and Nelson Bunker of
Vinalhaven sold land in Vinalhaven
to The Vinalhaven Water Company J
of Vinalhaven.
Isabel Twaddel of Rockland sold
land and buildings in Rockland to
George S. and Jessie B. Huntley of
Rockland.
Mary K. Wasgatt and Martha G.
Wavgatt of Rockland sold land and
buc.dings in Rockland, to Etta Marcus
of Stonington.
s
George W Britto of Rockland, sold
land and buildings in Rockland to
Walter F. Britto of Rockland.
Carrie E. Pierpont of Washington
sold land and buildings in Washing
ton to Arthur J. Pierpont of Wash
ington.
Addie I.. Bartlett of Cambridge.
Mass, sold land and buildings in
Union to Ada E. Murray of Arling
ton, Mass.
Julia A. Currier of Appleton sold
land and buildings in Appleton to
Jcshua G. Wentworth of Appleton.
Ernest L. Hamlin of Portland sold
land in Washington to Isaac N. Quigg
of Palermo, Maine.
Frank A. Crute of Cushing sold
land and buildings in Rockland to
Anne V Flint of Rockland.

CAMDEN

William E. Koster, a "100
Car Man," Is Sales Man
ager For Sea View
Known to many of Knox County
automobile owners as "Bill,” William
E. Koster has assumed the duties of
sales manager at the Sea View
Garage, according to anouncement
made by C. A. Palmer, manager.

TO GET YOUR

1932 REGISTRATION
MARCH 1st
1. By trading now we wilt include the Taxes and Registration Fee
in the sale price of the car. This gives you 12 months to pay
at G. M. A. C. low rate.
2. If you trade now and pay cash difference we will pay the regis

Mrs. Gerald Dalzell is critically ill
at her home on Rawson avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hobbs are leav
ing today Saturday, by motor for a
"Bill" has earned this promotion
trip to points of interest in Florida
and demonstrated his ability as a
Mt. Battie Lodge of Odd Fellows salesman and executive . His last
and friends enjoyed a dance at year's sales record of 69 new cars
I.O.OF. hall Friday night. Refresh and 158 used cars, set a mark for
ments were served.
any local automobile salesman to
“The Dover Road.” a three-act shoot at. Sales records of this size
comedy will be presented in Rock are built on a foundation of cus
port town hall next Thursday eve tomer confidence and his many
ning. It is being sponsored by the friends will learn of his promotion
Camden-Rockport Lions Club and with the same pleasure the manage
proceeds will be used to help the un ment takes in announcing it.
employed. Mrs. Mildred Holmes is
An alumnus of Boston University,
"Bill" is also a member of Chevro
coaching.
The Right Rev. Benjamin Brewster. let's 100 Car Club, the highest honor
D D. will Visit St. Thomas Episcopal available to a retail salesman.
Church Sunday and will be present
The management wishes to take
this opportunity to thank Bill's many
at the 7:30 p. m. service.
The ladies of the Methodist society friends for their patronage and to
will meet with Mrs Prances Kitching assure them of its continued inter
est in helping him to hold their con
next week.
The annual meeting of the Baptist fidence and friendship. It is natural
Missionary Society will be held at the to assume that he will be even better
Chestnut ’ Street Baptist Church able to serve them in his new ca
*
Tuesday, at 2.30. Refreshments will pacity
be served.
There will be a food sale at A. S.
LOCAL THEATRES
Prince's store Saturday at 10 o'clock,
the proceeds to go to the District
Strand Theatre
Nursing Association.
Married life with a husband “who
Regular meeting of Knox Temple.
Pythian Sisters. Tuesday, with picnic does not understand." Is the lonely
supper at 6 o'clock.
wife justified in turning to her hus
Richard Cecchi is in Boston receiv band's best friend for consolation? Is
ing medical treatment.
the husband wise in fostering this
Mrs. David Langman entertained companionship of his wife with a man
the Philathea Class Friday evening who can offer her a more pleasant
at her home on Sea street.
' congeniality?
The Friday Reading Club met this
Paramount adapted Philip Berry's
week with Mrs. A. L. Worthing.
! drama “Tomorrow and Tomorrow” to
Albert Wilson has returned from a j the screen and now Ruth Chatterton
visit with relatives in Skowhegan.
i personalizes a woman who takes her
Members of the Atlantic Engine happiness in her own hands and faces
Company will attend the morning dramatic situations that are vivid,
service at the Monument Square gripping, pathetic, almost tragic, yet
Methodist Church Sundav. Rev. A. E. in the end bring a ray of sunshine. •
Luce will deliver the address.
In this picture which comes to the
Mrs. Frederick Jagels will entertain
the Priends-In-Council Tuesday aft
ernoon.
The Monday fclub meets next week
with Mrs. A. F. Green, Elm street.

j regular rifle and pistol competition
will be formulated. Insofar as an
organized group of shooters could ac
Florida’s Best Climate | complish more satisfactory results
than any one individual club, it is
More Sunshine
requested that all N.R.A. Rifle Club
Less Rain
members attend the meeting which
Wonderful Place for
Recuperation
begins at 8 p. m. Those who would
care to partake of a delicious clam
chcwder are cordially invited to do
i so at 7 p. m. In that event, do not
neglect to drop a card to the ThomSuperb fishing from pier
rboat. Surf beach, no under ; aston Rifle Club, Inc., so that they
might know how many to care for.
tow. 18-hole golf, grass greens.

GEORGE KREAMER
I Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.L

FOR SALE

RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can'Be Seen At This Office
I
130-tf

tration fee.

The New Sales Manager of Sea View
Garage Co., William E. Koster

States, will be heard in the sec
ond program of the Columbia
Concerts series Sunday at 6.30
p. m. Howard Barlow will con
duct the orchestra which has
chosen "The Ride of the Valky
ries" (Wagner) to open the halfhour presentation.
The radio is doing every
thing in its power to foster the
reverence we have for such occa
sions as Lincoln's Birthday,
Washington’s Birthday, etc. Those
who tuned in Thursday night
heard from many stations the
re-reading of Lincoln’s famous
Gettysburg address, and those
wartime songs which down
through the years have never
failed to stir the blood of every
patriot.
CLARRY HILL
The concluding broadcast by
Everett Lamont who is working in
the Chicago Civic Opera Com Pownal
the weekend at the
pany in Boston this season, “II home ofspent
his grandfather. W. J.
Trovatore” will be given tonight
at 8 through WNAC. Familiar Smith.
Mrs. Eva Sayward, Bernice Field
names in the cast are Cesare
Formichi, Charles Marshall, Cy- and Charles Heath of Union called
on friends here recently.
rena van Gurdon.
Mrs. Eva Robbins and Miss Sadie
Graham McNamee, famous Kelley made a business trip to
radio announcer is being sued for Union last Tuesday.
W L. Gracie of North Warren, is
divorce.
hauling wood for W. J. Smith.
W. J. Smith, Everett Lamont and
Old favorites of the average
radio listener are grouped in the Walter Feyler were in Friendship
program of Roger Sweet, tenor, : last Saturday.
Leroy Smith of Warren spent last
to be broadcast by WGY, Friday,
Feb. 19, at 4.15 p. m. “Mother Sunday here the guest of his grand
Machree,” “Trees,” and ‘Smilin’ mother Mrs. Sarah Jameson.
Brooks Storer of Mank's Corner
Through" are among his songs. I called
on friends here recently.
•e. e« -e.
How many noticed that bright star
Out of the Canadian northwest
have come many hundreds of so near the moon last Tuesday eve
letters to WGY applauding the ning?
Walter Feyler. Roland Miller and
yarns which Gray McClintock
spins every Tuesday and Friday Everett Lamont attended the dance
night at 6.30 p. ra. Mr. McClin at North Warren last Saturday
tock knows the country about night.
which he tells, having lived in
TO DEDICATE RIFLE CLUB
it before the Alaska gold rush
days. Stories of Indians. Ca
nadian Mounted police, forest Col. Savage Will Formally Dedicate
Thomaston Marksmen Feb. 19
fires, and wild animals, treas
ured over the years, are finding
Lt. Col. Charles W. Savage. Maine
their way on air, back to the
for the National Rifle Asso
country of their origin. List i secretary
of America, will lormally
eners in the Northwest pick up ciation
the new indoor shooting gal
the yarns from W'GY’s short dedicate
and club house of the Thomas
wave station, W2XAF, and many lery
ton Rifle Club, Inc., Feb. 19. Repre
of them, old-timers in the coun sentatives
each rifle club in the
try, verify the stories and remind State have ofbeen
to attend at
McClintock of facts which be which time plansinvited
for the formation
come dimmed by time.
of a State organization to control

Club house on the beach. ^'r»^xiing
j pooL 100 rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
| First * class patronage. Reasonable rates.

EASY WAYS

The price of the car will be the same either way. No hipping of

prices.
We never run sales. All prices based on actual value

There never was a better time to trade. New or Used

We have sold 18 new and 44 used cars since January 1st, which
gives us a splendid assortment of Used Cars for you to choose from.
AU statements regarding number of cars sold will be proven on request

SEA VIEW GARAGE, inc.
Rockland

689 Main Street,

Strand Monday and Tuesday, Miss
Chatterton. recognized as an actress
of finesse and great emotional talent,
plays the part of the unloved and
childless wife of Fobert Ames. She
chooses to becom the unconventional
companion of another man.
Paul Lukas , one of the screen's
major personalities, plays the role of
a Doctor of Philosophy and a lec
turer on the “science of emotions."
Miss Chatterton becomes impressed
with his th-cry that women should
recognize realities, truth; and ignore
“social taboos" He falls In love with
her; and thereby are developed many

gripping and highly dramatic situa cult than any he ever did on the stage.
In pictures he has scored in “Madam
tions—acfv.
Satan,” "The Prodigal," “The Bishop
* * » •
Murder Case” and “The Squaw Man.”
Park Theatre
Zasu Pitts needs no introduction to
The greatest stars of the current picture audiences. For some time
New York stage. Alfred Lunt and now she has been a star in Hal Roach
Lynn Pontanne. make their talking comedies. She was borrowed from
picture debut in “The Guardsman,” Roach especially to play a very funny
sophisticated continental comedy maid.—adv.
which will be shown Monday and
TIIE COURIER-GAZETTE
Tuesday.
Roland Young has a Welcomes
contributions from Its read
prominent role in the picture as the ers upon any subject of public Interest.
critic, who finds great amusement in Alt communications must be signed, al
will be withheld upon
seeing his friend, the actor, play in though signatures
No attention paid to anony
private a role greater and more diffi request.
mous communications.

Larger, Finer Bodies
Longer Wheelbase
Bide Begulator and
Free Wheeling
PLUS

THE

SYNCRO-MESH

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES

6

OF

THE

Q

NEW O

74 HORSEPOWER

6 CYLINDER ENGINE

87 HORSEPOWER

STRAIGHT 8 ENGINE

TRANSMISSION

LONGER WHEELBASE

NEW STREAM LINE

STYLING

ROOMIER AND

MORE COMFORTABLE
FISHER BODIES

SOUND PROOFED
BODY CONSTRUCTION

RIDE REGULATOR ANO

DOUBLE ACTION HYDRAULIC
SHOCK ABSORBERS

Eight-Cylinder
Four-Door Sedan

TREE WHEELING

WITH THE IMPROVED
SYNCRO-MESH

IN A FASTER, FINER SIX • * AND A

TRANSMISSION

GREAT NEW STRAIGHT EIGHTtmtwo

SILENT SECOND GEAR

new Oldsmobiles now on display ... a faster, finer Six and a great

ENGINE DECARBONIZER

new Straight Eight... are values far in advance of any which Oldsmo*

FULL AUTOMATIC CHOKE

bile has ever offered. They embody all the newest and finest motor
OIL TEMPERATURE

car features, including Freewheeling and the new Ride Regulator. The

REGULATOR

Six has a larger engine, providing 20 per cent faster acceleration and

PRESSURE LUBRICATED

PISTON PINS

greater top speed. Yet both of these Oldsmobiles, the finer Six and
DOWN DRAFT CARBURETION

the new Straight Eight, are very moderately priced. > > Consider their

AS BATH SAW’ US

many new fme-car features. Then come In to sea and drive either the

Commenting upon the Rockland
High-Morse High game, which was
I won bv the former 19 to 17, the Bath
j Times says;
“A fighting Rockland defense, built
up to thwart the Morse short passing
attack did its work well—The Morse
qhintet played hard, consistent bas
ketball from whistle to whistle, but
found the Rockland outfit at its best !
and giving everything for a victory
1 over their Bath rivals. Hoping to
blast its way into the Bates tourna
ment at Morse's expense, Rockland
was almost unbeatable."

Six or the Eight.. . and come expecting a realty thrilling experience.

MOHAIR OR WHIPCORD
UPHOLSTERY. OPTIONAL

FIVE WIRE OR

FIVE DEMOUNTABLE
WOOD WHEELS, STANDARD

THE

« I 1*1 I I T

VALUES

•tsteesiLi

IN

history
The New Six 5875

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
21 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

▲A

TEL. 886

will

The New Eight s975
’•RIO . <«|J DOOR STDAWA l.e.b. I ANSING
' 'RIWAL t.M*( TIME PAYMENT FI AN
Products of General Motors

[*f/
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In New York eggs this week haveha;
In appreciation of present busi
been selling at 18 cents a di
down ness conditions .the Painters’ Union
wholesale, the lowest price since has voted to reduce its scale of
1906. Those Fifth avenue hens must wages.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of the be doing an awful lot of laying.
Boy Scouts.
A. W. McCurdy who has been con
Feb. 13—Winter Ca«iival at Com
munity Park.
The Thrift Shop drew the biggest fined to his home by illness for many
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
crowd of the season this morning weeks, suffered a relapse yesterday,
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap headed by Engine 2 and convened at and his condition gives much con
tist Men’s League.
the raucous behest of the diaphone. cern.
Feb. 18-19—Klppy Karnival.
Feb. 18—Rockport— The Dover Road An overheated furnace caused consid
nt Town hall, auspices Camden-Rock erable smoke but only nominal dam
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
port Lions Club.
Veterans meets Wednesday night,
Feb. 19—Open meeting of Methebesec age.
with supper at 6, Mrs. Alden Merri
Club at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 19 (3 to 9 30)—Educational Club
The Methebesec Club announces field of Thomaston and Mrs. Stella
meeting.
___ m that plans for the tea which was to McRae, chairmen.
Feb. 21—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine, at st. 'p’e’ter's Church I have been given in connection with
Feb.
Birthday
Mrs. Bernice Jackson and Mrs.
. 22in—Washington's
d
.-------——•
I the final dramatic criticism by Mrs.
Kettle, auspTces8of LaWox* Chapter' Maud Andrews Lincoln on Tuesday, Margaret Kelley are in charge of the
d a. r
March 1 have been abandoned, and supper being served tonight at Legion
Feb. 22—u. s. C g. Kickapoo Ball at1 Mrs. Lincoln Vvill present a full hall, under the auspices of WinslowF™b.e28- Thomaston - "An Evening il"gth P1®?’ the “ °f whieh Wil1 Holbrook Post Auxiliary. The hours
of serving are 5 to 7 to accommodate
with Longfellow. at Baptist Church !
given later.
shoppgrs and clerks.
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoln.
--------Government meeting.
Thursday evening the members of
X -St. Patrick s Day.
the Baptist choir he]d a joRe va]en.
This is Winter Carnival Day at
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30- Democratic State Con tine social. Each one present receiv Community Park though conditions
vention In Portland.
ing a valentine, while one young are not those usually associated with
March 31 Republican State Conven man, to whom the affair was a sur- such events. Sun swept skies, mod
tion In Portland.
! prise, received a shower. There was erate temperatures and a light though
_____
' much fun over the “squeally” cats. sufficient snow covering provide ideal
WEATHER
Snow has. covered' the ground ever j Later Rev, and Mrs. J. C. MacDonald conditions.
since Candlemas Day—a record for appealed with an additional supply
Mrs. Elizabeth (Brackley) Brown
this year. The covering has worn a °' lce creamdied at the home of her daughter,
little thin in spots after the past two i
days of rain and warm foggy weather
Past Presidents’ Night which was to Mrs. Harold Vinal in Thomaston,
—yesterday noon mercury was up to I have been observed by Edwin Libbv this morning, aged 69 years. Funeral
43, wind south and southwest—but to-I Relief Corps Thursday evening was services will be held at her former
day is fair and colder, 26 at 7 o'clock,Jiostponed due to the inclement home 9 High street, this city, Mon
and fair is the forecast for tomorrow weather and the prevailing epidemic day at 2 p. m.
with westerly winds. Daylight now j of grippe. Thirteen past presidents
The Police Gazette that naughty
lasts an hour and 30 minutes longer | braved the weather, and these plucky
than in the short days of December, [ ladies partook of a nice supper served pink picture paper which sedate men
and the sun sets a full hour later in under the chairmanship of Mrs. Ella used to scan in the barber shops
McMillan who had special decora when nobody was looking, is re
(he afternoon.
lions on the table reserved for them. ported in financial difficulties after
Dr. W. H. Armstrong was the re The observance will take place 8G years of existence. It couldn’t
compete with present day styles.
cent guest of his daughter, Mrs. Ed Thursday evening, Feb. 25.
ward Cutting, in South Portland.
A vigorous Lincoln address was
Robert McCarty (Dave’s boy) has
The Sunshine Society will meet a very observant eye. On his way presented to the Rotary Club yester
by Rev. Herman R. WinchenMonduy afternoon with Mrs. Arthur to Augusta Tuesday he saw an auto-' day
standing by the roadside and baugh. Valentines were distributed
Brewster^ 32 Grace street Xii are
unoccupied.
There was nothing to -a hand picked group with telling
invited.
strange about that, but when he re effect. Town Manager Thomas of
turned later in the day it was still Camden was a visiting Rotarian
Mrs. Nina P. Greeley fell on the there and still unoccupied. When and II. W. Fifield, Jr., of Vinalhaven
ice last week, injuring her back to he arrived home he learned that was a guest.
such an extent that she is confined Willis H. Anderson’s car had been
to her liomc on Franklin street.
H. W. Fifield, Jr., of Vinalhaven is
stolen, and notified the State Police
of wh^t he ijad seen. Mr. Anderson to be a candidate for the represen
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth has been and State Patrolman George I. Shaw tative nomination in that class, on
engaged to assist the Pilgrim Choir went
_____ to
~ the
~_ place
_ ___
„„„ and the the Republican ticket. His candidacy
indicated,
of the Congregational Church, begin- result was a happy reunion
is very gratifying to the members of
ning her service tomorrow.
that party, because of Mr. Fifield’s
popularity and his ability to fill the
Episode
No.
2
of
“
The
Mismated
The Industrial Accident Commis
Legislative position.—Ralph Johnson
sion comes to Rockland next Thurs Match’ ’ was enacted at the Main of Camden is to oppose Mr. McBride
street
skating
rink
Thursday
night,
day for a series of hearings in the
of Rockland for the Democratic
farming a quick sequel to thK mock nomination for sheriff, according to
City Government rooms.
marriage of the previous week when latest report. Mr. Johnson was de
Vada Clukey, impersonating the
Lieut. Arthur W. Cushman of the bridegroom and George Lewis imper feated for county commissioner in
Maine State Police is convalescing sonating the bride, acted as princi the election of 1930.
from an illness which has confined pals. The bride, in the second epi
The Maine Better Business Party,
him to the house the past ten days. sode, sought a divorce, and as Reno
is too far for roller skating, it was which is touring 23 States, was in
Mrs. Luda Mitchell was soloist at decided to fight the case out in the Washington yesterday, and the 25
the Eastern Star installation in South rink. Miss Myra Joyce presided. members of the party saw the best
Thomaston Tuesday night, with Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin was counsel for the that the National Capital had to
Bowdoin Pendleton accompanying at libellant, and Ray Billings represent offer, besides being photographed on
the piano.
ed ’ the libellee. The absence of a the White House lawn with Presi
material witness caused a continua dent Hoover. The Chief Executive
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets tion of the case until next week. was presented with a can of Maine
Tuesday, with supper at 6, Mrs. Annie Winners in the competitive events blueberries, as one of the reasons
Aylward, chairman. There will be a Thursday night were: Balloon rush why Maine folks look so well and
rehearsal of the degree staff, ar it (and it was some rush) Kenneth Wig happy. Arthur L. Orne, who is a
is hoped that every member w
? gin; number skating. Kenneth Wig member of the party was one of
present.
gin and Mrs. Kenneth Greene; skat the guests entertained at breakfast
ing between the lines, Willis Hurd, by Representative Beedy of Portland.
The monthly meeting of the Bap “Pat” Webber and Vada Clukey.
The party left the Capital late yes
tist Men’s League will take place
terday afternoon, homeward bound.
Wednesday night, when the members
ROCKLAND BY-THE-SEA
will have an opportunity to hear one
Epworth League supper Saturday
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
of Maine's most distinguished edu
night from 5 to 7 at Methodist
Rockland, dear old Rockland.
cators and orators. One of the sea
Fair city by the sea.
Church. Menu, baked beans, cold
It was within thy borders
son’s best meetings is expected.
meats and salads. Price 35 cents.—
My true love came to me.
adv.
Another Rockland boy who may
Here too, new friends met me
With kindly outstretched hand:
see Shanghai before the Oriental
MORTIMER HARDEN GRAY
Their friendship still Is binding
impoliteness is over is Frank Knight.
As with a golden band.
Frank hiked across the continent
Mortimer Harden Gray, only son
some time ago landed in the crew of Rockland, dear old Rockland,
of Irving J. and Carrie (Arnold)
Fair
city
bv
the
sea.
the U. S. S. Henderson, and is now
My heart is filled with gratitude
Gray, died at his home on Broad
at Hawaii, a machine gunner in Co.
When e'er I think of thee.
street Tuesday morning after an ill
Nellie M. Mills.
D, 3d Regiment of Marines.
ness of several years.
He was born in Rockland, Decem
ber 21. 1899, and attended the schools
here as long as his health permitted.
At an early age, he was obliged to
give up many of the outdoor sports he
loved so dearly but Rocklandv High
School could never find a more loyal
supporter than Harden, and his
dearest possession was a scrap book
of clippings of all the games played
even to a very recent date, when his
strength failed him to complete his
task.
Much sympathy is extended to his
bereaved mother who, for the past
three years has devoted her time
wholly to his comforts. Not only by
his familv will he be missed but by all
the neighbors who knew him and
loved him so much. This was shown
by the beautiful floral tributes which
filled the entire room.
Funeral services were held Thurs
day. Rev. J. C. MacDonald, of whose
church Harden was a devout mem
ber officiating. The bearers were
William Reed. Jesse Smith, Raymond
Sprowl and Francis Merchant. In
terment was in Achorn cemetery.
The surviving relatives are his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Gray; agister.
Mrs. Albert Merchant; and a niece.
Beverly Merchant, whom he loved
very dearly and whose presence in
his home helped him to pass many
happy hours; his grandmother, Mrs.
Sarah Arnold; an uncle. Ambrose
Arnold of Waterville; and an aunt,
Mrs. Harry Marsh of Newcastle. Del.

TALK OF THE TOWN

YOUR
COME IN
ENTRY BLANK
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Athater Kent

RADIO
PRIZE CONTEST
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JOHN A. KARL & CO.
305 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND
19S28

I

Call 770
for Estimates
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Formerly 12*/2c to $1.25

CHURCHES

BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL

SALE COMMENCES MONDAY, FEB. 15
And Continues Until Sold
the First Sunday in Lent; Holy Com- |
OUR 1932 GOODS ARE IN WITH LOW PRICES ON ALL
munion at 7.30; Church Schoo! at'
SERMONETTE
9.30: Choral Eucharist and sermon at!
19-tf
10.30; Way of the Cross and sermon j
*. »*« .*« »J» •J. •*« »*« »*« «J« »J« »J» »J« »*• »J« •*« »*« »J» »*• •*« •’
• »j« ♦*« ♦*« »j» »••.»« ►*« »*• «$» »j» *j« «5» »*•
»J» •
Darkness anti Rest
at 7 30 p. m. Tuesday, Study Class !
Across the bay from the Fal conducted by Fr. Franklin. Wednes
GEORGE W. AMES
mouth shore the lights twinkle on
day, Holy Communion at 7.30.
the outer islands. How wonderful Thursday, Quiet Hour for Women at
The funeral services of the late
the sea seems when darkness has 2.30. Friday, Holy Communion at
Semites’ Cis®©
settled upon it. There are nights 7.30. Saturday, Story Hour for Chi’- ’ George W. Ames were held Thursday
morning
from
St.
Bernard
’
s
Catholic
when in the stillness after a storm dren with Devotions at 4.30; also
Church, with requiem high mass at
the surf can be heard as it roars Vespers at 7.30.
» » . »
9 o'clock, Rev. Father O'Gara officiat
'upon the outer reefs more than
five miles away. We sense God’s
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of the ing.
presence when night has fallen.
Universalist Church will present a ,Mr. Ames was born in Rockland i
Peace comes to the weary soul sermon in keeping with the observ April 2, 1863, son of the late David I
and healing is blown across our ance of National Young People’s Sun and Elizabeth iBartlett) Ames. He|
tired bodies with the evening
day, and will be assisted in the serv was foreman in the limerock quarries.
ice. which Is at 10.45 a. m.. by two for about 30 years. He served two |
breeze.
Such terrible days have fallen members of the Senior Y.P.C.U. The >’ears in City Government from Ward
to the lot of many within the last chorus choir will sing “Some Blessed Seven.
Quiet and kindly in word and act,
two years. One could never have Day,” Nevin and the quartet will pre
gone through them except for the sent “I Will Dwell in the House of the he made many friends. For the last
Lord,” Eville. Church School, Knick 10 years he had been confined to the
brief periods of rest.
erbocker Class and adult women’s house, from the result of an accident, i
O sweet and blessed rest
Fifty-one years ago he was married
’ With these sore burdens press'd
class will meet at noon; junior Y. P.
To lose ourselves in slumber, long
to Maria Furlong who tenderly cared j
C.
U.
at
5
u.
m.
and
senior
Y.P.C.U.
at
and deep,
6.30, with Dr. Charles Popplestone as for him during his long Illness. BeTo drop our heavy load
leader. A social hour will be afford- | sides the widow he is survived by a
When He hath given His beloved
sleep.
ed at the close of this service. The son, Perley of Hankinson. N. D., and
week's activities Include circle supper a niece, Mrs Raymond Grindle, who
To sleep! it is to wake
has always made her home with
Wednesday at 6 o’clock.
When the fresh day shall break.
250 Boxes of Marcus Ward’s
them; two sisters, Mrs. O. L. Cram of
When the new sun climbs up the
• « « •
eastern steep:
Monmouth
and
Mrs.
Mary
Leavitt
of
At the Littlefield Memorial Church,
To wake with new-born powers
Out from these darkened hours.
the pastor, Rev. L. G. Perry, will Mt. Vernon, Me.; and three nephews
50c and 75c Stationery
For this. He giveth His beloved sleep.
preach at the morning service from Gilbert. Irving and George Furlong of
Boston.
The
burial
was
in
the
fam

Days of anxiety, the darkness the subject, "Sunshine in the heart.”
on the sea, the star sprinkled sky. The choir will sing the anthem, "Tell ily lot in Achorn cemetery. The
and rest and then another day.
the world about Him.”
Junior bearers were John Beaton, Harrison
All First Quality
Large Assortment
God give us courage in the months Church is held in the vestry for chil Dow, Peter Edwards and Timothy
McInnis.
There
were
many
pretty
just ahead.
W. A. H.
dren at 10.30 also. Sunday School,
h
meets at 11.45, everybody welcome.!1Ioral tributes.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED—ENCLOSE PARCEL POST
At the Congregational Church to Miss Arlene Chaples will lead the '
MRS. LUCY VENNER
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will young people's meeting at 6.15 using
preacB on the subject, “Now I Can Do the topic, “What Jesus teaches about
Lucy, widow of Thomas Venner |
As I Please.” The Sunday School will faithfulness.” The orchestra will died Feb. 5 at the home of her daugli- ,
NEW HASSOCKS,
$1.00
furnish
music
for
the
evening
service,
convene at the noon hour. The
ter, Mrs. Rose Edwards, in Clark
playing
an
opening
piece
and
accom

These are cri tonne covered with rubber tips which will not scratch.
Comrades Of the Way will meet in
panying the .singing. Lewis Bowen Island, with whom she has made her
the vestry at six o’clock.
home
for
the
past
year.
will play a saxophone solo. The
Top lifts up, making a utility box.
* s ♦ »
Mrs. Venner was born in London,
At Pentecostal Mission. 431 Main pastor will use as his sermon subject, England. Dec. 25, 1843, coming to I,
street, the special meetings will con “An exchange of heart.” Prayer America in 1871 to join her husband. ■ fetSi^SENTER CRANE COMPANYjg^^^
evening at 7.30.
tinue another week. A baptismal meeting on Tuesday
For the past half century she made I
* * ♦ *
service will be held at Sandy Beach,
her home in Clark Island where she
“The Unfinished Battle” will be the was held in the highest esteem by
(South End) Sunday at noon; Sun
day School at 1 p. m.; meetings at subject of the address delivered at the everyone. During her girlhood in | Charles Baum and Robert McGee.
2.30 and 7.30 also every week night First Baptist Church Sunday morn England she became a member of the These from out of town attending
ing by Rev. F. W. Smith of the Maine Methodist Episcopal Church, and her tfie funeral were Richard Venner of
except Monday.
• ♦ • •
Civic League. This will be a sane life was of a very religious character. Wadsworth, Ohio, Thomas Venner of
At First Church of Christ, Scien and quiet statement that will carry
EM
4
There were ten children born of Barre, Vt., Edward Venner, Concord, ► EMBALMING
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster conviction. The choir will sing. this union, four of whom survive her, N. H., Miss Gertrude Brown, Concord,
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 “Gloria in Excelsis,” Buck and Thomas Venner, Mrs. Rose Edwards. N. H„ Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Freeman of MOTO R ANBUIANCI
and the subject of the lesson sermon Charles Wilson will sing. “I'm a Pil Mrs. Lydia Christoffersen and Rich Waltham, Mass.
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
tomorrow will be “Soul.” Sunday grim.” Marston. The church school ard ,Venner. She is also survived by
served the families of Knox County
School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve will meet at the noon hour, a class fcr 23 grandchildren and many great
Mrs. William S. Healey, who was so
LADY ATTENDANT
ning testimony meeting is at 7.30. all ages. The C. E. Meeting will be at grandchildren.
terribly injured when knocked down
Day Telephone 450—781-1
The reading room is located at 400 6 o’clock, led by Kenneth Hooper.
Funeral services were held at the by an automobile in Glendale. Calif.,
Main street, and is open week days The people’s evening service will be home of Mrs. Edwards last Sunday. has been removed from a Los Angeles
BURPEE’S
at 7.15. Several hundred people will Rev. F. W. Barton officiating. The hospital to one in Glendale, nearer
from 2 until 5 pm.
• ♦ * »
participate in the “big sing” directed bearers were William Ellis, William home. Uhe surgeons do not yet con
ROCKLAND, ME.
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist by Carl Fredrickson. The chorus Caven, George Rogers, Hale Richards. sider her out of danger.
Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, services for choir will present R. J. Oliver’s “He
Sundav will be: Morning at 10.30. was wounded” and the quartet will
subject, “Three Young Heroes At the sing, “Shadows,” Harkness. Mr. Mac
Fiery Furnace.” Boy Scouts will at Donald will give his second sermon on
tend this service. Sunday Schoo] at the theme. “Favorite Texts of Fa
12; Epworth League at 6; evening mous Men” at this time. Subject,
service at 7.15, subject “God’s Punish "Martin Luther’s Text, or The Ail of
ment For Sin;” midweek service Faith.” The happy prayer and
praise meeting will be held on Tues
Tuesday at 7.15.
• • • •
day evening at 7.15. This church will
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) broadcast the “Rainbow Hour” over
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services WLBZ, Bangor on Wednesday evefor tomorrow will be appropriate for 1 ning from 6.15 to 6.45.

Stationery
Sale

29c

HMHALSUIVICt

BORN

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear husband
WOOSTER—At Bangor. Feb. 3. to Dr. and father, Blanchard T. Orne. who
and Mrs. Ralph Wooster, a daughter. passed away Feb. 14. 1931.
Judith.
Not dead to us who love him
Not lost but gone before.
He lives with us In memory.
And will forever more.
ROLFE-BURNS—At Thomaston. Feb. 11. *
Wife and Daughter.
by Rev. H. S. Kilborn. Willis Rolfe and
Gertrude Burns, both of Waldoboro.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their many kindnesses and
BUTLER—At Union. Feb. 12, Mary E . thoughtful acts during the illness and
widow of Ephraim U. Butler, aged 93 death of our son and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Gray. Mrs. Flora
years. 4 months. 24 days. Funeral
Gray Merchant.
Sunday at 12 o’clock.
Rockland. Feb. 12.
BROWN—At Thomaston. Feb. 13. Eliza
beth (Brackley). wife of William
CARD OF THANKS
Brown of Rockland, aged 69 years. 3
We wish to express our sincere thanks
months, 1 day. Funeral at the family
residence. 9 High street, Rockland. to friends and neighbors for their sym
pathy and kindness, and for the beauti
Monday at 2 p. m.
ful floral tributes sent at the time of the
HANLEY—At Thomaston, Feb. 11. John death of our husband and father.
Hanley. Funeral Monday at 9 o’clock
Mrs. Charles Rokes. Arthur Rokes and
from St. James Church.
family, Lawrence Rokes and family.
DYER—At Vinalhaven. Feb. 9. Isadore. Marlon Anderson and family.
widow of Charles O. Dyer, aged 77
years.
STONE—At Colorado Springs. Colo.. Feb.
7. Bessie (Woodworth) wife of Irven
E. Stone, aged 19 years. Burial in
North Haven.
PIPER—At Waldoboro. Feb. 9. William
A. Piper aged 66 years.
DAVJS—At Washington, Feb. 11. John
F. Davis, aged 77 years, 9 months. 25
days. Funeral Sunday at 1 o’clock
at Stickney Corner chapel. Interment
in Daggett cemetery.

MARRIED

DIED

Don’t Cough
USE

McCARTY’S

IN MEMORIAM
1922—Ludwig—1932
In loving memory of George W. Lud
wig. Jr.
Always remembered by his Mother.
Brother and Sister.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of my dear wife, Edith ,
Moody Snowdeal, who passed awav Feb.
13. 1931.
If we could have raised her dying head.
And heard her last farewell.
The grief would not have been so hard
For those who loved her well.
We think of her in silence,
And of her name recall;
There’s nothing left to answer
But her photo‘on the wall.
Sadly missed by Husband, Son and
Friends.
*

<fl Those rythmic clicks of
our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register. For The
Courier-Gazette printing
is the kind that produces
sales. Experience proves it.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF OUR 1931 WALL PAPERS

Prices 5c, 10c and 15c per roll

WHAT’S the best name for this startling new Atwater
Kent feature (on Models 99 and 96)? Whoever sug
gests it gets $1,000.00 cash. 54 other cash prizes.
___________
Stations announce
themselves with a glow
of red light. The light
tells your eyes when
your set is perfectly
tuned to the station you
want.
Atwater Kent calls
'"o'
it the Neon Tuning
Light, but wants a bet
ter name. We’ll show
you the radio and how
thelightworks,and we’ll
give you an entry blank,
without obligation.
Nothing to buy. Get
your blank today!

to Blake’s Wall Paper Store

IN

«$r

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our many friends and relatives for
their kindly aid and sympathy during
our recent bereavement; also for the
many beautiful floral tributes.
Thomas Venner. Richard Venner. Mrs.
Lydia Christoffersen. Mrs. Rose Edwards
and family.
*

EFFECTIVE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
TON

NUT COAL

It is an old fashioned cough mix
ture made from a formula handed
down from our grandmother’s
time. Used for coughs and ordi
nary Throat Irritations

PEA COAL

% TON

The prices given above cover delivery within the

Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY

d. l McCarty

THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled

% TON

EGG COAL
STOVE COAL

COUGH STOP

11-tf

limits of the city of Rockland. If coal has to he

carried the usual charge will be made. Terms will

be strictly cash with the order or paid at the house
upon delivery.

1855

1932

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express thanks and appre
ciation to my many friends and the
Eastern Star, for their great kindness
during my illness.
Mrs. George W. Gay.

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician

RECTAL DISEASES

35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

PRICES

Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials In Stone
122S-tf

JAMES KENT, D. O.

TEL. ROCKLAND 1076

122Stf

M. B, A G. 0. PERRY
TEL. 487

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Page Four
THOMASTON
Truman Sawyer is on a business
trip to Portsmouth and Boston.
Mrs. Edwin Anderson is spending
a few’ days in Portland.
The sum of $157 was realized from
the sale of seals with which to combat
tuberculosis.
A series of revival meetings W'ill be
held at the Baptist Church next week.
Rev. Howard A. Welch of Warren will
be the preacher and there will be
special music each evening. The
meeting Wednesday evening will be
held in the Warren Baptist Church
and anyone wishing transportation is
asked to send his or her name to the
pastor. Rev, H. S. Kilborn. Cars twill
leave at 6.30 p. m. Monday evening
the regular church quartet, Mrs. J. W.
Strout, Mrs. Leila Smalley, Ray Green
and Raymond Perry, will sing; Tues
day evening the church choir; Thurs
day evening the junior choir; Fri
day evening Rev. Mr. Welch and
Chester Wyllie of Warren will give a
duet. Members of the church are
urged to keep these meetings in mind,
and attend them.
Willis Rolfe and Gertrude Burns,
of Waldoboro, W’ere married Thursday
by Rev. H. S. Kilborn at the Baptist
parsonage.
Mrs. Walter Hastings and children
spent the day Friday with Mrs.
Bernard Robinson. Mr. Hastings was
dinner guest.
Mrs. James Felt is in bed with a
bad cold.
Miss Mary Rice is making good
progress in recovering from her
recent fall to the floor.
These members of WilliamsBrasier Post attended the meeting of
the District Council of the American
Legion in Rockland Thursday night:
Commander Carl Chaples, Enoch
Clark, W. B. D. Gray, Fred Burnham,
Charles Smith. Walter Hastings.
Vernon Achorn, Walter Powers. Earl
Risteen, Forrest Newbert.
Bird
Jameson, Alfred Morton, Nicholas
Anzalone. Kenneth Fales, Alvah
Spear, Leslie French, Fred Young.
Enoch Clark was elected adjutant of
the council.
Miss Muriel Reed is visiting her
mother and sister for a few weeks.
Mrs. Ada Biggins who was to have
left for home Friday was attacked by
a grippe cold and obliged to remain
here.

Every-Otber Day
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WITH SONNTAG AT HELM

FRED OWEN'S GOSSIP

Hears of Possible W ithdraw• Continued from Page One)
unselfish and for the best interests
als From Governorship
of Maine. One thing I can say defi
-------------------------------------------------rain is even drier jn California, to 1 nitely—little consideration will be
Race—Other Matters

ROCKPORT

Advertisements ln this column not to
ly|l0l,ILLLiAliEiVfU’
STATE OF MAINE
Z. D. Hartshorn, principal of the exceed
*
three lines Inserted once for 25 I
high school, had the misfortune to cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
To all persons Interested ln either of
the estates hereinafter named:
fall a few days ago on the ice and tional lines five cents each for. one
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all timet
time. 10 cents ior tnree times. Six words
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
break a rib. While able to resume make
Prompt sen Ice CRIE HARDWARE CO ln and for the County of Knox, on the
a line.
__ 14-tf 19th day of January ln the year of our
teaching this week he still suffers,
some discomfort.
DO YOU need money? Complete home Lord one thousand nine hundred and
furnishings bought for cash. Expert thirty-two and by adjournment from
Eugene Lowell, son of Mr. and Mrs. j
appraiser furnished. All business strict day to day from the 19th day of said
Burton Lowell, while skiing Tuesday
ly confidential. Phone or write CARL January the following matters having
fell and received a bad cut on the
SIMMONS. Thorndike Hotel
18*23 been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated it Is hereby
knee. It was necessary to take sev
watches^ all kinds, clocks Ordered:
eral stitches.
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
That notice thereof be given to all
paired. Experienced workman. Work
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes enter
can be called for and delivered, or leave persons interested, by causing a copy of
tained at dinner Wednesday night in K
at 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Me., or . this order to be published three weeks
honor of the birthday anniversary of
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOM , successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
BER Tel 958-J.
________ 157*11-tf newspaper published at Rockland in
Mrs. Rhodes' mother, Mrs. Mayme
County that they may appear at a
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock- i said
Carroll of Glencove.
Court to be held at said Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mail ordert ' Probate
Qne of the fastest and most excit
land.
on the 16th day of February A. D.
solicited. H. O. RHODES Tel. 519-1
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired.
ing games of basketball this season
14-tf 1932. at nine o'clock ln the forenoon,
C. L. ROACH, 132 Park St.
and be heard thereon If they see cause.
was played Tuesday evening at Town References.
PATCHWORK -Beautiful percale clip- ;
Tel. 441-J.
13*24
hall when the Lincoln Academy boys
pings; better grades, excellent variety. I HELEN M CUMMINGS, late of Union,
defeated the RH S boys by only one ROOM wanted In private home by Five pounds, prepaid $1. Satisfaction deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
guaranteed LAWSON TEXTILE CO 9 thereof, asking that the same may be
point. The local boys were in the gentleman with good references. Bach Aster
St.. Providence. R. I.
19*21 j proved and allowed, and that Letters
Permanent. Heated, pleasant room
lead until the last quarter and their elor.
desired, within walking distance of postHARD WOOD fitted $?2~ano $1*4 Testamentary Issue to John J Paul and
victory seemed assured when the office; meals optional. Address BOX 50. Junks. $12; small round wood, stove, Alice Paul of Camden, they being the
17*19 lengths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H Executors named in said will, without
visiting team at almost the last mo Postoffice. Rockland, Me.
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2
1-tf | bond.
ment made the basket which won the
EDWARD D SPEAR, late of Rockland,
SKATE
SHARPENING
is
a
specialty
of |
game. The girls' game was a lively
CRIE HARDWARE CO,. 409 Main St deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
contest, too. R.H.S. winning over the
Rockland.
14-tf thereof, asking that the same may be
proved and allowed, and that Letters
Academy team 19-16.
LET E A. KNOWLTON file your saws Testamentary Issue to Aldana C. 8pear
«
The Epworth League birthday party ♦
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME qf Rockland, she being the Executrix
14-tf named ln said will, without bond.
given Wednesday evening at the
.•■.•..•.■•.IP ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
Methodist vestry proved a great suc
AGENTS TO SELL high grade flower
EDNA A. WINCHENBAUGH. late of
cess both socially and financially. and vegetable seeds wanted. Members
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
Notices of Appointment
for Probate thereof, asking that the
Several who were unable to attend of the Grange preferred. MAINE SEED
16*20
same may be proved and allowed, and
sent in the tiny aprons filled with CO.. 78 Elm St., Portland.
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- I that Letters Testamentary issue to En
coin which helped greatly to swell the
BE YOUR OWN BOSS Make $8-8121 bate for the County of Knox, ln the State' sign O. Winchenbaugh of Rbckland. he
fund. A fine program was rendered day Local business. No depression! of Maine, hereby certify that in the fol- | being the Executor named ln said will,
dally needs. Start now. Ex lowing estates the persons were appoint without bond.
by the young people, with piano solos supplying
unnecessary. We finance you. ed Administrators. Executors. Guardians;
by Roberta Holbrook, Elizabeth Lane, perience
SIDNEY F MAKER, late of Rockland,
McNESS COMPANY. Div. S-725. Free and Conservators and on the dates here
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Leneda Fowle; violin solo, Frederick port, Ill.
19-lt inafter named:
thereof,
asking that the same may be
Lane: saxophone solo, Gertrude Hav-j
ANNIE KALER of South Thomaston.: proved and allowed, and that Letters
ener accompanied by Linthel Lane;
January 5. 1932. S. O. Hurd of South, Testamentary Issue to Clara M. Maker
Thomaston, was appointed Guardian, of Rockland, she being the Executrix
vocal solo, Lois Burns, with Ruth Mil
.and qualified by filing bond January 12. named in said will, without bond.
ler as accompanist: piano and violin
1932
MARTHA J. FARNHAM, late of St.
duet, Raymond and Lawrence Snow. ♦
ELIZABETH E BURDICK, late of St.
deceased. Will and Petition for
Rev. F. F. Fow.le also gave a reading
George, deceased. January 19. 1932. George,
Probate
asking that the same
Charles T. Smalley of Rockland, was ap may be thereof,
which was sent him by “Cheerio” of
proved and allowed, and that
NEW MILCH Holstein cow for sale; pointed Exr., without bond.
Letters Testamentary issue to Ernest
radio fame. Sandwiches, fancy cakes
good milker. S. H. DOE, Rockland.
ALBERT E WALDEN, late of Balti Rawley of St. George, he being thc
and coffee were served.
19-21 more City, Maryland, deceased. January Executor named ln said will, without
Owing to the storm Monday eve
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale. bath, fine 19. 1932. Robert R. Walden and Fred P. sureties on his bond.
ning the meeting of the Trytohelp cellar, barn. 14 acre field. Oliver St.. ' Waldeu. both of Baltimore City, MatyGEORGIA E WARDWELL. late of
were appointed Exrs., without
Club was omitted. Next Monday eve 34 mile from postoffice. Quick sale I land.
Camden, deceased, Will and Petition for
$2500. V. F. STUDLEY.69 Park St. , bond.
ning Mrs. Ethel Spear will be the TeF
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
WILLARD L LADD, late of North 1
1080__________________________ 18-tf I
be proved and allowed, and that
hostess at her home on Main street.
Haven, deceased. January 19. 1932, Aimee may
Letters
Testamentary
Issue to Edward
PAIR
of
shoe
skates,
new,
never
worn.
Word has been received of the birth TEL. 169-X
Ladd of North Haven, was appointed J. Wardwell, Louis E, Wardwell
19-21 G.
of Cam
Exx., without bond.
of a daughter, Feb. 3, at McManus
den.
and
Ensign
Otis
of
Rockland, they
DRY HARD fitted wood for sale. $12 a
Hospital, Bangor, to Dr. and Mrs. cord; Junks. $11; 4-foot wood. $9. Kept 1 CHESTER S. PEASE, late of Appleton. ! being the Executors named in said will,
January 19. 1932. The City Na- ' without bond.
Ralph Wooster. The little one has under cover. DODGES MT. FARM. Tel. ' deceased.
tional Bank of Belfast, was appointed
18-23 I Exr.. without bond.
ALICE L. CROCKETT, late of Camden,
been named Judith. Congratulations 352-24.
IRON—Pi* ln. round refined Surplus ' WILLIAM S. FOSTER, late of Cushing, deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
are extended.
thereof,
asking that the same may be
3c per lb BICKNELL MFG COM- | deceased. January 19. 1932. Edwin S.
Rehearsals are progressing well for stock.
PANY.
13-S-tf , Vose of Cushing, was appointed Adinr., proved and allowed, and that Letters
Testamentary
issue to Robert G. Carle
the three-act comedy "The Dover
SCREENED LUMP soft coal, $8 50; without bond.
of Woonsocket. Rhode Island, he being
Road" which will be presented next lump, not screened. $8; fitted hard wood
HERBERT C. CLARK, late of Rock the Executor named ln said will, with
Thursday evening at Town hkll un $12. J B. PAULSEN. Thomaston. Tel. land. deceased. January 19. 1932. George out bond.
17*19 B Clark of Rockland, was appointed
der the auspices of the Camden- 84-2.
RANDALL JUDSON CONDON, late of
BAY MARE for sale, weight 1340. three J Admr., without bond.
Rockport Lions Club.
Friendship, deceased. Will and Petition

hear them tell it.
given to the obnoxious and unjusti
Do you realize that if every tourist j fied Pork Barrel. ...
The announcement coming Mon
.
,
,
„ ___...
who visited Maine in 1931 had I One of the activities of„„ours which day
from former Councillor William
appeals to me as much as anything
stayed just 24 hours longer that they j is our effort in behalf of child safety, 8. Linnell of Portland that he would
would have left approximately particularly among school children, not be a candidate for the Republican
$15,000,000 in 1931 more than they Our schoolboy patrols are examples nomination on account of business
did. We in Maine appreciate the of what can be done if it is done reasons leaves six in the field, already
natural beauties here but we take it1
for granted all the rest of the world [
not only knows about them but is as we often refer to it, “our baby." j R Partridge, who has been a possi
as used to them as wo. Remember It has done more to reduce the num- bility. has not said that he will not
that all states do not have gorgeous ber of child fatalities among the run, though that generally is conseacoasts and few of those that do school children of this country than s<dered unlikely
T.
,, ' '
„„
can equal ours. Many people love any other single plan. All any school ‘
Maine because of its mountains. has to do to install it is let us know. Mr Llnne11 made up hl£ mlnd that
There are some people who visit We supply the plan, we supply the he w-ould not be a candidate following
Maine who have never seen beauti material, and it costs the schools the meeting of the State committee
ful bodies of waters such as our 2400 nothing. In this connection are our weekbefore last. But for the hope
Eastern Malne man uke
lakes; in fact, about the largest safety lessons and posters which are
.
, ....
,, .
bodies of water some of them have mailed to over 250 Marne schools.!
seen are those on Saturday nights. . . These too, are free to the schools, the Edtt™ M Hamlln of Mll° would bc’
The Maine Automobile Association expense being bome by the Maine come a candidate, the Portland man
I would probably have announced himis doing all within its power to make Automobile Association.
Our stand on the problem of Fed- seif iast Fall. But business reasons
the citizens realize their duty in pro
longing the stays of the tourists by eral excise tax on automobiles and 1 kept Mr Hamlin out and to similar
,,
_
calling their attention to things they a Federal gas tax is one of opposi-1
never heard about but in all proba tion. We are unalterably opposed reasoas the Portland man . fuia’ly
to any such tax, and the A.A.A. is yielded. Had he come in during the
bility would like to see.
One of the most important, the one big leader of the fight fall there is reason to believe that the
functions of the Maine Automobile j against such measures . . .Any at- ■ number of candidates would have
Association in its civic program is its; tempt to use gas tax moneys for been leJB tban at
present time. As
activities in behalf of motoring.: other than road purposes is an at- ,
tempt
to
divert
that
tax.
We
will
he
"
ald
ln
hls
P
ub
‘
lshed
statement.
Only through organized effort can
motorists expect fair and reasonable j fight any such measures. Some Mr. Linnell has not relinquished his
motor taxes. I do not mean to un- J States are diverting it to the tune hope to be Governor some time and
justly picture the State Legislatures of about $15,000,000 a year through he will continue to interest himself in
but with the past two sessions re- ■ out the country. In Florida they use public affairs.
But with the six now in the running
suiting in an increased gas tax in part of it for schools. Some have
spite of motorists' wishes to the con advocated that Maine use part of there ij apparently the feeling on the
trary, we can hardly depend on that hers for publicity purposes. Would part of some at least that the field is
governing body to give our motorist; it be fair to make a tourist pay for uncomfortably crowded and there are
rights the consideration we think the advertising that resulted in his reports of efforts being made to in
they are entitled. We opposed the visit to Maine? Anyway, it would duce the withdrawal of one or more,
gas tax and we feel we were justi be the first step in Maine in gas tax j One story is that appeal has been
fied.
I diversion, and would be followed by tnade to Senator Frank W. Carlton of
. Wcolwich to take himself out of the
The year 1933 offers some serious other such attempts.
The Maine Automobile Associa-! waY- 1
that thl® stor? 15
problems to the highway program.
Then the bonds will have been tion -has entered its 22d year of un- authentic but if true no impression
issued. What is the next step, an selfish service to Maine. That there *as1made,’ for the Sagadahoc man
other bond issue, increased gas tax, is a definite need for such a nonor less road building? How much profit, civic motoring organization for the nomination and better. More
more sensible to withhold the gas tax in this State I believe is evidenced in to the point, is that an attempt has
to eliminate
.
,,, . . .one _of the
question until such time as a dis the facts which I have outlined fori been...made
“d??a2e\ Lr°™
cussion of it is really vital. The you. It stands alone because its civic cAlfred
K Ames of Eastport and Com
Maine Automobile Association has its service is placed above its other missioner Frank P. Washburn of
committee which will study this services—in other words, it renders
Green street is in the worst con problem during 1932. In 1933. the personal services in order to build its Perry.
I don’t know what has been done
ition for travel by foot or by auto Association, will as in the past, come membership so that it can carry on
along the line suggested but if the
ie correspondent has even known it j
civically
for
all.
It
is
the
only
Asso

out
with
a
definite
program
and
in
friends of both are to be believed, no
> be in. Life lines should be >
all probability, have its recommenda ciation of its kind in Maine that is progress has been made.
♦«♦»
tretched down the hill.
not
organized
for
private
profit,
it
is
tions
drafted
into
a
bill.
We
believe
I talked with a Ban^br man who is
Mrs. John Mason arrived here Fn- |
Church
Notes
that the faith of the motorists of; the onlv automobile association in in’erested in Mr. Ames’ candidacy
ay from North Easton. Mass, called Maine in our program is sufficient Maine that is doing things for Maine and his WQrd was that thg Eastport
Methodist Church, Rev. F. F. Fowle:
y the death of her father Johnj that all will realize our efforts are.
rather than for individual profit.
man wou],j stick, regardless Mr. Ames Regular Sunday morning service at
Ianley.
10.30. church school at 11.45; Epworth
-------------------------------------------------has
been away the past week or more.
General Knox Chapter. D.A.R.,
[ so there have been no conferences so League at 6. At the evening service
•ill hold a banquet and card party
BASKETBALL GAMES
WARREN
there will be a surprise speaker, the
! far.
t Knox Hotel Monday evening, Feb
Of course, the trouble in Washing- pastor being out of town. Ladies' Aid
2. Reservations may be arranged
County
thal with tWQ candi. meets Wednesday; Johnson Society
Thomaston
and
Lincoln Frank Montgomery has recently I
’ith the committee, Mrs. Mary Overpurchased a pair of pedigreed Great
hQme VQte wU1 naturall be Wednesday evening at the vestry;
>ck regent, Mrs. Ellis Copeland,
Academy Divide Honors Danes of Grand Champion stock i diVjded
Thursday evening prayer service.
hairman, Mrs. R. E. Dunn, Mrs. Lilia
Baptist Church, Rev. George F.
from a kennel in New York.
1 ..Mr Ames
going to make much
—
Rockport
Aces
V
in
llliot, Mrs. Effie Seavey, Miss HorCurrier: morning worship at 10.45.
Because
of
inclement
weather
,
mO
re
of
a
campaign
than
you
think
ense Wilson and Mrs. Elizabeth
sermon, “A Man and a Nation;’’
Thomaston High and Lincoln Acad Thursday the meeting of the 1 for," said this Bangor man to me. Not special selections by the men's chorus;
)unn. The public are cordially inviWoman s club for that evening was but j batj understood that he would
ed to attend both card party and emy divided honors in Thomaston 'ast postponed.
story, "The Orphans and their Bis- |
j make a thorough canvass.
anquet.
cults;" church school at 12; B.Y.P.U
night, the tome boys beating the in
Past Grands and Past Noble j
• • •
Funeral services for the late John vaders 33 to 23. while the invading
6. subject, "How to Develop SelfAssociation will ^en^riain^bv' The committee selected at the meet- at
lanly will be held at St. James’ j
Control;” evening service at 7, with
ins of the Republican State committee special selections by the men’s chorus;
Ihurch Monday morning at 9 o'clock. j lassies defeated the home girls 13 to
Miss Lilia Bumps, who was quite | 14. Johnson was high sc-irer in the Mystic Rebekah L°dBe Weanesday hejd recentiy at Augusta to secure a sermon, "Samson—Master or Slave.”
evening. Supper will be served at 6.
keynote speaker for that event will do
adly injured by a fall a number of boys' game, while Reed an£ Piu.ntner
The Twelve Club met with Mr. and : its best t0 secure secretary ol War Monday at 4, boy’s handwork class;
zeeks aeo, is much better. Mrs. Wil- had a close race for top honors in Mrs. A T. Norwood Wednesday even- patrlck j Hurley Of Oklahoma. A Scouts at 7 at the vestry. Wednesday
the Ladies' Circle will meet in the
lamson of Union who has been car- the Scotty crew. The score:
ing. with all the members present,, very general desire has been expressed
church parlors: Thursday evening at
tig for her has completed her work
Thomaston High
High
scores
Rt’1 t0
E
SP
ear I by Republicans interested to have 7, prayer meeting and choir rehearsal.
nd gone. Mrs. Robert Andrews who
G F P and Oliver Libby, consolation to E. S. | secretary Hurley brought here for
* • • •
[ves in the same house is now car- Morgan. If ........................... 4 19 Spear and Mrs. A V. McIntyre. Light tbjs occasion He has the reputation
tig for the Misses Bumps.
Stackpole, if ..........
0 0 0 refreshments were served.
Church School Celebrates
I Of bejng one of the ablest public
Roger Griswold of Boston was in Feyler, rf ................................ 2 2 6
Mrs. Ella Cunningham and Mrs. speakers in Washington, is a loyal
An enjoyable get-together of the
own Friday. C. A. Morse & Son Day, rf ................................... 0 0 0 Mary Berry entertained seven tables supporter of the Administration and Baptist Sunday School was held
milt a yacht for him several years Johnson, c .......... j......... 5 2 12 of bridge at the home of the former has a war record of which any man Tuesday evening at the vestry the oc
,go, the launching of which was quite Perry, lg ................................ 2 0 4 Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Evelyn might be proud
casion being the annual supper and
,n event.
Halley, lg ................................ 0 0 0 Robinson, and Mrs. Marjorie Allen
A member of the A. E. F.. he par entertainment. The tables were at
A public social will be held at the Anderson, rg ........................ 10 2 won first place. Mrs. Emma Norwood ticipated in the more important en tractively decorated to represent the
Jethodist vestry Tuesday at 7 p. m. Jacobs, rg .............................. 0 0 0 and Mrs. Alice Brown the consolation. gagements in which the Americans months of the year, each class being
1 small admission fee will be charged.
Warren schools (elementary) will took part and was cited for gallantry seated at its own table. The class
Services at the Baptist Church
14 5 33 close Feb. 19 for a vacation of three in action. Maine is much interested taught by Arthur K. Walker repre
Sunday: Bible school at 9.45; mornLincoln Academy
weeks, the spring term opening in him and Republicans here would sented January and February with
ng worship at 11 text. Rev. 3.20, ‘‘I
G F P March 14 and closing Juno 3.
decorations appropriate to Lincoln
like to hear him.
Stand At the Door and Knock;” Nelson, rg ....... -............
0 0 0
[ and Washington; Geraldine Page's
Tno
Cuckoo
club
was
entertained
f.P.S.C.E, at 6; 7 o’clock subject, Bond, rg .........................
0 0 0 Thursday evening at the home of Mr
Thc entry of paUl c Thurston ln class, March and April with Easter
‘Character by Contrast.”
2 15 and Mrs. M. S. Hahn. "Hot dogs j the race for the Democratic nomina- decorations; Mrs. Mervyn Foster, May
Eiliott, lg ........................
Keep in mind the coming minstrel Kimball, lg ......................
0 0 0 and cake were served. Honors were tion for Governor makes five in all with an attractive Maypole for cen
>how of Williams-Brasier Post. Re- Tukey, c .........................
0 1 1 taken bv Mr. and Mrs Alvah Sim- 1 wbo wni contest that nomination and terpiece; Mabelle Crone, June, the
rearsals are coming on well and much Farmer, c ........................
1 0 2 mons, Phillip Simmons and Mrs. probably ends the search for other month of roses, with a centerpiece of
;ood talent is being shown.
3 2 8 Laura Partridge.
Reed, rf ...............
pink roses and rose favors; William E.
entries.
0 0 0
Services at the Federated Church Merryfield, rf ...............
Whitney, July, red, white and blue
Ivy Chapter O.E.S. has accepted an
With
all
due
respect
to
the
other
0 0 0 Invitation to visit Harbor Light Chap.
Sunday: Sunday school at 9.45 a. m.; Keller, If ........................
decorations with soldiers’ caps for fa
condidates,
anyone
of
whom
may
re2 3 7 ter O.E.S. at Rockport next Tuesday 1 cejve the nomination, it has been no vors; Edith Overlook, August and
norning service at 11 o’clock, subject, Plummer, If ..................
0 0 0 evening. Supper will be served at; secret that members of the party in September, decorations of yellow and
‘Religion as Universal.” The choir Yale, If .............................
0 0 0 6 :i0will sing "The Lord is my Light,”, Weston, If ......................
,
| this part of the State, at anv rate, white; Rev. G. F. Currier. October
Mams. Evening service at 7 o’clock, Simmons, If ........................... 0 0 0
decorations of
Arrangements have been made to haVe becn looking for a candidate with Halloween
vhen the subject will be "Forgive
ring the Baptist Church bell as a no . wbo they believed would more near witches and jack-o'-lantems; Evelyn
8
7
23
ness."
school signal at_ 7^ in Jhe_rnorning if | |y meet the specifications that they Carver, November, with Thanksgiv
Boys won and girls lost in the basReferee: Wotton.
the weather is bad. A similar
*
“ signal
_ believed a candidate should possess. ing decorations predominating; Mrs.
cetball contest with Lincoln Academy
rung at 11 will mean one session.
President Sills of Bowdoin was ap G. F. Currier, December, with red ana
The Rockport Ace Club defeated
Friday night.
Mrs. Rosina Buber was dinner guest pealed to but he preferred to stand by green Cnristmas decorations.
Rockport High School 33 to 30. The Thursday of Mrs. Benjamin E. Watts. the college. Representative John
It was originally planned to have a
full report of the game received too
The tables at the monthly supper Clark Scates would have been ac “gold star” table at which were to be
EAST FRIENDSHIP
late for this issue, will appear Tues Thursday of the Congregational la ceptable but Mr. Scates started off for seated those who had been present
dies’ circle had the color scheme of Florida, indicating that there was a all through the past quarter, but it
Mrs. Alfred Orne of Pleasant Point day.
Valentine's Day very prettily carried slight possibility that he would enter was decided to extend the contest and
d Everett Carter are visiting their
HATES IN HIGH GEAR
out in the napkins and in the cake the field. There was some talk of give a party later for the winners. A
ter, Mrs. A. L. Burns.
decorations.
Walter G. Davis of Portland but that I list of the gold star pupils was read
Maurice Bradford and children of
Twelve ladies met Wednesday aft apparently did not get far. Finally, and Mrs. Foster’s class showed the
illowell and S. W. Bradford were Is Called Fastest Growing College In
New England Outside Of the State ernoon at the Baptist vestry for mis Mr. Thurston was lit upon and he largest number, six, in the junior
■ekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Universities
sion work. Shirts were made for the consented to try it.
department and Arthur K. Walker’s,
Bradford.
boys in the Belgian Congo district,
Several of the girls from this place
He will probably have the support nine, in the adult department. Each
Bates
is
the
fastest
growing
college
this work to be continued at the of the majority of Democrats here class contributed a number to the
tended the 4-H Club meeting.at
e home of Mrs. Florence Hahn at in New England, not including the March, meeting. Mrs. Reta Cobum, abouts. The fact that his nomination general program and at the conclu
state universities, according to a mid chairman of the reading contest gave papers have been signed by former sion Miss Helene Dunbar, superin
e village last Saturday.
winter report from the offices of a good report and issued new books.
A. L. Burns and family and Ray- President Clifton D. Gray, hard times The ladies remained for picnic lunch Candidate Moran, Ensign Otis and tendent of the school was presented
others of Rockland indicates that he with an attractively decorated birth
ind Carter attended the funeral of apparently having a good effect on and the midweekly prayer meeting.
will have them, at least a part of the day cake from the boys of Mrs. Cur
eir niece Hazel Carter at Friend- the enrollment of this institu
Knox
County contingent and indi rier’s class and with a beautiful
ip last Sunday.
tion.
HARD
SCRABBLE
cates
also
that the flames of the leather covered Bible, Holman edi
Ray Vose of the village is stopping
Economic conditions at Bates were
Moran-Richardson feud in that sec tion, from the school, Rev. G. F. Cur
A. W. Morton's on Wadsworth never better than at the present time.
Chester Harrington, daugh tion have not died down.—Fred K. rier making the presentation speech.
lint.
More students are being helped in a terMrs.
The supper committee were Mrs. Eva
Marian
and son Richard of South Owen in the Sunday Telegram
A. J. Hussey is on the sick list.
financial way than ever before, and
Moon, Mrs. Christie Whitney and Ha
• * * *
The men are very busy hauling and while many colleges in the mid-west Thomaston called on her mother Mrs.
zel Cain. About 115 were seated at the
tting wood, but on account of so have been reported bv President Gray Eusebia Grierson Sunday.
The “Garner-for-President' move
Milton, little son of Mr. and Mrs. ment still lacks any expression from tables.
ich bad weather they find it hard to be struggling for an existence, the
make much progress at it.
Garnet of Bates was never raised Chester Grierson who has been 111 the Speaker of the House, but his
the past week is reported better.
ft looks as if February would bring higher.
friends among the representatives are
Mrs. Eben Elwell who is caring for getting together now and again on with Gov. Murray of Oklahoma as a
;nty of snow. Twelve years ago
The Bates student body is now the
possibility. Ex-Senator France will
Mrs.
Abbie
Clark
at
the
'Keag
was
a
e year began the same way with largest in the history of the college,
wavs of speeding it along. Before the appear on the Republican side.
caller
here
recently
to
get
“
Slippery"
t much snow until February. That and recent reports indicate that the
* ♦ ♦ ♦
month is out, it mav take even more
>nth came with so much it was im- local college had the largest percent the black cat which Arthur Dennison formidable form. The call of a rally
The Boston American says that
gave
Frank
jarring
ton.
ssible to either cut or haul wood, age increase in 1931 of any similar in
at San Antonio for February 22 to
Mrs. Raymond Grierson and sons begin a campaign for Garner is seen Massachusetts Democratic leaders
places being four to six feet deep, stitution in New England, and one of
have agreed upon a slate of nine men
let us not lose hopes yet.
the largest in the country. Sixty- William and Walter called at Mrs. .as offering possibilities for broader and three women for delegates at
Mrs. Ann Thompson and son. Mrs. eight more students than a year ago Arthur Dennison's Saturday.
activity.
large to the Democratic National
Mrs. Everett Westburg of St.
La Thompson and Mrs. Gertie enrolled at Bates last fall.
* * * «
Convention. All those selected are
George called on Mrs. Arthur Denni
irns of the village spent WednesSenator James Hamilton Lewis of supporters of Alfred E. Smith, the
son recently.
V at the home of Nellie Havener
W. W. Eaton made a business trip Illinois was placed in the running as paper says.
Miss Beatrice Havener spent the
* * * ♦
a Democrat candidate for President
to Rockland Saturday.
ekend at home from Thomaston
SOFT COAL PRICES!
Gov.
Roosevelt
has authorized the
Wednesday,
with
the
receipt
of
a
pri

John and Raymond Grierson are
ere she attends high school.
petition prepared in his behalf use of his name on the ballot as a
Screened Lump Soft Coal, $8.50 hauling wood at the 'Keag while the mary
Mrs. Rufus Overlook and Mrs.
candidate for the Presidential nomi
at the Secretary of State’s office.
lasts.
ear and daughter of Warren visitLump Soft Coal not screened $8.00 snow
nation in the Georgia Democratic
• • ♦ ♦
Charles
Thomas
of
Rockland
was
a
at Damon Benner’s last Saturday.
primary March 23.
New River Soft Run of thc Mine caller at Arthur Dennison’s Sunday.
Former
U.
S.
Senator
France
of
$7.75
Mrs. Chester Grierson’s brother El- Maryland was placed in nomination
10 Tons or More $6.85
vin Creamer is seriously ill at his as Republican candidate for Presi
t Insurance Agency
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Delivered in Rockland or Thom home at Stickney’s Corner.
dent, by filing of a primary petition in
aston
Portland, Maine
If ST. THOMASTON, ME,
Illinois.

tnce in all its branches
kinds
Notary Public

Hard Coal Prices Arc Lower
Telephone Thomaston 84-2

Strout
Alfred M. Strout
kffl................
6tI

J. B. PAULSEN

19-lt

LONG COVE
The preferential primaries in North
At St. George’s Church, church Dakota will be held March 15.
I school at 3 p. m., evensong and ser- Democratic names to appear on the
1 mon by the priest In charge.
ticket are those of Roosevelt, Smith,

Probate Notices

In Everybody s Column : MIcrrI. AWr.niK ’

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

SITUATIONS

FOR SALE

harness, wagons, one-horse sled, pung
and two sleighs. H H WALDRON, 42
Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
19-21
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
Rockland and Warren for sale, fine corner lot. new building, store and lunch
room complete with fixtures. To be sold
at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080
152-tf
CHEVROLET MARINE engine for Im
mediate sale. HERBERT MATSON. Clark
Island.
17*19
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
$10; Junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood
mixed. $3. T J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21
17-tf
HORSE sled and pung In fine condition. also 2’2 tons hay. 64 MECHANIC
ST. Tel. 433-R
17-19
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Tre
mont St.
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; EGGS AND CHICKS ♦

BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship.
Me. Tel. 128-11.
7-45

WY-LLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have
you ordered your March chix? We have
them for $160 a thousand, postpaid.
Smaller orders slightly higher. State
accredited for pullorum disease. F. H.
WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston. Me.. R. 1.
10-tf
S. C. R. I. RED baby chicks. Hatch
ing eggs. Accredited stock Four good
cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo Incubator,
one 550 egg 103 degree Incubator, for
sale. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Phone
13-42 Warren.
15-tf

JOI^i T. BERRY, late of Rockland, de
ceased. January 19. 1932. Maude B. Berry,
of Rockland, was appointed Adinx.. and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
WILLIAM N. BENNER, late of Rock
land. deceased. January 19. 1932. Wil
liam N. Benner. Jr., and Walter S. Ben
ner. both of Rockland, were appointed
Admrs.. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
SEWALL P. YORK of Rockland. Janu
ary 19, 1932. Lucius S. York of Rock
land. was appointed Guardian, and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
RUBY A JAMESON, late of Friend
ship. deceased. January 19. 1932. Charles
M. Starrett of Thomaston, was appoint
ed Executor, without bond.
ELLIS C. HYLER. late of Warren, de
ceased. January 12. 1932. Bertha L.
Leadbetter of Warren was appointed
Adinx.. and qualified by filing bond. Jan.
26. 1932
SANFORD A. CHAPMAN, late of Rock
land. deceased. January 26, 1932. Mari
etta Chapman of Rockland, was appoint
ed Exx.. without bond.
GEORGE B. WILSON, late of Phila
delphia. Pa., deceased. Jan. 26. 1932,
George Searing Wilson and Graham L.
Wilson, both of Philadelphia. Pa., were
appointed Executors, and qualified by
filing bond on same date. Hannibal E.
Hamlin of Ellsworth, appointed Agent
in Maine.
THOMAS A. HUNT, late of Camden,
deceased. Jan. 19. 1932. Zelma M Dwinal
of Camden, was appointed Admr. c. t. a
and qualified by filing bond Jan. 26.
1932.
MELVIN H. JONES, late of St. George,
deceased. Jan. 19. 1932. Fannie J. Jones
of St. George, was appointed Admx.. and
qualified by filing bond on Jan. 26. 1932.
ALMIRA A. DYER, late of North
Haven, deceased Jan 19. 1932. Montle
Lela Stone of North Haven, was appoint
ed Exx.. and qualified by filing bond
Jan. 26. 1932.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Keys made to order. Keys mane
to fit loeks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys tor all locks
without bother. Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prieea

Crie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST.

TO LET

FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
let. good location, rent reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel
77.
13-tf
AVAILABLE for rent four medium
price tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
18-tf
FOUR ROOMS and bath; three rooms
and bath, also store at 212 South Main
St. 'Apply upstairs or at NAUM &
ADAMS.
16*21
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.
with electric lights flush toilet, garage
Inquire MR SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St
Tel. 888.
14-tf
APARTMENT on second floor, three
furnished rooms and bath to let. ANNE
V. FLINT. 32 School St. Tel 1013-M
19-tf
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St
Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
14-tf
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
veniences, to let at South Main St.. $25
a month V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St
Tel. 1080,
14-tf
FURNISHED apartment of four rooms
to let. MRS. A P. SNOWMAN. 9 Rockland St.________
19-21
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
240 BroadW'ay.
14-tf
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
ST. Tel 156-W
14-tf
DESIRABLE three room furnished
apartment to let. reasonable rent for
Immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES
BURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
ll-tf
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar,
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
large veranda, large yard. Adults onlv
Inquire 23 T STREET. Citv
14-tf
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
able for family of two or three, at 15
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
Tel. 318-W
14-tf
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
connection. Three rooms down, three up.
large front hall, open attic good yard.
Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
ST. Tel. 577.
12-tf
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
furnace, gas. coal range, toilet; $6 a
week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
1080.
8-tf
HOUSE to let. bath, gas and lights.
Quality Work,
Family Washing*
MRS. E C. GRANT. 184 South Main St.
Called For and Dalivara-1
Tel. 526-M.
12-tf
Parcel Delivery Service
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
lights, gas and bath. Reason
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R electric
able. F. L. SHAW, 47 North Main St.
Tel. 422-R.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 791

14-tf

96-tf

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
ROCKLAND

for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed, and
that Letters Testamentary issue to Eliza
A. Condon of Friendship, she being thc
Executrix named in said will, without
bond.
EMILY B REDMAN, late of Thomas
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed, and that
Fred Redman of Thomaston, or some
other suitable person be appointed
Admr. with the will annexed, without
bond.
ESTATE FRED L. GRAY, late of Vinal
haven. deceased. Petition for Adminis
tration. asking that Leslie B Dyer of
Vinalhaven. or some other suitable per
son be appointed Administrator, with
bond.
ESTATE LELAND G. MORTON, late
of St. George, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that some suit
able person be appointed Administrator,
with bond.
ESTATE MELVILLE P. JORDAN, late
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Lizette C.
Jordan of Warren, or some other suit
able person be appointed Administra
trix. without bond.
ESTATE EVERIN G. DAVIS, late of
Friendship, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Merle D. Files
of Gorham, or some other suitable per.son be appointed Administratrix, with
out bond.
ESTATE EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of
East Union, deceased. Petition for
Widows Allowance, presented by LUla
M. Stubbs, of East Union.
ESTATE MELVIN H. JONES of St.
George, seventh and final account pre
sented for allowance by Alice I. Jones
of St. George. Gdn.
ESTATE GEORGE H. HART, late of
Rockland, deceased, first and final ac
count presented for allowance by Ver
non L. Hart. Admr.
ESTATE GEORGE H. HART, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
termine Inheritance Tax, presented by
Vernon L. ”Jart, Admr.
ESTATE ELDEN L. JONES, late of
Camden, deceased. Petition to Deter
mine Inheritance Tax. presented by C.
Wilkes Babb of Camden. Exr.
ESTATE ELDEN L. JONES, late of
Camden, deceased, first and final ac
count presented for allowance by C.
Wilkes Babb of Camden. Exr.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
presented by Hervey Linwood Knowlton
of Rockland, wherein said petitioner
prays that the name of the petitioner be
changed by the Court, to Linwood Her-vey Knowlton.
ESTATE SABRA F. WITHERSPOON,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Carrie F.
Crockett of Rockland, or some other
suitable person be appointed Adminis
tratrix, without bond.
ESTATE ELLEN E. WINSLOW, late of
Thomaston, deceased. Petition to De
termine Inheritance Tax. presented by
Jessie G. Green of North Andover. Mass.,
Exx.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
13-S-19

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Aletha L. Borneman of Rock
land in the County of Knox and State
of Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated
the 31st day of July. 1929. and recorded
In the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book
217. Page 285. conveyed to the Rockland
Loan & Building Association, a corpora
tion legally organized and having its
place of business at Rockland, in said
Knox County, a certain parcel of land
SERVICE & REPAIRS
with the buildings thereon, situated in
Rockland and bounded and described as
all makes of sets
follows, to wit:
Beginning at an Iron bolt ln the
Northerly line of Mechanic Street; and
W. TYLER
the Southeast corner of land of Arthur
Wingfield; thence Northerly by said
Wingfield’s land eighty feet to an iron
bolt; thence Easterly by land of Thomas
A. Staples seventy-two feet to an Iron
bolt; thence Southerly by land of said
Staples' eighty feet to the Northerly line
DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE of said Mechanic Street; thence West
erly by said Northerly line of Mechanic
Street seventy-two feet to thc place of
Dentist
beginning.
And Whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
38 of the condition thereof said Rockland
Loan & Building Association claims a
16-28
foreclosure of said mortgage.
In witness whereof, the said Rock
land Loan and Building Association has
this instrument to be sealed with
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON caused
its corporate seai and signed in its cor
porate name by Harry O. Ourdy. its
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized,
DENTIST
this 27th day of January in the year
one thousand nine hundred and thtrtvtwo.
J
(Corporate Seal)
(Signed)
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
CIATION
U
By Harry O. Ourdy. Secretary.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
(L. S.)
STATE OF MAINE
&SON, Inc.
Knox SS.:
Jan. 27th. 1932
Personally appeared the above named
Harry O Gurdy, Secretary, and made
Cemetery Memorials
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice
of foreclosure in hls said capacity
10 c ^‘Sned) EDWARD K. GOULD
4-tI

56-tI

RADIO

R.

PHONE 58-23

Special Attention to Preventive
Dentistry and Children’s Work
375 MAIN STREET
TEL.

302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland
139*60

EAST UNION, MAINE

13-S-W

Justice of the Peace.

Every-Other-Day
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an inspiring portrait of the noble j
A UNION QUESTION
tractive young lady he had once 1
being who was the “soul of the Revo- i
Been at Bumpy Brown’s shack and )
lution.”
“Taxpayer" Expresses Some Concern
who worked In that store. The !
. , . .
j About Proposed New Modern School
young woman had gone to Ashfield |
Then there is “George Washing-1 Building
that morning. She would be re
ton.' by William Roscoe Thayer, the
-------turning the next day.
biographer of John Hay, Cavour, and 1 Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“Who is this young woman and
Theodore Roosevelt, who in this book
1 (eel our town is in a circumstance
where is her home?” Colonel Blake
vitalizes not only Washington him- \ unparalleled by a condition peculiarly
self but the whole period in which he ! its own in regard to a new school I
inquired of the merchant.
lived.
j building.
“She is from Malone,” the latter
In tribute to the bi-centennial ob* * * *
At the last special town meeting'
answered. “Her name Is Caroline ,
,
„
u<__
Nancy Byrd Turner, a Virginian by i the soliciting committee from’ the j
De Long. Robert Royce introduced servance for George
as
g
- _ .
!
r,
nnrl i »-i -fryrm€> 11 VC birth who now lives in Boston. Community Club reported as having
her to me in Ashfield one day about many attractive and informative gives us “In the Days of Young' $13,858 pledged with some of it al- j
a year ago. He had known her and books have and are coming forth. George Washington,” a delightful | ready paid in. The Alumni society
her people in Malone. She said that While a complete list is impossible, story for boys and girls of eight to 1 has a committee at work which had I
fourteen, with country life in Vir- 350 names and addresses ready to '
she was not very well; that she had these are a few noted:
Prom the Century press for spring ginia in the eighteenth century send and as I understand there was a I
heard that South Bolton was a
healthy place near the edge of the publication comes “George Wash making an attractive background, a good hit of labor promised and I I
ington: Patron of Learning,” by L.
big woods and that she would like V. Hclderman. This volume tells of charming story of a boy and girl 1 know there were many planning to
knew Washington, known to | help whose names were not on any
to work in my store. I needed help, a side of Washington’s career not who
them as the hard riding, likable!
so I took her to work here ln the generally recognized and likely to be youth who lived at Perry Farm. paper.
bij Irving Bachellei*
We in Union have two good
store.”
overlooked—his paramount interest Mrs Washington, too, comes into the churches, good lodge-rooms and good
“Have you been pleased with in bringing about a national univer story, and there are vivid glimpses homes—some more than good—and
her?”
sity. Much scattered material has of the social life of,the colonies.
the town is out of debt, but when it
SYNOPSIS
♦ ♦ ♦ *
“Well, yes—pretty well on the been collected, organized, and docu
comes to our school-building, lan
Benson's \
mented,
and
woven
into
an
interest

“
George
Washington,"
by
Louis
M.
i CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, ragAshfield
whole. I’ve found her honest and
guage fails to describe it. It is over
Mansions
ing and enlightening whole. The Sears, is a biography based on Wash crowded, unsafe, uncomfortable and
ged, and starving, a boy of about
good at figures.”
sixteen is found in the woods, and
conditions
of
education
in
the
period
ington's
own
writings
and
on
other
unsanitary.
“I have heard that she is very
.befriended, by a camping party. He
in which Washington lived are original sources. It is acclaimed as
Friends of Union have been very
has fled from his brutal father, Bat
handsome and that she dresses shown.
a timely publication for the Bi generous in their pledges, but with the i
Morryson, Bat comes after him, but
well,” Colonel Blake went on.
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
centenary.
understanding that we are to erect
and in clean clothes, the boy, who
“Yes, she’s as proud as a pea
a modem building, suited for the
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
Also from the Century press comes
cock,
and
my
wife
thinks
that
she
“More Precious Than Fine Gold:” town's need for years to come.
Is sent on his way to Canton, with
on
Peb.
16
“
George
Washington:
A
dresses too well for a girl who has Book for Young People,” by H. A. Washington Commonplace Book, Through the kindness and help of the
a letter to Colonel Blake.
to work for a living and that she Ogden. In the pages of this book one compiled by George Ernest Merriam. State Department, such a plan has
CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
Thus volume
gads around too much.”
eludes hls father, Colonel Blake, his
can see Washington as he really „„„„„„
. , will, be
. . useful as a ref- been worked out.
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
Now we as citizens and taxpayers
a"d lnterest‘ng a’®°
"Who does she gad around with?” looked, for the author-artist has
are impressed by the boy’s manner.
M must decide whether we are to lose
“Well, mostly Robert Royce. I studied his life so closely that he has
The colonel secures him a situation
L"!
m
‘u r ‘
In the village of Amity Dam. He
all this, or raise enough to go on with
don’t know as we can complain of been able to depict him as he actu- ! ° excerpts
becomes friendly with a youth of
from the works of peo- it. and it seems a serious condition for
n
J/P
le
hive
written
about
Washthat.
Royce
is
a
single
man
and
I
his age, “Bony,” and Bumpy Brown,
tinker, a village character, consid
other book about him for either old infrtnw
1,:, it can't possibly be that we will not
kind 0’ think he’s fond of her."
ered by the straitlaced people of
or young that vivifies his life and ;
°"p
“er"am says ln ?ls have to build before manv years and
“Do you happen to know old background and the DfoDle he knew 1 preface that the thesaurus was be- wjth approximately 100 children
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
his „
davs
d th t f
of his periodic lapses from strict
Bumpy Brown, the tinker who lives DacKgrouna, aim me people ne anew
boused in the old building. looking to
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
who werej prominent
in his
day—as 11 ,n .vears it
,, has
, , been
2 ” his
. . avocation,
' “
•
4
,
a us to help their need Let us not fail
down
on
the
Racquette?"
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
“Oh, everybody knows him! They
them, but win their love and respect,
known in the vicinity as the "Fun
j undertake and continue it, he adds. to be our comfort and help when they
think he's the man who done the
♦ * * *
Shop.” Bat Morryson comes to Am
by liis admiration, reverence and love i are the active men and women of the
ity Dam, with determination to take
shooting down to Doolittle’s.”
Then there is “George Washing
his son back to his own dissolute
“Yon will remember that Bumpy ton: Republican Aristocrat" by Ber for Washington, who. he says, has ) (own and we are facing life's sunse
life.
been from childhood and still is his
A Taxpayer
bought a pair of rubbers here a fpw nard Fay, a French scholar of inter ideal man. An index of authors, an- I
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
days
before
the
murder.
Who
sold
national
reputation.
Not
long
ago
other of subjects, and a bibliography. ’
[lawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
by accident. If the man at the old
WALDOBORO
them to him?”
JBlake, who is the district attorney,
Mr. Fay placed Americans in his debt, add to the book's usefulness. The 16
lumber camp was a benighted hunt
and his father passes out of Shad’s
“
Miss
De
Long.
”
by his excellent life of Benjamin illustrations are reproduced from
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
er, why has he not shown up here?
“Who bought rubbers of the same Franklin, which is in many respects paintings and sculptures of Wash-, ,Mrs.
, Celia Gross is taking a_ course
. .
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
He came out of tile trail from Cen
pretty, comes to Brown's shack, in
the most satisfactory biography of ington. The work takes its title from , of sludy at Gorham Normal School.
size
about
that
time?
”
quiring for him. Shad applies him
ter pond. It leads directly to food
“I’ve been thinking about that. 1 that many-sided American. He has Isaiah 13:12—“A man more precious! The meeting of Meenahga Grange
self diligently to his neglected edu- J
and shelter In this camp."
v. as postponed Monday evening. The
cation. Two years pass.
You know. Robert Royce came in ‘ now written a life of Washington, than fine gold.”
♦ • » «
j regular meeting will be held Peb. 22
The judge asked: “Assume that
the day after the tinker was here. 1 which, if somewhat less ambitious in
CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
The American War of Independ- | with a box social. Members of the
( scope than the previous work, has a
he was trying to kill the boy, why
and with much of his uncouthness
Another man was with Royce. I J balance and charm of manner which 1ence.'
Giange were guests of Maple Grange
Lieut.-----Col.--F.. —
E. Whitton,
------ by ------.........
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
would
he
have
followed
him
to
the
love for Ruth takes i °»rong hold
dido t know him. They were go- I nft
at once jnto the preferred list who as a member of the British group at North Waldoboro Thursday even
old lumber camp? After circling
on his heart. The community is con
ing into the woods. The stranger of contemporary work in biography, j of soldier-authors has a capable ing.
vulsed by an attack made on the
the pond he would have known that
bought a raincoat. They went over j There is a compassion in Mr. Pay's ' grasp and a clarity of vision pertainPerry family, in which Oscar Perry,
Mrs. Stella Butman has returned
he was too far behind the boy to
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
to the hotel for their dinner. Later portrait, an understanding of Wash- j ing to military operations on this from Round Pond and is at Mrs. Nellittle, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
catch him.”
ington's
loneliness,
which
gives
to
1
side
of
the
Atlantic,
gives
in
this
his
j
u
e
Overlock's
Royce came back in a hurry. He
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
“Yes, but he may have thought
Mrs Ra, h Morsc „ Mrs wjllard
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
wanted arctic overshoes. He had this biography an accent wholly its: latest book a contribution of distinct
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
were ln Portland
that Shad was wounded and losing
on a pair of new rubbers. I knew own. This is a book.worthy of a place value particularly in regard to WaUace ' Qr
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
as a~ General. This 1 Tuesday.
blood and going slowly or lying
convinced of his friend's innocence,
that he had bought ’em over at the in every well-stocked American li- Washington
aspect of the services of the great
brary.
and with boyish confidence deter
dead in the trail. If he saw hint
other store. He said that they
Miss Gretchen Waltz has been at
mines to prove it.
» * * *
leader of the cause of independence
topple out of the canoe it would
pinched his feet I took them off.
home from Gorham Normal School,
has
been
treated
with
little
discrimiCHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
have been his natural Inference that
“George Washington,” by Paul nation by most of his biographers. I William A. Piper, 66, died Tuesday
The size mark was on the sole. It
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Robhe had hit his mark. I do not like
was the exact size and shape of the Leicester Fol d reveals Washington as They have been so much engrossed ! at the home of hls son Dewey.! He
ert
Royce,
strengthen the
case
against Brown. Shall loses his job,
this touch of mystery. Some one
pair that I sold to Bumpy Brown. a human and understanding man. with the character in the man that leaves two sons. George Piper and
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
This is written most delightfully.
seems to see in one or more of these
they have seen in his army leader Dewey Piper of Waldoboro, a daugh
I thought of it when I heard about
Spenlow's. The two boys seek and
tind disguises the murderer bad
three articles a source of danger for
ship something more than the skill ter. Mrs. Ida McDonald of Eddington,
the
rubber
tracks
of
the
murderer.
”
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
himself. They were put away in
“Washington As a Business Man," of a soldier, something that tran and several grandchildren. Private
“Will you describe the man you
tive interest, in the ease.
military technique
and funeral services were held at the
the rush and excitement of the flee
is from the pen of Halsted L. Ritter scends
call the stranger?”
reaches into the higher realms where
ing criminal and as soon as it could
“He was a tall man with a and presents a view of Washington grander qualities obscure lesser home of his son Thursday forenoon,
Rev. George Collins officiating and
he safely done, some dark night,
CHAPTER VI
freckled face and red hair and very from a different angle. Its author ones. On page after page of this the body was placed in the receiving
has carried through something that
they were to be gathered up and
big ears.”
needed to be done, in that he has book is evidence of Washington’s re tomb at the German cemetery.
destroyed or perhaps hidden some
The Robbers and the Revolver.
This ended the conversation with made the first detailed study of sourcefulness.
One reviewer has
In a spirited game of basketball
where near the shack of Bumpy
HEN Shad arrived Mose St.
Hubbard.
Washington as a business man. Not said—"One need not agree with all played Tuesday evening in Medomak
Brown.
You
know,
the
thought
has
the'author
’
s
conclusions
in
order
to
"I
am
more
than
ever
convinced
Germain, who had reached Kil
only was he a scientific, large-scale
Athletic hall the girls’ team of Wal
come to me more than onee that the
dare pond before the storm began,
that we have been misled and that j farmer; he was “a transportation J accept with gratitude his portrait of doboro High School won from the
revolver
and
cartridges
were
plant

Bumpy Brown Is not in the case,’’ man on a large scale for the times. Washington as a military leader de- girls'- team of Boothbay Harbor High
waR serving supper to Colonel
ed on the old man.”
said Colonel Blake as they sat down | He was a manufacturer of food- { lineated ,^'hh exceptional clearness School 39 to 9 and the boys' team
Blake and Judge Swift.
stuffs and plantation necessities. He anc> skill."
“There nre Interesting specula
lost to the Eoothbay Harbor boys 23
to dinner,
“I’m wet,” said Shad as he went
to 55.
tions, but they do not impress me,”
and stood by the stove. “I had to
“A little more evidence will make was a cap’talist, placing his loans
CANDI.EMAS
DAY
said the Judge. “The big man our
do some swimming and there was
me agree with you,” was the an chiefly on landed security. He was
Mrs. W. H. Crowell entertained the
IFnr Thc Courier-Gazette |
a banker. He was a road builder."
young friend saw may have got Ids
Woman's Club Tuesday afternoon.
a lot of water in the bushes."
swer of the Judge. “I happen to
February second—Candlemas Day.
» » * *
And what is this we hear:
bearings and gone to his camp or
Mrs. E. T. Potter, vice president was in
’’Come right upstairs. I’ve plenty
know that Royce has a motive. I
“The Boys’ Life of Washington."
“If the woodchuck sees his shadow.
charge and a Lincoln's Birthday pro
he may be coming here any minute
of clothes for you,” said Colonel
drew the will of his mother, who, by Helen Nicolay. Miss Nicolay has
Two winters in one year."
gram was given. Anecdotes, poems,
and telling of his adventure near
Blake.
as you know, is Mrs. Doolittle. Site written the lives of Lincoln, Grant, I Where did wc get that saying.
Where did It originate?
bits of the life history and personal
Center
pond."
leaves
all
her
property
—
consider

Jackson
and
Hamilton,
all
of
them
i
Soon Shad was seated at the sup
Let's hope someone can tell us
characteristics of the Great Emanci
In the moment of silence that fol
And our curiosity abate.
able sum—to her son Robert well-known, so that her new publi- J
per table in dry clothes, and slip
pator were read by the members. Ten
cation is an event of the first im- j That day the sun was not shining.
lowed the judge’s words Shad spoke
Royce.”
pers.
members and two guests were pres
portance. It aims particularly to
out:
There were snowflakes in the air
"Tell us what happened to you
The colonel’s face grew serious.
ent. The meeting of next week will
show
what
kind
of
man
Washington
f
That
steadily
kept
falling
“
He'll
never
come
here.
He
is
the
"You will remember from liis tes
and why you are here," said the
be with Mrs. Sarah Lash, who will
Here, there and everywhere;
really was by including many short I
murderer.
He
knows
that
I
know
There has beeft scant winter thus far
timony at Brown’s examination that extracts from his own writings and
Colonel.
give a paper on “The Life of Victor
Here In Maine we must admit—
it.”
Herbert."
he has no alibi. .We had better say recounting numerous anecdotes told
Shad began at the high point in
So the woodchuck theory this year
Shad told them of that moment
no more of this until the ground of Washington by those who knew
his adventures:
Would sure be a misfit.
near the abandoned camp when the
under our feet is a little more solid. him. Furthermore it stresses the When we see Maine’s climate changing.
“Somebody shot at me when I
Pupils Honor Washington
Remember, Shad, you mustn’t know younger part of his life. For ages
was out on Center pond. The bul moonlight had shown hint a masked
The winter growing mild
Compared to snowdrifts piling
A Washington program was given
face.
too much. Keep still till we hnve 10-14.
let almost took the end off m.v nose.
And winds a-whistling wild;
• • • «
“And he did not call out when
Friday afternoon at the closing ex
found our way.”
I was scairt. I slipped out into the
We wonder if the woodchuck
“
The
Heart
of
George
Washing

he
heard
you
running
away?"
When the snow was "ten feet deep."
ercises of Winslow's Mills school,
water.
Another bullet whizzed
Shad promised to hold his tongue
Dug out from hls warm cover.
ton." by Bernie Babcock. She was
“No, sir,” Shad answered.
above me. I got the slant of ’em
Miss Agnes L. Creamer, teacher. The
Awoke from winter’s sleep.
but he could hardly conceal his ela Sally Fairfax—the bride of his best
The colonel was examining the
And poked his nose outside his den
when they hit the water. I knew
tion over the clearing outlook for friend-—but she made young George
program: Song, Battle Hymn of thc
To see if sky were bright.
about where thp shooting came '
hats which Shad had brought
hls friend the tinker.
And if it were, then hustled back
Washington's
heart
stand
still
when
1
Republic; reading, Crown Our Wash
in
his
basket.
Suddenly
he
whistled
For another long sleepy night.
from. I made for the canoe, and
he first saw her. The boyish love, j
“
There
is
one
circumstance
that
ington. Esther Light; recitation,
nnd exclaimed: "Well! What does
hid myself behind It and towed It
There are many other sayings
must give us pause,” said the judge. which became a man's fierce passion
Washington, Our Hero, William
this mean? Ix>ok here. Judge."
To
posterity
come
down.
ashore. I ran up the trail like a
for
the
lovely
woman
hp
could
never
“The murderer did not seem to he
That governed earlier doings
Inside the sweat hand of the lightCraig; recitation, I'll Be Like Wash
scared buck. I knew why that man
eager to kill Mrs. Doolittle. True, possess, found an outlet in creating
Of people around the town.
colored
slouch
hat
some
one
had
an empire. Mrs. BabcocK gives an
ington, Theodore Nutter; recitation,
was shoving lend at me. He want
Before
modern
innovations
he shot at her, but, entering as he intimate account of this bidden love
written with pen and Ink those
And science came along
ed to get me an’ the things in that
Citizen's Creed, Virgil Jenkins; so
did,
he
had
to
begin
shooting
nt
To
change
our
lines
of
thinking
that followed the first president
words:
pack basket he#>re I could see you."
And prove the woodchuck wrong.
cialized history recitation, What wc
once and create a panic. He couldn't through his famous scouting trip
“To R. R.: It’s a long head
Clara S. Overlook.
“What have you got there?" the
have learned about Washington, Ma
hesitate
then,
A
few
seconds
later
west, his happy marriage to Martha
East Washington.
that
never
turns."
colonel asked.
rie Vannah, leader, Florence Hoak,
he
had
his
chance
to
kill
Mrs.
Doo

Custis,
and
the
struggle
of
the
Revo

“This is undoubtedly the hat worn
Shad told of what he and Bony
Chester Genthncr. Leon Hoak; song,
lution.
little.
He
stood
close
in
front
of
by the murderer.” said the colonel.
had learned of the man under the
America the Beautiful; reading.
her with the revolver pointing at
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE Washington's
“All who saw him agree as to the
Copy Book. Thelma
broad-brimmed hat hastening down
“George Washington,” by Rupert
her
face.
He
could
have
killed
her
Nu'ter; recitiAtion, Freedom's Knight,
the road to Ashfield; of their kind of hat he wore, and it was
Hughes, is written in three volumes:
then
but
he
didn't
shoot.
He
struck
Elwood Cuthbertson; reading, Captain
searching for and finding the hid found with thp handkerchief. This
her. She fell and fled out of liis “The Human Being and the Hero—
George, Virginia Genthner; song. Co
writing is that of a young woman
1732-1762,” "The Rebel and the
den handkerchief and hats; ot the
way.”
lumbia, the Gem of the Ocean; play,
Patriot—1762-1777” and “The Savior
accustomed to the use of a pen. She
group of men at the Westminster
“Consider the psychological situa of the States—1777-1781.”
An Afternoon with Washington, Wil
hotel and of Bony's boastful words was a playful person of some sort.
* * * *
tion,” the colonel began. "She was
bur Vannah, Florence Hoak, Leon
ln their presence; of Doctor Gorse’a Who is she and who Is R. R.?”
his mother. Apart from her he
Hoak, Clayton Hoak; song, America.
"The Music of George Washing
“Robert Royce, maybe,” Shad
suggestions regarding the revolver
could plan her death but, face to ton's Time," by John Tasker Howard,
Six visitors were present at the exer
promptly
answered.
and the rubbers; of the hig man whe
cises.
face with the woman who had borne represents largely quotation and
“Sure enough! There are the two
followed him to the lumber camp.
A blue seal has been awarded thc
him, he weakened. He would hnve comment upon the patriotic and
school by the Maine Public Health
light music which undoubtedly fell
Shad proudly unwrapped the R's,” said the colonel. “He was a
been
glad
to
get
out
of
the
hoose
Association for observance of health
upon the great man's ears during his
packages in his basket and laid son of Mrs. Doolittle by her first
without killing but he couldn't.”
husband. He is tall. r*remenilter
habits for 12 consecutive weeks. Miss
them before the astonished officers
“Well, we shall all be the wiser lifetime: and there is also a list of
Bai ber, school nurse of the Public
the higher class works, American
of the law. Colonel Blake drew a that he swore at the examination
In a week," the judge remarked as and European, much of which Wash
Health Department, visited the school
chart of the road and river from that he closed his shop at five
they arose frorro the table.
ington probably knew, for there is
Pupils ill during the term were
Ashfield to Amity Dam, reproduced o'clock and went upsfairs to read.
They hired a team at the livery record of his lively interest in con
Esther Light, Chester Genthncr, Lyle
herewith, and with Shad’s help lo He came downstairs and let Cyrus
stable and set out for Ashfield and certs and operas. Francis HopkinBurns. Thelma Nestlcr, William Craig
Doolittle
out
of
his
front
door
soon
cated Brown's cove and the points
the county seat. They stopped at son <1737-1791) is in the book with
and Alfred Wellman. Pupils not ab
after eight. He would have had
Amity Dam to pick up Shad's cloth interesting examples. He was the
sent for the period of six weeks were
where the hats untl the handker three hours in which to go to Amity
Wilbur Vannah. Leon Hoak. Clayton
ing, then at the home of the Judge earliest American composer, a friend i
chief were found.
Dam, commit the crime and return
Hoak, Elwood Cuthbertson and Virgil
in Ashfield. The colonel was urged of Washington, and he" signed the j
Looking at the chart the Judge to his shop."
Declaration of Independence. In
Jenkins. These pupils were awarded
to
spend
the
night
there.
said: “The handkerchief nnd slouch
He carefully wrapped the articles
1782 the general visited Bethlehem.
pencils engraved “Perfect Attend
hat were found wh^je Brown might which he had been examining, and
Pa., and was serenaded by the trom- j
ance." Wilbur Vannah’s team won
have hidden them in going to liis added: “I shall take good core of
bone choir, a custom still existent in
in the spelling contest. Clayton Hoak,
TO BE CONTINUED
boat We must keep Brown’s mo these things and go out of the
that Moravian city. In 1791 Wash- i
Grade Two, received a pencil en
ington ordered a spinet from abroad
tive ln mind.”
graved "Perfect Spelling" for not mis
woods tomorrow."
for the use of his step-children and j
“Yes, but I have not been quite
spelling a word for the six weeks
He took Shad's hand and spoke
BRISTOL
step-grandchildren at the Mt. Ver
period.
satisfied with Brown’s motive.” said
those
words,
which
mark
a
turning
non family home.
the district attorney. "The sheriff’s
Old Man Winter has come and the
report and my own observation and point ln the career of Sheridan
LAWRY
From the press of Robert Me- I
men folks are getting right on the
the evidence of this boy indicate Morryson:
Bride & Co., this month comes
"I
’
ard,
I
like
you.
I'm
going
to
that he is a harmless and lovable
Mrs. Venson Simmons has returned
job hauling wood.
nnhinsnn ! “George Washington: Soul of the j
take you Into my office If you don’t , Mrs' C- N. Robinson, Guy Ro
home after visiting friends at Back
Revolution,” by Norwood Young,
Cove.
mind, and try to make a lawyer of and Ernest Gifford visited school at Thjs
&n Ena]ishman-s Washin(tton.
old chap of a rather admirable
Mrs. Lizzie Miller, Mrs. Julia Wot
you. 1 guess we can get along to- ' Loudville Tuesday.
, for Norwood Young is the first Eng- !
spirit."
ton, Mrs. Josie Burns and Mrs. Hazel
gether. I want you to go to bed
Mrs. E. O. Thompson has a bad |jsh author in recent years to under-!
Shad told the story of the miss
Benner motored to Rockland Satur
A SUPPER SONG!
j take a full-length biography of
ing ring. He added. “That's why
now and get a good rest. You must* cold.
day to see the "Harlem Hot Shots."
Most people here have their wood j George Washington It is said to be
be tired.”
lam here.”
Baby is singing his supper song
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Davis spent
He bolted the door and put all out.
“Weil, boy, your heart and your
|.
and it isn't such a very gay one. the weekend at their home in Rock
braces In the windows. The two
Keeper Robinson called on his fam
work are a credit to yon,” said the
he wont have to sing a long land.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST But
colonel.
“You have faced me
men and the boy went to their beds ily last week at Loudville.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns visited
time lor his supper. If you take
around. Judge, this Is no such easy
above stairs. Shad observed that
Millard Robinson and Winfield
a pencil and join all the num her parents in Waldoboro Sunday.
problem as we thought. We have
the colonel put the package under Carter were at Round Pond one day j
Mr. and Mrs. E A. Burns were Sun
bered dots together, starting with
Keep the bowels open and take
to look for n deeper man than the
his pillow. The boy had been much last week.
dot number one and ending with day callers on his parents. Mr. and
tinker and a deeper motive than
Clayton Dolloff is hauling wood for
elated by the colonel’s words.
dot number eighteen, you will Mrs. G. A. Burns at Dutch Neck.
BROWN’S RELIEF
Miss Jennie Simmons has returned
mere resentment. It Is extremely
Next morning, at South Bolton, > his father-in-law.
see what Baby will have to re home after visiting Mrs. Almond
on arising and retiring
they went to Hubbnrd’s store. Shad I Frank Dorr died Jan. 26 at the
Improbable that two bullets could
ward him.
Burns.
Norway Medicine Co.
13-tf
have been aimed directly at the boy
had Aqld Colonel Blake of the at- home of his sister at Cherryfleld.

The Hous£
of the Three
-Ganders
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

3

2.

5

9

7

n

1

9

8

W

10

II

")

H

12.
W
16 W 17
w
21 1

15

w
20

19

1

J!9 30

26

J

35

w
33
w
1 37

36

w 90

H3

HZ
96

/8

11 32

31

39

25

13

91

99

95

98

97

99

HORIZONTAL
1-Meditated
7- Peruse
8- Propeller»
10-Endured
12-Makes lace
14- Anything designed
to allure a fish
15- Small taste
17-Unmarried woman
19- A city of England
(abbr.)
20- Farm animal (pi.)
22- Anger
23- lndefinite article
24-Constellation
25- Permits to live
27- Raw metal
28- Pronoun

29- Drills
32- Unit
33- Musical note
34- Organ of hearing
35- A tree of the
cashew family
37-lnterdict

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
38-Drop

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Rcnt in pieces by

40- Assist
explosion
41- Devoid of covering 16-A foot-like organ
42- Seaport in Greece 18-Foreordain
44-To publish or
20- Encloscd space for
spread abroad
combats
46-A school study
21- Backbone
(abbr.)

24-S. W. State of U. S.

48- Melodies
49- Officer's shoulder
ornament

(abbr.)
26- Grcck goddess of
malicious mischief

27- R owing
30- Odd
1- Choicest
31- Small (Scot.)
2- Rodent
32- A trying experience
3- Russian seaport on 33-The darnel
the Black Sea
3S-Order
4- Accomplish
37-A nocturnal
5-Consume
mammal (pi.)
6- A measure of weight 39-Small opening in
7- Shower
the skin
9-A series of steps
41-Baronct (abbr.)
10- A town in N. France 43-Juice of plants
11- Prefix. Apart
45-A falsehood
VERTICAL

. 13-A father

,47-Mother
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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Mrs. Albra Vinal Smith, Mrs Abbie
Creed and daughter Bernice, former
Vinalhavenites, recently attended the
reception tendered Miss Louise Bern
hardt and Madam Sharnova of the
Chicago Civic Opera Company, now
playing in Boston. The reception was
E
given by the Musical Guild of Boston.
A R
Miss Bernhardt wished to be remem
B E
bered to Vinalhaven friends. Mrs.
Smith also had the pleasure of at
A C
tending the opera “Madam Butter
S T
fly." She pronounced Miss Bernhardt
E s
as perfect in the role of Kate Pinker
ton, wife of Lieut. Pinkerton of the
U. S. Navy, thc latter part played by
Charles Hackett. Mrs Smith is a
NORTH HAVEN
member of the MacDowell chorus
which broadcasts over WNAC.
Lewis Mills met with a painful misDon't fail to attend the Bi-Cen-! hap when he caught his left hand in
tennial George Washington Cabaret; a door with such force as to sever the
to be given at Memorial hall Feb. 27 | end from one finger. He went to
by thc senior class of Vinalhaven High j Rockland Wednesday noon for treatSchool. A one-act play, “The Pa- ; ment at Knox Hospital.
triotic Girl” is now being rehearsed ! Mrs Neil Burgess and Mrs Emily
under the efficient direction of Mrs. ’ Gregory went to Rockland Thursday
Everett Libby. Specialties will be in- morning to meet Irven Stone and retroduced between dances. Music will turned with him in the afternoon.
bf: furnished by the Fakers and re
The rain and snow have put the
freshments will be on sale. Colonial roads in bad condition, the worst for
costumes will be worn by the seniors a long time.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Arthur
in the play. Tickets may be obtained
from members of the class, who are: Beverage, Junior and Gracie returned
President, Martha Beckman; vice from their visit at Dover-Foxcroft.
president, Dorothy Cobb; treasurer, B B. Anderson returned with them
Donald Webster; secretary, Herbert for an extended stay.
On account of the noon boat be
Clayter; Ruth Wahlman, Kathleen
Cotter, Myona Loyde, Alex Beggs. ing late Miss Marjorie Huse returned
Malcolm Hopkins, Wyman Guilford. to Providence Thursday instead of
George Healey, Byron Thomas and Wednesday.
Supt. Smalley of Vinalhaven was a
Edward White.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs recently en visitor in town Wednesday.
Sunday morning Mr. Huse will
tertained the I. H Club.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett entertained preach upon the theme “Lincoln, a
friends at dinner Feb. 8 in honor of Pattern Citizen." The young ladies’
her birthday anniversary. Mrs. Fos choir sings. At night the orchestra
sett received several attractive gifts will plav: address by the pastor
Mr. Bishop of the Black Granite "Shipwreck of Faith.” The duet last
Co. has returned from Massachusetts. Sunday night bv Barbara Stone and
Mrs. E. A. Smalley entertained thc Margaret Butler was greatly enjoyed.
• • • •
Bridge Eight at her home Wednesday
night. A 6 o'clock dinner was served
Bessie Woodworth Stone
Housekeepers at Union Church
North Haven was indeed saddened
Circle Thursday were Mrs. Nellie Wil when Hie word came last Sunday aft
son, Mrs. Mildred Torfason, Mrs. Ida ernoon of the death in Colorado
Libby and Mrs. Nellie Nickerson.
Springs of Bessie Woodworth Stone,
The Girl Scouts defeated the wife of Irven F. Stone, and daughter
Nichevos and thc V.H.S. boys defeated of Mrs. Orrie A. Woodworth. It was
Arey's Airedales Wednesday night at in the early snring of 1931 that Mrs.
Town hall.
Stone went to Colorado to get what
Edward Coombs, Mr. and Mrs benefit she might from the climate
Marshall Coombs and children ar of that wonderful State. Notwith
rived Thursday from California, standing the heroic battle that has
making the trip by auto.
been made for health, death came at
Marguerite Chapter, OES, will 3 o’clock <5 o’clock Eastern Standard
hold regular meeting next Monday time). Feb. 7. Monday Mr. Stone
night.
started East with the body arriving in
The pupils of Lincoln grammar Rockland Thursday morning and at
school under direction of their teach North Haven Thursday at 4 o’clock.
er Miss Helen Orcutt, will present the The deceased was a native of North
play "The Heir of Mt. Vernon" in Haven and 19 years of age. April
Union Church vestry at 7.30 p. m. Feb. 19. 1931 she was married to Irven E.
22 for the Joint benefit of Union Stone A graduate of the local high
Church and the School Improvement school, "Bessie" as she was familiarly
League, Tickets may be obtained known, has hern a favorite. With a
from the pupils or from trustees of beautiful voice she has sung in the
the church. This entertainment will church, and Grange, always with
take the place of the Washington so great acceptance. When a student at
cial which was previously announced. Rockland Commercial College she
All pupils of the school are taking attended the First Baptist Church in
part In the play which has been ably Rockland, sang in the choir, and took
coached by Miss Orcutt.
an active part in the social meetings.
Mrs. Isadore Dyer, 77, widow ot At that time she united with this
Charles O. Dyer, died at her home j church.
Obituary in next issue.
---------------------WFST ROCKPORT

Neil Burgess and Mrs. Emily Gregory.

meptinw.1 ffr<h T o, rP| nfPI?de.d»
n J
, w aD kS

hP H F Hus- were held in the church
Fridav morning at 10 o'clock. The

Besides her husband and mother
she is survived bv two sisters, Mrs.

Feb. 9

•JLi ii.

1'.

,,

, , ..

Fun-rat services conducted by Rev.

elation In Rockport Fr.day of last Grangp o{ whj(.h shp was a member
week.
attended in a bodv, also young people
The Mission Circle met Thursday from the high school. There was a
afternoon with Mrs. M. J. Oxton.
wealth of beautiful flowers. The
In practically erery family there bearers were Elmer Carver, Ira Curare one or more members ill with the ns Alton Calderwood. and Oscar Wa
prevailing distemper.
terman. Burial was in the Fuller
Mrs. J F. Heal was in Rockport pon-oierv.
The svmDathv of the
Wednesday, guest of her daughter whole community goes out to all in
Mrs. C. E. Rhodes Jr.
the wide circle of family relationships
The cottage praver meeting was in this great loss and bereavement.
held this week with Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Carroll.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
The Tuesday Club was entertained
STEAMBOAT CO.
Tuesday evening by Miss Bernice
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Parker.
T* 1- ..
i j ii. 4. ww
« , •
Steamer leaves Swan's island at 5 30
It is understood that Henry SalmiM Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
nen is in the war zone, stationed at 1 Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at RockShanghai with the Marine Corps. la^t^±Vare5 Rockland at i 30 p. M..
HlS name appeared in a list given by Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Stonthe war department and published in , lnnton at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’s
the Washington. D. C column of The lsl»ad *Bbo’{t "nNSON* General Agent.
Courier-Gazette.
1
uo-tl
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ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Rockland

Holmes St., Near Broadway,

The Youthful Firm of Studley Is Composed

Tel. Rockland, 1 I 07

of Go-Getters--Interesting Business History

Tel. Rockland Night 1 105- -243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds

Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Always Open Week Days

from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

the firm, has devoted his whole life
to the furniture game and is well
and favorably known in all the fur
niture centers of the trade in the
East. 11 is boyhood was spent almost
entirely in the old V. F. Studley Co.
store and he absorbed the rudiments
of the business while in his teens.
He rose to buyer and manager of
the big store, holding that position
until the Eastern Furniture Co.
bought the plant. He stayed on
with the Eastern a year before
starting in for himself in the present
venture. His associate in this hustl
ing firm is Harold John Newman
and the combination has proven con
genial and successful. Mr. Newman
has long had experience in meeting
the public having been buyer and in
charge of the second floor depart
ments of the old W. 0. Hewett Co.
He too has had considerable ex
perience in the furniture business.

SEZ

STUDLEV FURNITURE CO.
HOME

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND, MAINS
MAINl

6 1 PARK SI.

WEEK END SALE
CHILDREN'S COLORED COATS, sizes 2, 3, 4, yrs, were $5; for $1.98
VELVET BERETS ............................................................................ 25c
BATH ROBES, sizes 2 to C, were S1.59; for
51.00
LADIES' CRETON SMOCKS, sizes 36, 38, 4(1, were $1.98; for
89c

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
393 MAIN STREET,
The Park Street Home of Studley Furniture Co.. Where Rockland May See the Latest Mode of High Quality at
Modest Cost Furniture

OILBIIILNI
Above is pictured the attractive pleasant person of Miss Lora AL- and in this instance too, means what
modern store of Studley Furni- Gaffey, cashier.
I he large twin it says and stands solidh behind the
ture Co., located at GIGS park fl«t>red disphy nxnns Rive directh claim Located as it is outside of
off this section and here may be S the high rent district, operating a
street in the heart of the "New
. seen great varietiesof furniture, iompact, modern plant with the
Kocklanddevelopment.
1 he P,c'j stoves,’bedding and general mer- owners actively participating in the
ture scarceh does justice to the chandise. The second floor is used daily work a very low overhead preplant for
there is visible onlythe! for carpets and rugs with a large vails and this saving is passed on to|
brick block section which serves as bedding department.
The firm the consumer, the management con-j
a display room and entrance to the makes a sPecialP
beds and mat- tenting itself with that modest
,
,
.
,
| tresses presenting very complete profit necessary to the conduct of
nuge wooden structure in the rear, H,
’i lines for consideration and at very business on a sound basis.
just a glimpse of which is visible in reasonable prices. Still further at
....
the background. Ibis layout, with; the rear is the second hand depart-1 'The Studlev Furniture Co. w
another wooden structure at theiment where repossessed and recon incorporated in 1928, hence its
rear give the firm approximately ‘htioned furniture may be bought stock can produce no deadwood. At.
20,01)1) square feet of floor space, for little more than the celebrated that time the company had two
song.
stores, one on North Alain street
and a visit will show this to be
and another on Alain street. In
crowded to capacitt with excellent: A complete service is maintained
Alay of that year one half of the
furniture.
by this firm. H. P. Studley and newly completed Rubenstein Block
,,
, .
fohn Newman are in charge of sales on Park street was available and the
'l'hee tirm sells everything for the
, ,
,
, . ,
....
.
. . '
, and always courteously on the job. firm had-the vision to grasp its op
home.
Home furnishings com- Herman shannon is the technical portunity, abandoning the Alain
plete their sign says and means man jn charge of stove and furnace street store and keeping that on
exactly that for everything may be installation and general handling North Alain for storage. Shortly
obtained here except occupants for of the larger pieces. Stanley Walsh after this David Rubenstein vacat
the home. The front store makes is the outside man looking after col- ed the huge warehouse at the rear
an ideal location for display pur-j lections. Every article sold by this and this was promptly consolidated
poses, directly on much travelled Utm is of certainteed, known quali- with the Studley store, which was
Park street with an all glass front ty. else it wouldn’t be on their then able to give up its North Main
and recessed entrance. It is fin- floors and they stand solidly, he-j street holdings. In 1929 pressure
ished in white and mahogany which hind their goods.
of business necessitated more room
furnishes a fine background for the
A word should he said in this antl
entire Rubenstein block was
suites and pieces displayed.
1 connection about the prices in rogue secured and remodelled into the
1 he office is locat'd conveniently' at this store. It advertises lower, present excellent plant.
in this section, presided over by the prices because of lower overhead,
Harold Pearl Studley, head of

'lower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.

fb>fSI

ROtKLA.NI>

TEL. 127

MEMORIALS OF DISTINCTION
ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
CEMETERY WORK

Dealers in
GRANITE AND MARBLE

W. H. GLENDENNING
Telephone 502-W
ROCKLAND

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
ROCKLAND

422 MAIN STREET

TEKVERCHUW?

COMPLETE

SLAVERY

TEL. 378

Pulse

ftN' TOOK (AT

“Whenever she gives out money she expects
to gel back service and satisfaction,” and I
asked her If she was disappointed when she
handed out mon< y for her new bedroom suite.
She said of course not, 'cause she got it at
Studlev’s.

aeitifr

LINDSEY STREET.

fevt van

If A’NT ANNA

LOWEST PRICES

TILLSON AVE.,

MA’

HIS
MICKY
V -RN'THE DOCTOR

\F W VROWSfc To
BE NICE AND QUIET
lit vet '(ou see aim
'RE.^EIAaER.NO NOISE'

.1

ROCKLAND

For Those Tired Feet
A style for every foot, no matter
how sensitive

Solid Comfort in every pair

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS

They come in Broun Kid or Calf,
Ties or Straps
AA to EE

Insured and bonded

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND

f

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service

Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving

S

3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

J

Style 730—Tie
Broun or Blaek Calf

FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment
With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

Black or Broun Kid

All One Price

$4.95

ING

,

Others at $2.85

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

R. E. NUTT
SERVICE

SALES

SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Green Trading Stamps
and Gold Bond

ROCKLAND

PHONES 333—334

583 MAIN STREET

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR
FREDERICS

PLUMBING AND HEATING

FISH AND SCALLOPS

It

PERMANENT WAVE

RODNEY E. FEYLER

Brings out the charm in your hair.
We Do All Kinds of Beauty Culture.

INSTALLING—REPAIRING

Phone For Appointment

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service

'!
'j

BREAD & PASTRY
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh

Every Day

Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

WHOLESALE DEALER

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

H

SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN

ASK 1’S ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON

WILLIAM T. SMITH

67 PARK STREET

Marie A. Laney

PHONE 898

TF.L. 250

ROCKLAND

j

kockland

477 MAIN STREET,

t M w__ a

' I

KEEP HER HITTING

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

H

ON ALL FOUR...WITH

,

LARRO

present problem of home heating and winter health.

Larro builSs heath that boosts production and holds

To those who have chosen oil heat

it up . . . eliminates off-fe^d days, constipation and
UDDER TROUBLE.

30I

Around high yards or banked barns

I

GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR, SUGAR

|

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Your dealer can supply details

I

«

J. B. HAM CO.

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

And At 1 -5th Less Cost Than Coal

A. W. MARTIN, Manager

A. C. McLOON & CO.

17 WALNUT STREET,

ROCKLAND

TI L. 818

New County Road

ROCKLAND

TEL. 51

II

PORT CLYDE
Mrs Ada Brennan has been ill the
past two weeks. She has been at
tended by Dr. Hodgkins of Thomas.

,

Mrs. Alvah Chadwick entertained
the Baptist Sewing Circle Feb. 3 and
Mrs. Harry Lowell entertained them
this week.
There is a prevalence of influenza
in this vicinity.
Mrs. Gussie Chadwick is spending
a few days ip Friendship.
Mrs Fannie Jones and children
have returned to Cambridge after
• spending the past three weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones.
Mrs. Laura Simmons lias been visit
ing friends in Rockland and Camden.
Mis. Noel Hupper is spending a few
weeks in Massachusetts.
Alton Hopkins of Hallowell spent
the weekend with his mother Mrs.
Frank Hopkins.
Rev and Mrs Milton Kerr. Mrs.
Ada Simmons and Mrs. Gussie Chad

wick attended the Lincoln Baptist
APPLETON RIDGE
Association in Rockport Friday of
last week.
About 15 members of Appleton
Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Needham of Grange attended South Montville
Portland spent the weekend with Mr. Grange Tuesday evening.
and Mrs. John Coffin, Mrs. Needham
High School was closed part of
formerly Miss Gladys Davis, this week due to the illness of Prin
daughter of Mrs. Coffin.
cipal Neale.
The minstrel show given by the
Myron E. Harriman with his team
young folks at the Grange hall Tues hauled ivood for A. G. Pitman Satur
day evening was a great success and a day.
good sum was netted for the electric
Friends of Mrs. Edith Bartlett of
light fund.
West Appleton extend sympathy to
The grammar school was closed I her. She is in a Belfast hospital with
last week as the teacher Mrs. Adelbert a broken hip.
A. G. Pitman strained his knee bad
Simmons was ill.
The Seavey bus line is making reg-i ly Saturday when he slipped from a
ular trips to Rockland, proving a tine haymow, and Wednesday his son
accommodation for the people in this Johnson hurt his knee badly while
skiing.
town.
Bad colds are quite prevalent^xbout
Several robins have been seen in
here.
this vicinity lately.
____________
Friends here were saddened‘to
when in Portland—You can buy i learn of the death of Lindley Sprowl
copies of The Courler-Oazctte. with the ( of Searsmont Sympathy is extendhome news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con- 1 pt] {0 the bereaved family.
Mr.
gress nt.; or Ross News-stand, 38114 conroW| was born in this town and had

I

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT

L308 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Will not break up or push over

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

COURTEOUS SERVICE ALWAYS

CONCRETE

RETAINING WALLS

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

Ease of Operation

FOOD YOU LIKE

s • • •

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and

t-OVl.

476 MAIN STREET

resided here until about 14 yearsi Howes father, Chailcs Davis who is
ago, when he and his family moved j visiting them.
to Searsmont. Several from this
George McLain who received a
place attended the funeral at Sears- Painful injury to his eye by a flying
mont Thursday afternoon.
’ chip while working in the woods last
L. N. Moody is about again after be- ‘ week, has recovered and is back at
ing confined to the house several work again.
days with neuritis.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Grant who reThe selectmen are in session at cently bought and moved on the O.
their office at the village this week, W. Newha" farm were calling on
straightening up accounts. Town neighbors Sunday.
Elwood Cooper is ill with the pre
meeting is not far off.
vailing epidemic.
Herman Stevens has gone to Provi
EAST LIBERTY
dence. R. I., where he has entered
-------Butler nospital for a course in trainFlbridge and Ivan Davis have ing.
moved from the J. A. Davis farm back
Clifton Fitch and family have
to their home place. The other mem- moved from the Conner farm to the
bers of the family plan to join them Norwood farm at South Montville.
soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Howes are
The grade schools in town have spending a few weeks at Mrs. Howes'
closed for vacation and the high former home in LaGrange.
school is having a forced vacation
Willis Ladd and Russell Colbv are
for a week > on account of iljness I sawing ice for the farmers,
among the pupils.
George McLain and Edwin Rvan
Several members of clarence arc chopping lumber on the E.
, Howes' family are ill inclu.;: ig Mrs. Leigher lot at South Liberty

MONHEGAN

“Save The Pieces”
We Weld ’Em

It may look like a bad bump to
you... but don't give up so easily.
Bring It in to us, let us make it
look like it just rame from the
factory.
ABRAM W. NYE

Telephone 585
AUTO REPAIRS
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

J

regular librarian Mrs. Leslie Davis, of their leader. Refreshments were
was ill.
(served and alUwere well.pleased with
Mr. Clifford, school superintendent the meeting.
returned to Boothbay Harbor SaturCharles Simmons is slowly recovday.
ering his health but not able to walk
Congratulations are being extended as vet.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Osgood on the ; Melvin Etter who has been with his
mother Mrs. Izzie St. Clair several
birth of a son.
weeks has returned to Portland.

The Burnt Island Coast Guard
boat brought Dr. Hahn of Friendship
here Thursday to attend Harrison
Hutchins and Mrs. Hiram Colomy
who were quite ill with grippe.
»
As both mail men, Capt. Earl Field
and Adolph Stevens were ill and un
EAST UNION
able to make the Saturday trip, John
and Charlie Field went in their places.
next meeting Qf thg parm Bu_
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brackett who i reau Wiu be held in Grange dining
have been away for the past week , room Feb. 17, subject "Washington
returned Sunday. Mr. and Mrs, Na- 1 Observance."
thaniel Hanna returned with them
Nicholas Anderson has returned to
and will remain the balance of the his home in Criehaven after spending
winter.
j several months in this place.
Mrs. Charles Murphy of Friendship
Mrs. Izzie St. Clair and mother Mrs.
is taking care of 'her daughter Mrs.i Mia Young were recent guests of
Dwight Stanley who has been quite (Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw.
ill
| The girls’ 4-H Club met with their
It is good to report that all the sick ‘eader Mr\ Lilla Morton Saturday.
.These members were present: Geralpeople here are on the mending hand. dine Gould, Dorothy Morton. Shirley
The Monhegan library was not open Morton, Hope Brown. Martha Gould
Saturday as Miss Ida Proper who is ■ and two visitors. The afternoon was
in charge during the absence of the 'devoted to sewing under the direction

Florida’s Best Climate

More Sunshine
Less Rain

Wonderful Place lor
Recuperation

r
Superb fishing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under>
tow. 18'hole poll, grass greens.
Club house on the beach. Swimming
pool. 1OO rooms, 1OO baths. Orchestra.
First'dass patronage. Reasonable rates.
GEORGE KREAMFR «•
| Summer.-Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, L-L
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OTF AGIN, ON AGIN”
Author of Famous Finnigin
Verses Wrote Them Be
cause News Was Dull

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

cutlers

Strickland Gillilan, the humorist, r
... . ,
, .
i told the New York Advertising-Club
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick was hostess i
,
,
■
ing departures and arrivals, this depart to the Cheerful Circle Wednesday , how he carae to wrlte hls P°em- off ’
369 MAIN ST.
ment especially desires Information of
Boclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc. evening at luncheon, the occasion ‘ Agin. On Agin, Gone Agin, Finnigin,” j of interest toresidents of Maine sired. Not at every moment did reci
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be also serving as a birthday observance j verses of which have been quoted ’ jS the announcementthat Miss Doris tation and music go hand in hand,
gladly received.
Doe, a former Bar Harbor girl, made for at times the music would cease
for Mrs. Earle* MacWilliams. Cut throughout the nation since 1897.
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 794-W
He wrote it when he was editor of her debut with the Metropolitan while the speaker continued alone,
flowers formed the centerpiece, other
“
The
Richmond
<Ind.)
Palladium
”
decorations being in keeping with
Opera Company Feb. 4. She is to or the speaker would pause when the
Mrs. W. S. Rounds and Mrs. J. O. ’
Valentine season. The menu in and put it down on paper because sing in five of the six Wagnerian music furnished an appropriate in
Stevens entertained the Diligent! the
there
was
no
news
in
the
town
that
cluded a birthday cake.
operas to be presented. Miss Doe terlude. In some cases the music
Dames Thursday afternoon with ’
day and he needed copy to fill up the has for several years studied in New Served merely to indicate the re
luncheon at Mrs. Rounds' home on ■
paper, he said.
York and abroad and realizes with quired pitch of voice for the orator
Mrs. William Schofield of South
Beech street. The Dames will meet
“ ‘Finnigin’ and his report had her Metropolitan engagement the or actor.
Boston
is
the
guest
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
next Thursday afternoon when Mrs.
, been knocking about in my mind for apex of musical achievement. It
« ♦ » *
Carl Sonntag and Mrs. J. M. -Pome- j A. A. Jameson, at The Highlands, for some time. On this particular day was in 1929 that Miss Doe attracted
Simon Snooper in "Musical Cou
a
month?
V
in March, 1897. however, it so hap the attention of Mine. Louise Homer, rier" offers this bit: "Ernest Barbour
roy will serve 1 o’clock luncheon at
pened that he was knocking about famous contralto, and her composer in a recent issue recommends that
Mrs. Sonntag's home, 108 Beech
Mrs. Ethel Sukeforth entertained jn my mind alone. As I had to write
street.
the Moonlight Auctioneers at a "pov something at once. I put him down. husband, Sidney Homer who were radio crooners wear beards, this sug
largely responsible in furthering her
“I was astounded that evening European education. She had two gestion prompted by the amiable
The Shakespeare Society will meet erty" luncheon Wednesday evening,
hope that the honey-voiced ones
the
costumes
befitting
the
occasion.
I
after
the
paper
came
out
to
find
that
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
years of intensive study in Europe, might inhale a few strands of their
Miss
Martha
Burkett
carried
oft
old
codgers
who
never
had
been
Ruth Ellingwood, Talbot avenue,
culminating with operatic triumphs hirsute chin appendages and meet
with Miss Carolyn Erskine as leader. honors for the most "poverty- known to smile were laughing when there and the beginning of what death by strangulation. Granted
stricken"
costume.
In
bridge
favors
I
approached
them.
’
Hello,
-FinniAct III of "The Barretts of Wimpole
were won by Mrs. Carrie Douglass, gin,’ they said. ‘Well.’ I said to my- promises to be a brilliant career at then that crooners should grow
Street" will be read.
Miss Burkett, Mrs. Phyllis Clark and self, 'Look what Finnigin has these the Metropolitan. Judging from pic beards, the next consideration isMiss Lenore Benner. There were ; mummies doing.' If it could do that tures, Miss Doe is strikingly hand could they?” ♦ * * *
The Junior Harmony Club held an three tables.
'-to them, I decided, maybe it was some.
unusually happy meeting Wednesday
A young singer who once sang an
-------good enough for others to see. You
Senator Felix Herbert of Rhode audition for Gutti-Casazza was told
evening at the BPW rooms. The les
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McIntosh and know, we didn t have many subson in musicianship, on 'musical Mr." and Mrs” Gerald Marge'rson are i bribers and anything that appeared I Island has a family orchestra con- by ihe famous manager: “Your voice
terms, was conducted by Mrs. Faith spending the weekend in fishing at j to our Pai^r «I4dn’t circulate far. Our I sistmg of the Senator, his son is pretty, but too few."
* * * *
Berry, and there was also a short
sworn subscription amounted to only Edouard, and his two daughters,
Catherine
and
Margaret.
They
re

The
amateur
in music is getting
choral rehearsal. With Mrs. Leola Lake Pemaquid.
1,700. So I changed a word or two
Noyes in charge this program was
in the poem and sent it to ’Life.’ cently played over the National much attention from all sides—the
Lee G. Paul of Bronxville, N. Y.. Not long after, it was published in Broadcasting System from Wash- press, professional musicians, critics,
presented:
organizations, etc. I wish it were
ton.
Plano—Spring Song ................... Llchner and Harvard Law School, is the guest New York."
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon.
....
Barbara Johnson
possible for all of you to read the
Several in the audience asked Mr.
Paper—Who Wrote the Tune America?
Josef Hofmann will appear with splendid article which appeared in
Gillilan to recite "Finnigin."
Virginia Rackllfle
Miss
Hazel
Marshall
and
Mrs.
Law

( He put his thumbs in his vest the New York Philharmonic Orches the January issue of "Musical Di
Plano—Idlewelss Waltz ...... Vanderbeck
rence Barbour entertained at a din pockets and repeated the famous tra in April, for the benefit of the gest," by the editor of that magazine,
Geneva Hooper
Plano -Serenade ............................ Dennee ner bridge Thursday evening at Miss lines:
Musicians' Emergency Aid Fund. The Pierre Key. Here are bits to think
Muriel McPhee
Marshall’s home, North Main street,
Hofmann numbers are to be the two about:
wuz Flannlgan;
As an observance of Lincoln’s with three tables in play. Honors ''Superlntendint
Boss av the slctlon wuz Finnigin:
concertos, Chopin F minor and Bee
"It is being more strongly realized
birthday "America" was sung by all were won by Mrs. Leland Drinkwater,
Wlilnlver the kyars got olfen the thoven G major.
that the musical life of a nation or
thraek
the members. Massenet's “Elegie” Mrs. Ralph Glendenning and Miss
♦ * ♦ ♦
any community depends, not on how
An’ muddled up things t' th dlvll an’
was played by Mrs. Noyes as part of Pearl Borgerson.
back.
much music or how many artists or
At
the
meeting
of
the
managing
the music memory contest. The re
Finnigin writ It to Flannlgan.
board of the State Federation of orchestras people hear, but on the
port of the treasurer that the club
Maxine daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Afther the wrick wuz all on again.
That Is. this Finnigin
Music Clubs in Portland, it was enthusiasm and progressiveness of
now has on hand $107 was received J. H. Schellinger, North Main street,
Repoorted to Flannlgan.
voted to make available a scholarship its amateurs. Unless there are
with enthusiasm. The meeting Feb. celebrated her 9th birthday yesterday 'Make 'em brief. Finnigin!'
of $150 to some student at the East- pianists and violinists and amaieur
24, will be devoted to the annual win bv entertaining 11 school friends. From Finnigin to Flannlgan.
ern Maine Music Camp next sum ensembles who make music just for
ter picnic, and as an observance of Games were enjoyed and dainty re Repoorts won t be long agin.'
the George Washington Bi-Centen freshments featuring a birthday cake Wan da-ay on the slctlon av Finnigin mer. It was also announced that the pieasure of making music, only
nial, members are asked to attend in with festive decorations were served On the road sup'-rintlnded by Flanni- through its federated clubs it will a veneer of culture exists. Tilt"real
gan.
assist in other ways in arousing in thing is not there.
from a table colorful in pink. Each
Colonial costume. Take box lunch.
A rail give way on a bit av a curve
“Among the professional musi
terest among students eligible to the
gilfest was presented with a pink bas
An' some kyars went off as they made
cians. this fact has always been
Camp.
An
invitation
was
extended
ket
of
candies.
Maxine
’
s
guests
were
the
swerve.
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., entertained
known. Rachmaninoff some year:;
‘There's nobody hurted.' says Finnigin.
the T Club at dinner last evening as Lillian Pendleton. Bernice and Dotty But repoorts must be made to Flannl by the Lewiston members and ac ago returned a questionnaire which
Havener, Norma Robbins, Arlene
cepted to hold the State convention
a birthday observance.
gan.'
asked musical people their classifi
Blood. Irma Thompson, Daphne And he
at Lewiston-Auburn next fall.
winked at McGorrlgan.
Carter, Virginia Nelson. Katherine As married a Finnigin.
Among the various committee cation — violinist, pianist, amateur,
Jr
The Universalist ladies will serve and Kathleen Dean and Evelvn Bart
heads presenting reports was Miss composer, and so forth—with his
circle supper Wednesday at 6 o’clock. lett.
"He wuz shantyln' thin, wuz Finnigin.
mark
made
in
the
‘
amateur
’
column.
Exilia
Blouin,
recently
appointed
As minny’s a railroader's been agin.
Mrs. C. E. Rollins as chairman will
An' the smoky ol’ lamp wuz burnln' chairman of National Music Week. He knew the real meaning of the
be assisted by Mrs.,H. O. Gurdy, Mrs.
bright
•
Howard Hall returned home Thurs
Miss Blouin presented an outline of word, a ‘lover,’ which has become
E. F. Glover, Mrs. Walter H. Spear, day from Boston where he had been
In Flnnigin's shanty all that night.
her plans for observing music week debated in the popular mind and
Bllln
’
down
hls
report
was
Finnigin.
Mrs. Ralph Trim, Mrs. W. F. Tib attending the Sportsman's Show.
An he writed this here: "Muster Flannl in May. Mrs. Foster L. Haviland of connotes bungling or trifling.
betts, Miss Theresa Smith, Miss Har
gan:
“Harold Bauer, one of tli? out
the religious music department an
riet Rankin, Mrs. George H. Welch,
Misses Mary Buttomer and Gert Off Agin. On Agin.
standing pianists in public life to
nounced
that
the
next
choir
to
fed

Gone
Agin
—
Finnigin.'
"
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin, Mrs. O. B. Love rude Phillips (gitertained their Sun
Mr. Gillilan said that “Finnigin” erate will be given the admittance day, recently made this statement:
joy and Miss Jennie Trussell.
day School clasl of St. Peter's Episco
fee of $4 and a five-dollar gift of ‘The amateur is the very background
pal Church Tuesday afternoon in the had been reprinted almost every year music, both donated by Cressey & and basis of all civilized culture.'
Mrs. W. W. Spear entertained the Undercroft. Decorations, games and since it was first published.
“The amateurs in the United
Allen. Miss Louise H. Armstrong,
Thursday Club at luncheon.
refreshments reflected the Valentine
State junior counselor, reported 95 States today may be numbered by
Mrs.
Fred
Herrick
motored
to
Port

season.
Those present were Mary
their tens of thousands. The choral’
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union and Pattv Perry. Victoria Aleck. Clara land Tuesday, visiting her sister Mrs. junior clubs at present, seven having societies, the school orchestras, the
been added the past season.
Veterans are to hold a card party and Mary Cotton, and Harold Axtel. M. L. Harvey.
students, the glee clubs, the cham
* * * *
Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall, Several were absent due to illness
ber music ensembles, the instrumen
Dr.
Walter
Damroscli
was
tendered
with Mrs. Nellie Achom and Mrs. Special guests were the rector. Rev.
Mrs. Beatrice Solino has returned ’o
talists and singers who make music
Emma Douglass as hostesses.
E. O. Kenyon. Miss Margaret But Newton Center after spending her j an honorary dinner to celebrate his for their own enjoyment or in order
NOTICE TO MARINERS
tomer and Miss Margaret Hussey.
vacation with her mother, Elizabeth 70th birthday, at the Harmonie Club to appri ciate more intelligently th<
in
New
York.
Siegfried
Kahn,
busi

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Emery of
C. E. Sherman, superintendent of
Kimball, Holmes street.
ness man and music lover, as host, works and the artists they hear in lighthousesi announces the following:
’acific street entertained at supper
Housekeepers for the Baptist Men’s
the
concert
hall.
Not
only
the
arranged the evening in a semblance
md bridge last evening, their guests League supper Wednesday night ar?
Seacoast—New Hampshire—Isles of
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Arhold of Water of Wagnerian spirit and atmosphere future of America and its music de- Shoals Light Station — Siren fog
>eing Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleep- Mrs. Ceetta Whitmore. Mrs. Ethelyn
ville
who
were
called
here
by
the
The
room
was
decorated
with
special
on
them,
but
the
present
eugir
[
_
■r, Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton Frohock, Miss Helen York. Mrs. Lo'.a
Willis. Mrs. Clara Lymeburner. Mrs. death of M. Harden Gray have re panels painted by Romano Charnoff. activity in musical affairs which per
tnd Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
Lelia Benner Mrs. Lucy Carter. Mrs. turned home.
and depicting scenes from the Ring. sists in spite of <or perhaps because
The lighting was reflected through oft industrial depression, is their
Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs. H. G. Lillian Judkins, Mrs. Mildred Condc.n
Miss Frieda Herrick has returned silhouettes of swans, dragons, hel making.”
:ole and Mrs. John O. Stevens car- and Mrs. Mary Diesler.
Mr. Key continues to cite some
to her home at Ingraham Hill, having mets, spears and shields. Wagnerian
ied off honors at the bridge party
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Hays en'er- i spent the past two months as guest favors were at the plates of the noteworthy amateur organizations
iven by the BPW Club Thursday
vening. Mrs. Mona McIntosh and tained at a bridge luncheon last eve- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. diners. A "Wagner Museum" showed and individuals. Mrs. Charles E.
ning at their home on Granite street. Collins in Reading, Mass,
liss Ethel Payson were in charge.
exhibits of "articles found on the Mitchell, a New York society woman
with three tables. The guests were
vessel that bore Tristan and Isolde." has organized The Guild of Musical I
The Corner Club was entertained Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch. Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Southard returned and “on the boat which Siegfried Amateurs, the members of which arc
Friday afternoon ' by Mrs. Mary Mrs. John T. Flanagan, Mr. and Mrs. Thursday after two months’ visit used for his Rhine journey," a police a limited number of individuals,
Earl Drinkwater. Mr. and Mrs. I. F. with her daughter, Mrs. Frank Tay man "raiding the garden of Kundry." singers and instrumentalists, gath
Keizer, Pleasant street.
Cunningham Mrs. Willis H. Ander lor, in Winthrop, Mass.
ered for mutual artistic enjoyment.
“sword that slew the Dragon,’’ etc.
Members of the Scribblers Club are son, Mrs. Delilah Cunningham Hon
Dr. Damrosch was greeted by the Justice Leopold Prince of the Mu
sked to note change in the date of ors were won by Mr. and Mrs. Drink
Wednesday evening Miss Alena 60 guests, all wearing silvered, raven nicipal Court in New York, has
re next meeting, which will be held water and Mr. Kalloch.
L. Young entertained her class of the winged helmets' as the “heroes of formed a 100-piece symphony or
n Wednesday, Marclf 2, at the home
Island Sunday school. Games Valhalla." In chorus they sang a chestra. Conducted bv the judge.
CONGRESS IS INTERESTED Clark
f Mrs. Ruth Whittemore, Shaw
were played and simple refreshments greeting, with text by Dr. Sigmund Himself an amateur, and maintain (I
Spaeth, set to the music of Sieg- at hls, expense, the orchestra give
venue. Those who are competing
A committee consisting of Senators were served. A most enjoyable evening was spent and all felt well re- fried's Call. Dr. Spaeth also fur- ‘'eral concerts each season,
rr the Cinquain prizes are requested
j send their entries to Charles A. White of Maine, Howell of Nebraska paid for their ride over the icy roads, j nished a parody (Gotterdammering-1 "Irs- 1 nomas A. Edison once marker, 114 Riverside avenue, Med- and Copeland of New York, was ap Those present were Mesdames Elvie Gotterdamrosch Blues), jazzing Wag ! traduced over the radio a sympiiony
rrd, Mass., before Feb. 20.
pointed Thursday by the Senate Fuller, Julia Johnson, Margaret Jack- ner. Dr. Damrosch was presented orerrestra organized by a New
National Rcccommittee on commerce-to study the son, Emma Harrison, Helen Magnu- with an illuminated book signed by Jn'sey branch of the The
members
Irs. A. J. Murray entertained at
I son and Ada Simpson; Misses Made- scores of his musical colleagues and re at ion Association,
White-Nelson
bill
to
prohibit
the
im

were
Ige Tuesday evening, with three
' line Johnson and Margaret Rogers. other admirers. And there was a......
" carpenters, butchers, house
portation
of
and
the
interstate
com

les. Honors were won by Mr. and
; and Kenneth Morrison.
Special huge birthday cake. There were wives, school teachers, sales clerks
merce in "short” lobsters. Howell is
;. John G. Snow.
were Miss Arlene Chaples, long distance telephone calls, tele- all the occupations to be found in the
chairman. No date for meeting ol guests
Mjss Margaret McKnight and Roy grams of congratulation and toasts community. Mrs. Edison op neii be:
without number
remarks with one sentence which
Members of the P.J. Club had the committee has been arranged, j Simpson of Pennsylvania.
rncheon at Wadsworth Inn, CamAmong the noted guests were brought the essence of the amateur
en, Thursday evening, with cards at
Josef Hofmann, Harold Bauer, Dr. spirit home to her listeners better
he home of Miss Regina Morrison.
Frank Damrosch, MTscha Elman, Er than thousands of words of expla
MON.-TUES.
MON-TUES.
nest Hutcheson, Josef Lhevinne. nation could do: "The orchestra you
Mrs. George Joyce who has been
Would she be unfaithful to him Walter Golde, Hacjques Thibaud. have just heard." she began, "is comisiting relatives in Deer Isle is
if given the chance? Saucy, witty, Efrem Zimbalist, John Erskine. W no.-ed of musical amateurs who play
pending a few days with Capt. and
naughty, gay—the talkie debut of J. Henderson. Olin Downes, Daniel 111 their„ sP«re houl'3 f07r \h,e J0£ ,,,f
Irs. F. L. Green. Summer street, bethe aristocrats of the American Frohman. Rubin Goldmark. Bruno Paying. . Orange. N. J Mrs. Ediire leaving for Chicago Monday.
Walter and Antonio Scotti.
son s own home town has a com
stage—
munity chorus of COO men and
women, all of varying professions
Mrs. Orrin Smith entertained the
How many of you who enjoy musi and interests. Fort Myers, Fla., has
ango Club Thursday evening, with
cal
recitations
know
that
this
com
a band for boys between the ages of
igh honors in cards won by Mrs. L.
pound art was practised by the 12 and 16.
. Chase and Capt. F. L. Green.
ancient Greeks and Egyptians?
And speaking of orchestras. Port
Homer states that heroic poetry at land and Bangor have amaieur
Rounds Mothers Class will meet
|
his
time
was
recited
by
the
bards
to
ednesday evening at the home of
symphony orchestras to be proud of.
the accompaniment of eiUier the
rs. W. S. Cameron. Broadway, Mrs.
John Erskine, president of Juilaeolus
or
the
lyre.
The
lyre
was
tmeron to be assisted in entertainliard, Is an accomplished musician,
more
frequently
used
to
accompany
g by Mrs. David Beach, Mrs. E. C.
although he never rates himself
songs, while the aeolus, a flute-like above amateurship as a pianist. A
oran, Jr.. Mrs. John G. Snow and
instrument,
furnished
the
favorite
rs. L. B. Cook.
busy man is Mussolini, yet he always
accompaniment for the spoken word. finds time to turn to his violin—the
The standard meter of the Greeks, "Wooden Woman" as thev call it in
Group 6 of the Universalist Church
for verse to be recited to musical ac the streets of Rome. Charles M.
is to hold a public card party Thurs
companiment, was the iambic tri Schwab nlays the organ as a recre
day evening at the home of Mrs. E.
A Sen
meter, though the trochaic tetra ation. Charles G. Dawes turns to
F. Berry, 25 Grove street. There will
meter could also be used when de- the manipulation of a flute and
be several attractive prizes and re
sitive Theme
freshments will be served. Reserva
to’composition.
Charles Chaplin
Vital to happiness
tions may be arranged with Mrs.
made himself -proficient on the or
in
marriage!
EnBerry, Mrs. Charles T. Smalley, Mrs.
gan. 'cello and violin, and it will be
acted magnificentW. E. Morgan, Miss Alice Fuller, Miss
recalled that he wrote the music for
ly
by
Mabel F. Lamb, Miss Margaret G.
the last film he directed. Albert
Stahl, or Mrs. E. R. Veazie, members
Enstein is more than a competent
of the committee in charge.
violinist during the hours he takes
away from his scientific and mathe
The annual open meeting of the
with
matical work. The list could be pro
Methebesec Club will take place
PAUL LUKAS
longed Indefinitely.
Friday afternoon, Feb. 20. at the
in
Universalist vestry, at 2.30. Each
“TOMORROW
“Is it weakness to be wrought on
member may invite one guest. Dr.
AND
by exquisite music? To feel I lie
Edwin Wright of the English depart
Such Good rood
TOMORROW"
wondrous harmonies srarching the
ment of Bates College, will be guest
subtlest windings of the soul, the
speaker, his topic to be “Contem
NOW SHOWING
delicate fibres of life where no mem
TODAY
porary Dramatists.” Other features
“PLATINUM
ories can penetrate, and binding to
BUCK JONES
will include the presentation of
BLONDE"
All Home Cooking gether your whole being, past and
"When Summer Comes to Maine
In
with
Specials Served Daily
present, in one unspeakable vibra
Again,” words and music of which
JEAN HARLOW
“THE TEXAS RANGER"
tion, melting you in one moment
were written by Mrs. Blanche Ells
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
with all the tenderness, all the love
worth of Rockport and given on
Paramount Publix Theatre
that has been scattered through the
'• "Creative Night" which the club re
toilsome years?"—George Eliot.
cently observed. Music in keeping
with the George Washington Bi
..... at
.. 2.00,
o nn 6.30,
Ran 8.30
o an
Performances
centennial will also be given. Mrs.
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.3(1
Nina Beverage is chairman of the re
freshment committee.

A

NEXT TO TRAINER’S

Your Favorite Store
In a New Lccation

We Are Now Showing a Large Assortment of

Vivacious New

DRESSES
For Misses and Women

Sparkling prints—large and small.
Solid color cr« pes in bright new shades.
Gay sashes accenting the high waistline.
Wee gigolo jackets—new and dashing.
Contrasting colors used in Haltering ways.
Black dresses with new lingerie touches.

Ilresscs with slenderizing surplice fronts.

Astonishingly low priced for the quality and
workmanship

ALL WINTER COATS AT CLEARANCE
PRICES

signal discontinued and bell sound
ing a group of two strokes every 20
seconds temporarily Installed Febru
ary 10, 1932. A Tyfon to sound a
3-second blast every 30 seconds will
be installed about March 23.

Eleven Maine students took the
State pharmaceutical examination
in Augusta Wednesday among them
Kenneth M. Kuhn of Rockland.
James Gilchrest of Thomaston and
Reginald Martin of Damariscotta.

S WEEKLY SPECIAL

FEBRUARY 15-20, INCLUSIVE

vTIJ
CX —

(HAITtRTON

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

STRAND).

RJlTTTS

Yenobscot grill

Thrifty women are very prompt to take ad

vantage of our Money Saving "‘Specials.”

They also realize the value of periodical
cleaning of garments.
Next Week the Special at Lamb’s is

Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed

$100
Remember: ‘it pay: to present a neat
appear; nee.”

and1

We Clean and Reblock Men’s Hats for
50 Cents

I

Page Ejght

COL. MASON WHEATON
Revolutionary Officer and Captain
of Industry

Everv-Other-Day

Rockiand Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 13, 1932

j

their knowledge, or vessels or other valuable effects from bein greatly
exposed to be taken by them.
“We must be ever under arms, ever upon the wing, flying from place
to place to defend our extended sea coast and protect the scattered
inhabitants from the wanton cruelty of our relentless enemy.’’
Col. Wheaton recommends the bearer of his dispatches, Capt.
Nathaniel Fales, to the consideration of the Council, that he may be
employed in some place of trust where his deafness may not be an
impediment.
On March 2, 1780, Col. Wheaton makes a report to his Brigade
Commander, Brigadier-General Charles Cushing of Pownalborough,
and states: “There was this day two men brought before me who were
accused with taking a small schooner bv force of arms from a wharf in
Salem; the two men that belonged to the schooner being unarmed were
obliged to come with them. These men that took the schooner said they
were bound to Majorbagaduce. On their way to the enemy they put in at
Georges’ Island where one of the farmers made his escape to this place
(Thomaston) and informed us of his misfortune. Six men from he-e
armed themselves and pursued them, and at Fox Island (Vinalhaven)
found them and retook the schooner and brought her in here.
“I thought proper to forward them to you fast as 1 could. Inclosed 1 hav
sent you the Resolve of Council concerning them which was taken with
one of them. I have also sent the depositions of the names that were
forced away xvith the schooner, though they are not very correct. I had
thought at first to commit them to jail, but concluded to refer it to you to
do with them as you think proper.”

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

this morning and it Is noted that
some is making along the shores at
Calais.
The keeper has started the spring
inside painting and varnishing, hav
ing completed one bedroom. There
is much to do outside this spring and
he wishes to get through in the house
before good weather comes again
Mrs. Small called on Mrs. Elliot,
who returned from Chipman Memorial Hospital last week, and found her
much improved in spirits.
Mr. and Mrs. Small enjov the news
from the light stations, and although
many keepers feel there is little to
write
about, others find
’
,, their. letters
v.rio rxT
i very interesting, also the pictures
the different lighthouses.
Miss Evadna Cook^and ^Mrs.^Constance Small motored to Calais last
Saturday.
Mrs. Robert McDonald left Monday
for Quebec ffi visit her son.
Mrs. Walter Brown and Mrs. Wil' liam Oowe were recent callers on Mrs.
! Fred McCurdy,
' • » • •

TO AID NAVIGATORS
Foghorn At Saddleback and
Horn and Light At Green

Ledges Asked

Establishment of a fog horn on
saddle Back at the mouth of East
penobscot Bav was urged by Repre
By EDWARD K. GOULD
sentative John E. Nelson of Augusta
Historian Maine Society, Sons of The American Revolution
jn a conference with officials of the
Ddj.eab of Lighthouses.
Matinicus Rock
magnet drew all save two from that
(The following is an Abstract of his forthcoming book
while Saddle Back now has a
‘■Revolutionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine.’’)
Friendly greetings to keepers along now empty table to the fog signal
Ught and bell hcavy fogs hide the
the coast, also the coast guard crews. plant where much interest was taken,
and tbe
can
WHEATON, MASON of Thomaston, Maine, was Colonel of the
also time,
VAII1V, in
Ill looking
iVAsl\Jll£^ UVvl
over the
IzXlv gear.
til ,
llHllt (1IIU
L11V bel)
uv.i* v.
« 't be heard
It is snowing here and fog signal go LAIOV/
during a storm, .so that vessels in
4th Lincoln Countv Regiment of Mass. Militia, in Brigadier-General
ing. L. C. Choate, first assistant has The afternoon was pleasantly spent
that' vicinity have to stay until the
just arrived with mail and supplies. when ten sat down to two tables and
Charles Cushing’s Brigade, according to a return made by AdjutantRepresentative Nelson said.
The folks here look forward to the dug into the game of dominoes. The
General Peleg Wadsworth, dated July 5, 1779.
He also asked for the establishpaper now more than ever. Keeper party broke up at 4 o’clock declaring
ment of an automatic light and horn
He was born about 1736 and married Lavinia Dexter of Providence,
R. W. Powers would like to hear Mrs. Sterling a charming hostess.
at Green Ledges, about 14 miles from
R. L, and was one of the leading men of Thomaston, both in business and
from Capt. Morgan and Mr. Quimby
the mouth of the Penobscot River
of Crabtree Ledge, Hancock Point, I
Perkin's Island
political affairs, having been elected to many responsible offices, and was
in East Penobscot Bay. The chanas
he
served
with
the
former
as
Fred
Osgood
was
kept
in
the
house
closely associated with Major-General Henry Knox.
' nel in this vicinity is now being used
first assistant. He was a great keeper. ten days with flu but was able to
Besides his military office he was chosen a member of the first commit
I extensively for shipping pulpwood
Also was glad to hear from one of spend the weekend in Bath with his
, and needs the signal as a safeguard
tee of Safety and Correspondence June 6. 1775, and was appointed to
the retired keepers, Fred Robbins.
______
_________
mother and sisters. Keeper Eugene
Franklin Island
1 to navigation, it was urged.
communicate the local views to the Provincial Congress.
; Mr. Choate has a new spray hood , Osgood also spent the night recently
Old man winter has come at last ’o ' Nelson was recently appointed a
Four days after the choice of Col. Wheaton as chairman of the Com
and stern sail for hls boat- The spray with his family at Bath.
, „
ihrro nnt much iroing on Imember of the sub-committee on
j hood was made by Peter MitcheU of j
Navigation
navigation was quite brisk
orisK on the
tne ; stay and there is not much B°ln8
]lghthouses of the House committee
mitted of Safety, it met and ordered that the money collected as a County
Criehaven.
Kennebec. The collier Berwinglen here. Keeper C. N. Robinson writes
« Interstate and Foreign Comtax be laid out in powder, lead and other warlike stores. Later^ the I
Second assistant and Mrs Alvah with coal and several oil carriers pas- he sometimes does not see anybody
powder, amounting to 90 or 100 pounds, was distributed between Capt. :
Robinson gave a baked bean supper
in and out last week. Another of for weeks. All he can do is Keep the.
When Brigadier-General Wadsworth came to Thomaston to raise Saturday night and all enjoyed a sed
Haunce Robinson. Capt. Jonathan Nutting, Moses Robinson and George j
__ ___
__________
the
165_________
foot coast guard
cutters____
has coal fires going. His two cats “JasT’ |
troops
for
the
defence
of
Eastern
Massachusetts,
now
Maine,
he
pleasant evening. There are only six been launched and went out on her and “Tige" are lots of company. Mil boat came in at 5 o'clock under her
and ™.
Samuel
Young, of what is now Cushing, Capt. 1 homas Starrett ano
----- ,
k.' k
•
-n,
»
,
l
„ . ,
,
„„
—m Flisln Snnw established his headquarters in I homaston at the h ouse of C< '1. M ason on here now, Mr. Robinson's little 1 ^rial trjp
lard Robinson is ?t Ioudville and is own power and went to Lubec.
Creighton,
of, what
is now iir
Warren,
andi \\ illi.im W-ii
Watson,
Liisna snow
'
n- ■
...
• ,
daughter being "ashore’’ at Matinice has been plentiful in the river going later to Portland to see how his
A shooting match was held at South
and Capt. Mason Wheaton of what is now Thomaston.
1 his distribu Wheaton in what is now Wadsworth Street in that town.
Being guarded by but a handful of Militiamen, General Wadsworth’s icus Island to attend school. She ancj interfered with getting the mail brother Elmer is getting along. Mil Lubec last week and enjoyed by many
tion was made for the convenient supply of the people of these places in
boards with Mrs. Belcher.
some days. The snowstorm of Thurs- lard or Guy Robinson stay at the gunners in town. Groceries from
The last storm was quite severe ^ay night and Friday morning last light but they go after the mail and Walton's store were shot off instead
any emergency, and also, probably, from the fear that if deposited in one exposed conditions at Thomaston became known to the British General
place only, it might be seized and carried off by the 1 ories, as one of the in command at Castine, w ho sent a Detachment in a schooner to capture out here but the cable stood it and ^o^k helped on the road to Bath as sometimes get snowbound, and often of the usual different varieties of
him.
all were thankful for that.
, jj fined jn the ruts which were very they can’t get back for a week or game.
parties into which the people were now divided began to be called.
Keeper Powers thinks he is not, bad for motoring. After the snow- more on account of wind and sea.
The crew here have completed the
The expedition was successful and Col. Wheaton notified Governor
The committee also ordered that if any vessel come‘into the harbor supJohn Hancock of the capture of General Wadsworth in a letter dated, much of a reporter, but when it pjow went over them it was quite Keeper Robinson has been ashore this dinghy they have been building lor
posed to be of the lory party, one or more f <hekoh
Headquarters, Thomaston. Feb. 23, 1781. He wri
comes to swinging a paint brush and smooth traveling.
week after his month’s supplies and I Eome tjme an(j the priming coat of
rites:
shining brass he is all right. He has
The school at Parker Head has the mail, and called on his family at paint has been applieu. The boat Is
a sufficient force and go on board such vessel to make inquiries, tnat an\
,,,
,.
, .. .
persons that shall make parties against the committee or their orders shall
1I now dispatch Major Burton as an express to im
inform you of the loss of started warming up the paint for the closed until after election.
' Loudvllle. Mrs. Robinson's orother 12 feet long and is to be used as a
beseemed Tories; that no mob or parties join to go on board any vessels, our "^thy Bngad.er-General Wadsworth, whose quarters was sur- inside painting so that when good
I! Frank n,.,
Dorr aina
died ci
at hig home in ! tender at the station.
• • » •
1 Cherryfleld Jan. 26.
—.77
",
,' •
i
i
e i
„ , ■,u,„„ |MVp
rhp i rounded in the night of the 17th instant by a party of men from Maior- weather comes he will be ready for
Little
River
xvithin our boundaries or do any unlawful action, without leave of tne
f
'
outdoor work around the station. He
• • • •
Rockland Breakwater
.
,
• ,__„k
(Castine),
and he after
Myron Corbett was unable to re
committee;
that
any person wanting „to ihire
marsh or mpaJrmmeadow kelnmrintr
belonging bagaduce
J7
.
, an obstinate engagement
s ... , , was
- wounded
,
, has to watch his chance to mail news
Doubling Point Range
Thick weather means nothing to
I vheirs
• ofi the
l t 1
• j- i'
l VV
WalJ
two men. His behavior through when the boat is going ashore as he turn to school in East Machias Sunto the
late d
Brigadier-General
aldo .,,,,,1,
apply t.
to. ('™t
Capt Mason and taken prisoner with his waiter and
k............ . k„
Coast guard cutter Kickapoo passed Capt. Walls of the S. S. Cornish, or to
the whole scene was most soldierlike, he wounding three men. I have now may not get another chance for some day Afternoon (that being the^day he
Wheaton, who should return the hire to the committee; and that this
has to leave to be there Monday I in by the station Feb. 8 with a crew Capt. Thompson of the Westport as
sent
forward
two
letters,
one
to
your
Excellency,
the
other
to
the
time
committee obligate themselves to repay what money they shall receive of
morning) on account of a bad cold , for the new coast guard cutter they made their runs as usual during
but he got back forschool Tuesday Daphne. This new cutter passed out this foggy spell. It was so thick here
John Shibles, Collector of the County tax, whenever it shall be demanded Commissary of Prisoners from the General, which I received on the return
Fort
Point
of a Flag that I dispatched immediately on hearing of his being taken.
afternoon.
by Feb. 9, bound to her bass, or that one could not see them when
Snowing hard this morning (Wed
bv the Countv.
Jan. 30 the keeper saw one of the \ rather Charlestown Navy Yard.
I
must
refer
you
to
Major
Burton
for
further
particulars,
being
the
they passed the light.
Thomas Fluker the principal proprietor of the Waldo patent hye
nesday), we are having some winter U. S. patrol boats towing a gasoline I Mrs. Harry L. Nye accompanied
One of Douglas Shepherd's tame
after all. The road has been plowed boat into the harbor. It had become ' Mrs. Charles Allen of Doubling Point clams (that we hear about over the
having as one of the 1 ory party now left the Country this committee of
..Akhoilirh
„rp;,f h;]<fp ,
Although in great haste, I look upon it as my duty to inform you that i out right to the mailbox after each disabled some distance un the shore j Light to Bath Tuesday
iadio> may have been here the other
Safety seems to have determined that one of its members should not be
the
lost had--it -not 1 In last week's Marshall Point lteirts. night as quite a commotion was heard
j
1. [ and woujd have been
----- -----------too much of a gainer from the absence, but voted that Mason Wheaton be our situation at present is very dangerous, there not being more than six ' snowstorm, good service from
ofr» Stockton
much
patrol
Keeper off the boatslip
men left on the ground, and without having immediate assistance from the otown
nnrnei
bv f Springs and
fomilv
A j _been for
i the___
r.. . boat _as-1 it_ was but Keeper Pierce mentioned
.........
1 but could not locate
accountable for what rents are due for the Waldo farm which he now
western parts of this Country, or elsewhere, must of course fall a prey to appreciated by the station family. A a. short distance from the shore when Nye's name and wondered if he still J anything.
welcome
visitor
is
Mr.
Ellis
the
taken in tow. The wind was drawing liked pigs as in the old days. Indeed \ keeper Moore would like to hear
enjoys.
our enemy.”
R. F. D. man arriving around 10 a.m. on the shore and the water quite he does, and should Mr. Pierce have , from the officers and crew of the
After the capture of Brigadier-General Wadsworth, Col. Wheaton with letters and the daily papers* to rough.
the opportunity to buy one for him at U.S.C.G. Kickapoo, also from the oldOne of the first measures adopted in 1776 was the reorganization of the u
u
.................
gladden the day.
ordered
Capt.
Isaac Washburn of Thomaston to ltllvv
take i-'uuuauu
command «i
of
The fishermen reported verv poor ’ a reasonable price, do so and Mr. Nye timers on the lighthouse and coast
Militia. I hat of each County in Maine was placed^under die command j j,uar(j ,,f twenty men, which were stationed at Camden and Sr. George
Keeper 4- B Mitchell bought a fishing the last time they set trawls. wjn come alter it.
guard stations.
Brigadier-General. Charles Cushing of Pownalborough was wherf fhev served for’thirty 3ays ,t appears‘ that‘ the mcn j^nished their |
‘^ree^nntchL^wh^h^tand
d°
-» » ♦ »
of
Fhe Regiment which
“
u
“
'
;•
v.v
...vn
iu.u.a,i
CU
viv.
cut
three
not<;
bes,
which
stand
for
time.
appointed to that office for the County of Lincoln. . ... ——.......... — ,1 ou n rations, the Captain defraying the expense of collecting food. Capt. a fox, a rabbit and a good sized rat.
Quoddy Head
Deer Island Thoroughfare
♦ * • *
included St. Georges extended to Newcastle. It had been recently under Washburn petitions the General Court for wages and ration allowan c
The snow plow from Lubec came
L B. Beal of White Head called
Bright and early Tuesday morning
Petit
Manan
to Quoddy Head Monday evening the Sea Coast Mission boat "Sun
the command of Colonel Janies Cargill, but how long he retained this lor his men and himself, and reimbursement for money advanced.
'on Keeper Mitchell one day last
Petit Manan light station is twelve after the snowstorm and cleared the
office is uncertain.
Endorsing this petition, Col. Wheaton in a letter dated Thomaston, weekBea' was on bi®way east miles from Millbridge and four and a road of snow, making good traveling beam" landed Mrs. Henry T. Conary at
to visit Etta
his parents
in Millbridge.
The Regimental officers in commission
Revolutionary
ssion during the Kevo
utionary war Apnl 7 ,73,
„As , havc
ob,igcd tQ leave Thomaston grcat ,
M MitehVll
and her half miles from Pigeon Hill. Keener to town. The snows^rm Thursday the light station for a short visit. It
being so rough, they had to land on
Colonel
Farnsworth
<>f
Waldoboro,
;
part
„
f
thls
Wlnter
j
yh()Jitrht
proper
to
appo
j
nt
c
^
pt
Washburn
kepp
p]anning
a
Valentine
were, as near as can he ascertained. Col
Pierre A. Fagonde has to go to Mill- was moderate and did not block the the back side of the island. The
Major, afterwards Colonel, Mason WVheaton; ami Major riaunce Ko in up a snla||
jn this place, as there was a necessitv that a guard should j social to be held at the schoolhouse bridge for supplies and to Pigeon Hill roads as usual. People in town are ‘Sunbeam” then went on her way to
for mail.
! busy getting out their wood, taking Rockland. Keeper Elmer E. Conary
son of St. Georges, now Cushing. 'I he two last had previously com- j,e |.ept up after tf,e Troops left this place, I should take it as a favor if ’Saturday evening,
Jan. 20 the first assistant keeper. j advantage of the good hauling.
\ started on spring painting in the
The
ladies
on
the
Point
hiked
into
manded companies.
_
I you would give him some assistance in regard to his wages for the same.”
James H. Freeman went to Jonesport
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock the chambers yesterday. Mrs. Conary is
Wheaton seems to have been recognized as a Military leader by the _______________________________________________ __ _________________ ' town last Saturday afternoon, roads to take his wife to a doctor for medi - surfboat from the Coast Guard sta- 1 making hooked rugs as usual.
Massachusetts authorities as early as 1775. To protect the inhabitants of ■
FEDERAL AID BILL
Hampshire. $8.44. four answers; Con- Mffche^motored t^Llf^TueS cal treatment. Mrs. Freeman is bet tion went out In the bay in search of
'________________
ter at this writing. Jan. 25 Roscoe a fishing boat which was reported by
I'.astern Massachusetts, which was what is now .Maine, a part ot one 01
_____
necticut, $7 60. five answers; and and enioved a shopping tour.
Few who write to the newspa
L. Fletcher, second assistant went to telephone from Gt and Manan to be
the Regiments which had been enlisted in Maine was put under the com- And How It Is Regarded Bv Rc°de ISLand’ $5,50' two an?wersi Tu« Waller Boss' S.S. Cornish and piR‘eon"Hiii after Mr 'Freeman and disabled off Dark Harbor, and cruised
per realize that thirty lines will
lhp mail Mr FrPpman has installed
mand of Colonel Freeman of Falmouth, now Portland, to be stationed rtiia now u is rxegaraea DySpace does not permit giving any- ■ s. S. Malang are about all the trafsecure a hundred readers, while
from
Southern
Head
to
Cutler
with

Some of the New England ‘hlng I^Or.t?W~Ie
,th® p>cture ! fic now seen on this part of the Pen- a seven-tube Miraco radio set which
half a column secures one.
"on the seaboard in the Counties of Cumberland and Lincoln, as he and
out
success
returning
to
the
station
at
drawn by ,he NewEngland answers I obscot. Scallop boats are seen off I Works fine.
General Preble of the same place, and Major Mason Wheaton of St.
7.30.
Later
it
was
learned
that
the
;
which depict the general situations the light occasionally.
Communities
The week of Jan. 28 was verv windy
_____
in the various cities and towns. It
Georges River should appoint.”
• • * •
i and the lobster fishermen from Corea
Washington, D. C.—Rugged New is a moving picture and not joyful.
After the British had obtained a foothold at Castine, the 4th Lincoln
and Prospect Harbor were not out to
Two Bush
County Regiment of Massachusetts Militia, now commanded by Colonel England individualism, a phrase The fact that New England is in betThe weather has been cold since haul their traps from Monday to
ter shape than most other sections
Mason Wheaton, was frequently called out by companies and detach which has become ingrained in the lends emphasis to the canvas.
Feb. 1 and there is snow here now. | Thursday.
The week of Feb. 6 was a hard
ments. It is not known that Col. Wheaton took the field with any of memory and makeup of most natives
One picture that would sound less It should be an early spring if the one, with one storm upon another
about Groundhog Day
these detachments. They were under the command of his subordinate of that region, is undergoing a se extreme if the reader had all reports superstition
can be believed. Keeper Leland Mann There was no chance to get ashore for
officers, or under the direct orders of Brigadier-General Peleg Wadsworth, vere strain these days. Not only its before him. came from the town reported there were 84 hours of thick mal1 from Jan 25 to Peb- 6 1116
execution but its wisdom is manager at Fort Fairfield, up in
keepers did not see a lobster fisher
xvho had supreme command of the Revolutionary forces in this section of .successful
.
„ .
northern Maine: "Many of our farms weather in January.
being called into question. For are mortgaged to the limit. Farmers
The coast guard cutter Ossipee man for the week though it moderat
Massachusetts.
On Biscayne Bay
ed some the afternoon of Feb. 4 and
In February, 1780, Colonel Wheaton makes a strenuous appeal to the hunger and starvation are aDioad in cannot pay their taxes, and many passed here Feb. 4 headed eastward. four draggers came out from Prospect
Assistant
Keeper
John
L.
PenDell
of
them,
formerly
the
backbone
of
Massachusetts General Court for recruits to reinforce the scanty troops 1 the land and men's minds are
Harbor. Then had a northeast snow
MIAMI, FLORIDA
community, are in actual need. left Saturday on four days leave of storm that night for a change.
defending the towns in Knox Countv. He states: “That the enemies of \ troubled with tne job of reconciling our
absence. Mr. and Mrs. PenDell motored
We
try
to
be
optimistic,
but
opti

It is great to hear what is going
the United States of America now engarrisoned at Maiorbagaduce Ol^a^^s^1{ you will_
mism will not cure this malady of to Limerick to visit; her parents.
j
„TheJen in the light stations of the first
Sixteen Floors ol luxurious comfort
(Castine) appear very formidable. 1 hat there is full intimation ot their | are at band
t),row some <j0Ubt distress." An ominous note, unique White Head coast guard surfboat district
I
» . « »
intentions to make further inroads into this County at the opening of the 1 upon the undiluted continuance, this among the replies, arrived from the took them ashore from the island.
where modern appointments and
spring, (or perhaps fix the Rritish Standard at Casco Bay), thi- their 1 year, of that fine old self-help slogan, mayor of Westfield, home town of
White Head
Governor Ely of Massachusetts: “I
Portland Head
thoughtful service contribute a more
menaces daily evince. That this Regiment (the 4th Lincoln Countv) lies \ Senator La. Follette of Wisconsin
Hello folks, here we are again.
wrote
the heads of
of cities and towns am not naturally of a gloomy dispo.
.
l ■ •
1
,
I.
j
l .
awrote the
Another week has gone beyond re- 1 White Head Station, missed out on
foremost, exposed to their insult and cruelty, and xvithout sufficient. throughout the nation, seeking data sltlon- but
appears to me that the
ample measure of happiness to
call and it is time to add a bit to the J last week's edition but are back a sain
strength to withstand their force.
! in connection with what became the Pp°P(e are ripe for revolt against collection of letters.
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